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FROM THE CHIEF EDITOR'S DESK

The “CENTUM” Journal is fast emerging as a dominant mode of education of
this century, not only in technologically advanced societies, but also in the
developing and the less developed parts of the societies where a majority of
the human population awaits the first dawn of education. The ever
changing social economic and educational needs of the society have
compelled the educational institutions and the policy makers to move away
from the conventional thinking and practice of research in education.
This scope of the area of school organization and administration in
the earlier survey has been expanded into institutional organization with
research now being conducted on the organization of other levels of
education besides the schools, similarly the area of test and measurement
is now modified to evaluation and measurement due to decrease in the
number of researches, on the construction and standardization of various
tests and the growth in research on different aspects of evaluation, the
earlier category of adults and social education now features as none formal
adult and continuing education in fine with change in the perspectives and
programme in the area of research.
This publication of research article is expected to serve as a compendium
providing information on the type of educational issues and aspects of

education studied the developments and refinements in the methodology
of research and highlighting the trends in the educational research as also
in the theory and practice of education. The publication is expected, like the
earlier one to be of help to researchers in education and in other disciplines
by providing a ready reference of the areas already researched in to,
emerging areas of research, the research methods and techniques
employed and the findings of the research. The readers and the scholars
input enhance the quality of articles already published.
Dr. Anju Singh
Editor-in Chief, (Centum)
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The role of Education in reducing Pollution
SATYAJIT DEY
(Subject- LAW)
(Research Scholar, Shri J.J.T. University)
(Registration No-31319044)
(E-mail deysdeya1@gmail.com)
Shri J.J.T. University, Vidya Nagari, Chudela, Churu-Jhunjhunu Road, Jhunjhunu,
Rajasthan 333001
1. Abstract : Environmental Education is a system of providing mastering reviews to obtain
know-how, expertise, skills, and consciousness with perfect attitudinal change approximately
human relationship along with his natural and man surrounding which incorporates the
relation of population, pollutants, resource allocation, transportatio n era and concrete and
rural making plans to the full human environmental.
The high -quality manner to unfold
attention is thru "Education". "Catch them young", the phrase may additionally seem out of
place right here, however, in case we want to instill li felong mastering, we have to inculcate
it at some stage in formative years. A carefully designed gaining knowledge of the system via
which kids are exposed to various elements of environmental conservation would assist them
to develop deep information abou t it. Children must be made privy to the threats of
environmental degradation and should encourage to behave responsibly. A child needs to not
handiest gain knowledge of the call of a flower instead he ought to recognize why that flower
is vital in that ec osystem. Education encourages individuals to protect the environment.
People with such education have a tendency to be more involved in the surroundings and
additionally interact in the moves that promote and assist social and political decisions that
shield the surroundings. This paper discusses about, Environmental Education helps ensure
the health and welfare of our nation by: Protecting human health, Advancing quality
Environmental education, Creating jobs in Environmental field, Promoting Environmental
protection along with economic development, Encouraging stewardship of natural resource.
Key Words: Quality education, Human health, Environmental protection
2. Introduction: -Recent perspectives to nature, focus on sustainable development issues,
conservation of the natural environment and earth Ecosystem; indeed, it goals to decrease
electricity intake and less environmental pollution, populace growth, business development,
the success of novel technologies, notification and schooling are one of t
he important
movements for ceasing or lower of natural screw -ups. Life on planet earth is an included unit
and natural disasters aren't neighborhood or nearby issues, they're in row
consequences[1].Environment degradation is a reality that cannot be negate d. The speedy
increase in pollution of each imaginable shape has resulted in this case, each passing day the
scenario is worsening, a lot in order that there may be a hazard of utter devastation. Lack of
waste management mechanisms has reduced the state ri ght into a sell -off of poisonous solid,
liquid, and gaseous waste. Seven of the world, ten maximum polluted cities are in
India[2].When all students become knowledgeable about the function of pollution and the
numerous approaches to lessen environmental po llution, they take that understanding with
them into the future, while they may be in a position to effect real alternate. Studies have
proven that thoughts that we undertake in our youth help to shape our actions many years
overdue. When we expand a cohor t of students who recognize the dangers of pollution and
experience strongly the need for clean surroundings, we create an actual center constituency
with a view to demanding action and alternate when they come of age. Even in the instant
present, students who develop sturdy emotions about pollutants can put pressure on their
guardians to suggest for trade and to vote for this reason proper now
[3].By increasing
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consciousness and concern, education can encourage humans to reduce their impact on the
environment via greater efficient use of strength and water supplies, particularly in areas of
aid scarcity. In semi-arid areas of India, educated families are also more likely to use specific
techniques of water purification via filtering or boiling. In urban Indi a, the opportunity of
purification extended by 9% whilst the most educated person had finished primary training
and by way of 22% while the maximum knowledgeable adult had finished secondary
education, even once family wealth is accounted for [4].Such behavior turns more and more
critical as human beings in excessive income countries are known as upon to modify their
consumption and take other measures that restrict environmental harm. In many developing
countries, the extra educated generally tend to use l ess strength within the domestic, even
taking account of household income.
3.Quality education :
Science and technology can no question provide answers to
environmental troubles, which probable helped to reason, however, solutions sought need to
now nether be brief -time period ones nor too narrowly conceived. Solutions, alternatively,
should remember social and cultural factors which can be so often at the foundation of
environmental troubles. What is important is a near exam of the complicated relationship
s
amongst people and their surroundings. The equilibrium inside the flow of be counted and
strength through natural ecosystems, as well as ecosystems already modified by using
humanity, must be re -set up. Environmental Education (EE), therefore, has an obt rusive
function to play if the problems are to be grasped and if all worries are to be furnished with
the understanding, capabilities and attitudes to alter the prevailing state of affairs for the
better[5].
4. Human health: The biological and physical env ironment of the planet is changing at an
extraordinary fee due to human pastime, and those adjustments might also have a vast impact
on human fitness. One of the dreams of human development is to shield health inside the face
of rapid environmental trade; however, we frequently fail to try this. Advances in the field of
environmental health have taught us much about human health hazards; for example, air
pollution can cause respiratory disease, heavy metals can cause neurotoxicity, global climate
change is likely to fuel the spread of infectious diseases
[6]. Environmental health issues
traditionally have been addressed at the international level within the context of such issues
as ozone depletion, climate change, and biodiversity. Countries have tried to a ddress these
issues through the multilateral process, such as multilateral agreements and commissions,
bilateral assistance and cooperation, private sector investment, trade, the work of non
governmental organizations, education, and training
[7]. Especial ly focus on Education :
Indoor and outdoor air pollutants, bad sanitation and dangerous drinking water are principal
causes of adolescence ailment and mortality, which means that many children do not whole
their primary schooling due to absenteeism. Up to 3 0% of the overall sickness burden in
growing countries is because of environmental danger. Illness related to poor environmental
conditions (water and air great, pollutants, poisonous materials) prevents untold numbers of
kids from attending institutions. Even, if children are not affected immediately, they may live
far away from school to care for an unwell family member or to do the paintings of an ill
adult. A clean and secure environment and top health are critical to reaching the intention of
Education for All.
5. Environmental protection: Education and environment are two sides of the identical coin
and are complementary to every difference. The environment can be promoted by various
methods and one of the best amongst them is the provision of the righ
t training to each
antique and new generation. Education also offers to focus approximately the protection and
conservation of the environment, which is vital for the advantage of the complete of mankind.
It may also be used as an affordable measure to sol
ve one -of-a-kind styles of societal
problems that humans face in their day-to-day lives [8]. Likewise, training can play a key role
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to conserve and guard the herbal environment and generate recognition amongst people
approximately the importance of retaini ng the surroundings uncontaminated. It also plays a
crucial function in building society; this is practical and conscious closer to the surroundings
and its related challenges and troubles. Education promotes a holistic method in the direction
of protection and conservation of nature.
Conclusion: The primary cause of schooling on the subject of environmental safety is
imparting consciousness to all of us in society. Education can provide better attention to a
variety of ecological issues that take region ea ch day. Everyone in a society consisting of
kids, youths, adults, and mature humans can understand and emerge as aware of the diverse
environmental troubles, if they do get proper schooling on it. Education can supply the right
understanding of how natural surroundings feature and how people can cope with behavior
and ecosystems for sustainability. Making actual funding in environmental education may be
very important due to the fact that we live in an epoch where more and more people are
disconnected from nature and ignorant of important troubles. Education is a tool for self
empowerment because it allows us to take severe and effective movement. It leads human
beings to be destiny conservation leaders and encourages them to take severe and effective
action closer to crucial problems of the day.
References:
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Concept of karma Yoga in Bhagvad Gita
Name: Subodh Singh1, Hemant Patidar2
Department: Department of Yoga and Natural Health Sciences
Institution:-Shri Jagdishprasad Jhabarmal Tibrewala University (JJTU)
Contact number: 9599614830
Email:Subodhnasdaq@gmail.com, hemantpatidar1302@gmail.com
Abstract: - The concept of karma in Bhagvad Gita is about doing selfless action without any
desire of their fruits, considering them as duty for the wellbeing of others. Karma yoga
(selfless service) is the path of attaining moksha through work. In Bhagavad Gita verse 3.4, it
is said that avoiding labour or not commencing employment is not the route to becoming free
of bondage, just as renunciation of the world and wearing monk's ga
rb is not the path to
becoming spiritual. According to Hindu scriptures, it is natural for a human being to seek the
benefits of his or her actions, but a sole devotion to fruits and good immediate results might
jeopardize dharma (ethical, rightful action) . Verse 2.47 states that your effort, not the
outcome, is your duty. Allowing the rewards of your activities to be your motivation is never
a good idea. Do not succumb to inactivity.
Verse 2.48 states that set your mind in yoga state, do your task, and don 't get caught up in
anything. In both triumph and defeat, keep a level head.
True yoga is centeredness
(samatvam). We cannot remain in this world without doing anything. According to verse 3.5
not acting is also a type of action with repercussions and karm ic influence, and the nature of
life is such that human beings are always acting in their surroundings, whether in body or
mind. The Bhagavad Gita states in verses 3.6 to 3.8 that the action might be driven by the
body or influenced by other factors. It ca n also be inspired by one's true self and inward
introspection (soul, Atman, Brahman)
Key words: - karma yoga, Dharma, Bhagavad Gita
Introduction:-Action is referred to as karma.
The Sanskrit term karma means " action".
Everyone must bear the consequences
of their own conduct. Four forms of karma are
described in the Bhagavad -Gita: All collected karma (actions) from this and past lives are
referred to as Sanchita Karma.
Prarabdha Karma refers to current -life acts and their consequences. Iccha prarabdha,
Annicha prarabda, and paraiccha prarabda are the three types of parabdha.
Future acts that
result from current deeds are referred to as Agami karma. Yoga refers to a state of being or a
method of doing something. Karma yoga is a spiritual discipline in which
God's followers
utilize deeds as a way of self -transformation and liberation by avoiding the repercussions of
their actions. Karma yoga teaches you how to survive in this world without getting your
hands filthy with immoral acts. Several Upanishads and the Bhagavad Gita describe karma
yoga's central idea. Aside from these, it's mentioned in a number of other texts. Karma yoga
is a path of unselfish service and compassion for others who are suffering. Selfless service, or
seva, is a manifestation of karma yo ga. Volunteering, for example, embodies the spirit of
karma yoga and makes it apparent.
Lord Krishna about karma yoga in chapter 3: -"I announced two ways for the pure heart at
the beginning of time: jnana yoga, the contemplative road of spiritual understan
ding, and
karma yoga, the active path of selfless service." No one can achieve freedom by refusing to
act; no one can achieve perfection by refusing to labour. There is no one who sits still for
even a second; all things are compelled to perform by their own nature.
Centum Volume 9 Issue -8,2021
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Those who refrain from action while allowing their minds to wander to sensuous pleasures
cannot be considered serious spiritual searchers. They, on the other hand, who master their
senses through the intellect and use them for unselfish service, flourish, complete all of your
responsibilities; action is preferable to inactivity. Even to keep your body alive, Arjuna, you
must act. The planet is imprisoned by selfish behaviour. Act selflessly and without regard for
personal gain.
Mankind and the responsibility of selfless service were established together in the beginning.
You will always be productive and achieve fulfillment of your goals via unselfish service,
according to the Creator's promise.
Brahman, the everlasting, limitless Godhead, is the source of a ll selfless deed, Arjuna. Every
act of service is imbued with Brahman. This law, O Arjuna, governs all life. Those who
disobey it by indulging their senses for their personal pleasure while neglecting the needs of
others have squandered their lives. Those who understand themselves, on the other hand, are
always content. They no longer seek happiness in the exterior world, having discovered the
source of joy and contentment. They stand to gain or lose nothing by taking any action,
because neither people nor things may threaten their safety. Strive to serve the world's
wellbeing at all times; the highest aim of life is attained through commitment to unselfish
effort."
Acts of seva, or selfless service, are manifestations of karma yoga.
Karma yoga in our daily life:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Karma is created by our wants, not by our deeds. When our acts are motivated by desire,
they tie us, and the birth -death cycle repeats itself. It is necessary to let go of our
aspirations while continuing to carry out our activities, even if they are unpleasant.
It is impossible to ignore one's everyday obligations and responsibilities. Make
spirituality and a balanced attitude a part of your everyday routine by incorporating them
into your actions.
Our deeds determine our existence. Higher awareness creates life, and living by action,
and collective activity of living creatures keeps the planet running. You must carry out
your responsibilities with a sense of detachment.
Renunciation should not be viewed as a way to avoid everyday tasks or obligations. It just
adds to your karma of selfishness. Renunciation is really about trading our fruit wants for
our deeds. Surrendering to the will of a greater reality should be our approach.
You must occupy your thoughts with contemplation and strive to remain co ncentrated.
Your acts must be carried out in a selfless manner.
When doing any action to uphold your Dharma, you must be free from attachments and
cravings.

Examples of karma yogis in our modern world:
1. M.K. Gandhi: - One of the greatest examples of a tru e Karma Yogi is M.K. Gandhi. He
worked diligently on himself and the Indian nation's wellbeing. Gandhi had to fully give up
his personal life in order to pursue the goal of Karma Yoga. He did it calmly, repeating the
name of God, "Ram," over and over. He a ccepted his fate, confident that none of his spiritual
efforts would go in vain, as Lord Krishna's solemn vow in the Bhagavad Gita, which Gandhi
read daily for inspiration, states.
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2. St. Teresa of Calcutta (Mother Teresa)
Mother Teresa (St. Teresa of Ca lcutta) is another great Karma Yogi. She served with
sincerity, spontaneity, and devotion. She stated of her prayers, "I don't pray for success; I
pray for fidelity..." What mattered to her was that she remained faithful. We will continue to
be bound by our acts if they do not come from the Stillness of the Heart, from the feeling that
we are not the ones doing them, no matter how useful or good they may be. As St. Teresa so
movingly described, "spiritual poverty" is a state of inner emptiness of the ego an d mind, as
well as surrender: "I don't demand anything of the work." It's all His doing. In His palm, I'm
like a little pencil. That is all there is to it.
3. Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam: -Bharat Ratna, India's "Missile Man," is a scientist, teacher, and
the country's President. Kalam utilized his position to preach messages of compassion, love,
development, and optimism. Kalam, for example, a workaholic, believed in making the most
of one's time. He would never sit still for even a second. He enjoyed playing the Veena and
writing poetry whenever he had spare time. Kalam was a visionary who pioneered electronic
administration at Rashtrapati Bhavan.
Kalam's careful handling of his first official travel outside of New Delhi is noteworthy.
Kalam picked Gujarat to meet the earthquake victims in 2001 and communal unrest in 2002.
After that, he travelled to Bhopal to see the victims of the gas disaster.
Role of karma yoga in mental health improvement: -The individual's attitude and response
to situations are crucial in managing with mental health issues.
Karma yoga provides us the insight of how to deal with everyday life problems and work as a
guide book to solve our problems.
How to deal with stress through karma yoga:
-Environmental stressors such as noise,
pollution, and the bustle of city life will not go away, and neither will concentrate on personal
issues and anxieties that cause mental strain. The more one thinks about an issue, the more
fear and concern arise, reinforcing the negative samskaras. Mental stress is caused by
egocentrism and a harmfu l emotional connection to the environment, according to ancient
yogic teachings.
The relevance of karma yoga, which is founded on the law of cause and effect, has been
highlighted in yogic philosophy while coping with external and internal stress. In react ion to
samsara, the never -ending stressful cycle of birth, death, and reincarnation, karma yoga was
born. Until you transcend the personal self and break free from the cycle, every action,
thought, and feeling generates good, negative, or mixed karma, furt
her tying you to your
egoistic self. Karma yoga, or selfless action with awareness, is a powerful mental cleanser. It
relieves internal tension by clearing the mind of collected garbage and alerting you to the
consequences of your training, including complexes, phobias, and protective armouring.
Drista bhav (the art of detached observation): -The essence of karma yoga practise is to
cultivate the quiet, hidden observer or witness inside. We learn to monitor our behaviours,
interactions, thoughts, and feeling s, as well as your reactions to them, as you become more
aware of yourself. This may appear challenging at first, but with experience, our capacity to
be aware in all situations will increase.
One of the first things to notice as our awareness grows is how
we react emotionally in
different situations. Internal tension is caused by becoming irritated, angry, or agitated every
time someone says something that contradicts our own views or convictions. We activate the
Centum Volume 9 Issue -8,2021
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body's defence mechanism and the vicious cy cle of excessive hormone production if we
respond with mental agitation and worry on a regular basis. As a result, high blood pressure
develops, arteriosclerosis develops, and cardiovascular disease develops as a distinct
possibility. As a result, we must learn to recognise and control your mental and emotional
reactions.
Conclusion:-When karma yoga transforms into real selfless service, you work without ego,
becoming nothing more than a musical instrument on which the divine plays a melody. When
honesty, s incerity, and love shine through your acts, true assistance may occur. Work
becomes effortless for the karma yogi, who gains enormous energy, focus, and willpower.
This is a necessary component of yoga for the spiritual seeker. Everyone, on the other hand,
may gain from it.
References:
1. Bhagavad Gita yatharoop. (2016).
2.Karma yoga .(2005,January 10).Wikipedia, the free ency clopedia. Retrieved September 24,
2021, from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karma_yoga
3. Controlling anxiety and stress through karma yoga. (2014, August 14). Sanskrit- Hinduism
and Indian Culture Website. https://www.sanskritimagazine.com/yoga/controlling -anxietystress-karma-yoga/
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A Comparative Study of Mental Prosperity between
House Wives and Working Ladies
Ms. Rashmita Sabat
Research Scholar, Shri Jagadishprasad Jhabarmal TibrewalaUniversity,
Jhunjhunu, Rajasthan
Abstract:-The motivation behind the examination was to explore the distinction in mental
prosperity between house wives and working ladies. Thirty house wives and thirty working
ladies product arbitrarily chose for the examination. Mental prosperity with its five sub
factors, for example, satisfaction, efficiency, sociabi lity, mental health and interpersonal
relation were evaluated through Psychological prosperity scale by a board of Physiologists
and specialists. Autonomous example t -test uncover that there was no noteworthy distinction
in Satisfaction, Efficiency, sociability, mental health and interpersonal relation between house
wives and working ladies.
Keywords:psychological well -being, satisfaction, efficiency, sociability, mental health and
interpersonal relation
Introduction
Psychological well -being is quite similar to positive mental health, satisfaction,
happiness. It helps to find out relation between such items. If someone says that he/she
is very much satisfied or happy with life then we may conclude that her psychological
well-being is high (Diener & Ryan, 2009) [4]. Psychological well -being consists of
positive relationships with others, personal mastery, autonomy, a feeling of purpose
and meaning in life, and personal growth and development. Psychological well -being
can be attained by achieving a st ate of balance affected by both challenging and
rewarding life events. In the present study attempt
has been made to compare
psychological well -being between housewives and working women with an
expectation that it will help to understand the psychological well-being of housewives
and working women.
Around 70 –80% of the populations in India currently live in rural settings without
access to good quality healthcare facilities. The establishment of primary health centers
(PHCs) has helped improve affordability and accessibility of healthcare to some extent,
for some conditions, but it has been largely ineffective in addressing the needs of people
suffering from or at risk of non -communicable disorders including mental disorders. It
has been estimated that only 1 in 27 receive care for mental disorders such as
depression. The National Mental Health Survey (NMHS) estimated that about 150
million Indians need care for mental disorders, and about 10% suffer from common
mental disorders (CMD) such as depression, anxiety, emotional stress and suicide risk,
as well as alcohol and drug use. The report indicated that the prevalence of mental
disorders was 2 –3 times higher in urban areas, compared with rural areas. However,
relatively few studies have used standardized tools to assess the burden of CMD,
especially in rural settings. Thus, there is a need to provide further evidence about the
burden of mental disorders, especially in rural communities and particularly using
standardized tools and methods. In the absence o f reliable disease prevalence estimates,
planning an appropriate health system response is challenging.
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Independent sample t-test was conducted to analyze the significance of mean difference of
Psychological well-being between working women and housewives. Results which are shown
in table 2 are the result of independent t-test of satisfaction between working women and
house wives.
Table 2: Independent sample t-test for means of Psychological well-being
Variable

Satisfaction

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal variances
notassumed

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal variances
Sociability
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed
Equal
Mental Health variances
assumed
Equal variances
notassumed
Efficiency

Interpe
rsonal
Relatio
ns

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

t

df

Sig.(2tailed)

Mean
Difference

1.8
9
1.8
9
0.0
72
0.0
72
0.4
8
0.4
8
1.4
3
1.4
3
0.1
0.1

58

0.06

-2.4

Standard
Error
Difference
1.26

0.06

-2.4

1.26

58

0.94

0.1

1.38

57.
96
58

0.94

0.1

1.38

0.63

0.73

1.51

56.
99
58

0.63

0.73

1.51

0.156

-2,06

1.43

0.156

-2,06

1.43

0.918

-0.13

1.29

0.918

-0.13

1.29

57.
92

57.
61
58
57.
6

The independent t- test found no significant difference in any of the factors under
psychological well-being.
Discussion
Satisfaction is fulfillment of one’s wishes, expectation, need, or pleasure. Mean and
standard deviation of working women were
36.66+4.83 and house wives were
39.06+5.00. House wives satisfaction level was greater than working women but
Independent sample t-test found no significant difference in satisfaction between
working women and house wives.
Efficiency means a person’s belief about his or her ability and capacity to accomplish a
task. Mean and standard deviation of working women were 41.56 + 5.42 and house
wives were 41.46+5.29. There was no significant difference in efficiency between
working women and house wives. Sociability mean’s the quality of liking to meet and
spend time with other people. Independent sample t-test was conducted to compare the
sociability level of working women and house wives. There was no significant
difference in sociability between working women and house wives. Mental health
includes our emotional, psychological, and social
well-being, mental health is the
condition of being sound mentally and emotionally that is characterized by absence of
mental illness. Mean and standard deviation of workin g women were 34.40 + 5.33 and
house wives were
36.46 + 5.78. Independent sample t -test found no significant difference in mental
health between working women and house wives. An interpersonal relationship is a
strong, deep, or close association or acquaintance between two or more people that
may association may be
based on inference, love, solidarity, regular business
interaction, or some other type of social commitment. Mean and standard deviation of
working women were 40.16 + 4.78 and house wives were 40.30 + 5.20. Independent
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sample t -test found no significant difference in interpersonal relationship between
working women and house wives.
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Abstract
The requirement for successful populace mental health advancement approaches is dire as
mentalhealth concerns are raising comprehensively and current allopathic treatment regimens
are lacking to bring individuals towards the condition of mental Health. Effectively
lightening pressure can possibly advance prosperity and forestall disease. Around the world,
yoga is picking up fame as an open, satisfactory and savvy practice for psyche and body.
Individuals are going to yoga for mental health improvement in view of inclinations for:
self-treatment rather than clinical intercession; saw more noteworthy adequacy than drug;
less symptoms; absence of reaction to
medicine. Yoga has negligible reactions and is
practical in examination with pharmacological
medications and psychotherapy. Yoga's
additional advantage is that it improves physical wellness and energizes confidence. Right
now we talk about the proof for yoga as a
type of mental health advancement, ailment
anticipation and treatment for sadness
Keywords: Mental wellbeing; Quality of life; Yoga; Depression; Mental health promotion
Introduction
By 2020, the World Health Organization predicts that depression will be the second biggest
contributor of the worldwide infection trouble, after ischemic Health illness (refer to).
Nervousness is additionally being analyzed at a more noteworthy rate than it was previously.
Regardless of these increments in conclusion, treatment regimens commonly incorporate
pharmaceutical treatments that are not adequate to forestall further ailment or advance
mental prosperity. Successfully tending to mental health concerns involves an extensive
methodology that tends to the foundation of the problem(s) [1-3]. Right now, give proof to
yoga as a type of health advancement, ailment anticipation and treatment for despondency
and other mental health lopsided characteristics. Like different treatments, yoga is anything
but a total answer for mental health concerns. Related to different methodologies, yoga can
possibly lead individuals towards more prominent mental prosperity.
What is Yoga?
Yoga is an old Indian practice, which has been spread everywhere throughout the world, and
is in any event, being renewed in India itself. Yoga comprises of good code (Yam) self
purging and study (niyam), certain stances (asana), managed breathing methods
(pranayama), hand presents (mudras), and contemplation. Yoga's sure effect on the physical
and mental health of people and their prosperity has been a set up truth in the old just as
contemporary yoga writing. The ongoing logical research on yoga gives experimental proof
to a portion of these cases, and determines that specific yoga rehearses are helpful for the
mental and physical health of youngsters and youngsters. The eight limbed way of yoga
incorporates: Yama (moral codes), niyama (self -control), asana (stances), pranyama (breath
works on advancing life power), pratyahara (tactile greatness), dharana (focus), dhyana
(reflection), samadhi (condition of happiness). The word foundations of
yoga signify "to
join" in Sanskrit. Joining brain and body, and individual and aggregate selves is
the
quintessence of this old South Asian practice [4]. Yogic way of thinking sets that each living
thing is interconnected and joined [5]. "Yoga exists on the planet since everything is
connected" [6]. Yoga's most prominent point is to make sympathy inside and a profound
feeling of solidarity and unity with all types of life [7]. Yoga is an individual action that has
social ramifications. The individuals who consistently take part in yoga regularly collaborate
with the world in more quiet and progressively sensible manners. Increasingly positive social
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communications and connections are one of the far reaching influences of individual yoga
practice. Open or correlative yoga classes offer low pay individuals the chance to encounter
the advantages of internal harmony and healthier body. At the point when practices, for
example, yoga are available to every, bigger impact are conceivable. Without exaggerating
the effects, potential outcomes of enormous scope populace mental prosperity activities, for
example, this are less brutality in the public eye, less enslavement, more prominent capacity
to be legitimate with one and others.
Symptoms of Stress
By and by there is more interruption from clinical treatments than whenever previously, as
in certain nations, youths utilize less medications than did past ages, perform bett
er
scholastically, socially and fairly, despite the fact that exploration additionally shows that
youngsters are more stressed than their partners before, many are determined to have
conditions, for example, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).
Expanded
weight is additionally applied on them to prevail in school now than in past occasions Thus,
there are progressively mental issues among youngsters; many concern too much, have rest
issues, and experience misery and stress. Youngsters additionally experience the ill effects
of tormenting, poor conduct issues, poor associations with society, issues with consideration
and self-guideline, poor individual cleanliness, rest issue, heftiness, PC/screen reliance,
medicate misuse, and absence of school inspiration and so on. The following are some of
yogic practices which can be performed at pediatric age
gathering. There potential
advantages are additionally depicted according to old and present day writing.
Literature Review of Mental Health and Yoga Methods
We found approximately 30 review articles and 300 separate studies in the area of yoga and
mental health in the peer-reviewed medical literature. Because this is a relatively new area of
research, it is difficult to compare one study to the next partly because of sample size
variation, differences in trial length, and variances in the kind of yoga. Some studies tested
Iyengar (primarily asanas) while others tested Sudarshan kriya (patterned pranayam
exercises, moving from slow and calming to rapid and stimulating, followed by emotional
selfexpression in a supine position), savasana (deep
relaxation), Sahaja yoga (a type of
meditation), or pranayam. Varying time periods, from 2 week
to 6 months of yogic
interventions, also made studies diff icult to compare and contrast. Overall, studies of yoga
and mental health would improve from greater methodological rigor, particularly
better
randomization [8]. A brief summary of peer -reviewed literature on yoga and mental health
As the Patanjali Sutras notes: “Yoga is the practice of quieting the mind” [9]. Positive
mental health is “a state of well-being in which every individual realizes his or her own
abilities, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully, and
is able to make a contribution to his or her community [10]”. We searched for articles that
examined yoga as a form of promoting mental wellbeing for healthy people. However most
of the literature in this area focuses on improving quality of life for people with cancer and
other afflictions. The literature on mental health and yoga is biased towards individualized
mental health imbalances in a similar way as literature in physical health is biased towards
individualized disease. We found approximately 30 review articles (2002 -2014) on yoga as
a treatment for various mental health disorders,
including Major Depressive Disorder
(MDD), Anxiety Disorders, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD), Schizophrenia and
others. The most significant results were for yoga
as treatment for depression. More
research is required for conclusive evidence-based recommendations; so far peer reviewed literature appears promising for yoga as mental health promotion and treatment
particularly for depression.
Studies of yoga’s effects on quality of life and depression
Yoga has been shown to enhance quality of life in people who are healthy and ill. A review
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study found that yoga is as effective or better than exercise at improving a variety of mental
and physicalhealth measures such as stress, quality of life, mood states, heart rate variability,
pulmonary function and so on [11]. A meta-analysis concluded that because weight gain and
toxicity are side effects of various pharmacotherapies, yoga may be an effective and less
toxic auxiliary treatment for severe mental illness [12]. In one study yoga improved subjective
wellbeing, mental health and executive functioning within prison populations [13]. Yoga
improved the quality of life of pregnant women in various studies and enhanced
their
interpersonal relationships [14]. Studies over the past 15 years have shown that yoga can
improve psychological health during breast cancer treatment [15], as well as health -related
quality of life in antipsychotic -stabilized patients [16]. In the treatment of mild to moderate
MDD, promising results indicate that yoga may be applied as a monotherapy [3]. Level Two
evidence supports the use of yoga as an adjunctive therapy [17]. Multiple studies conclude
that: a) Yoga is better than no treatment in improving mild to moderate depressive symptoms
in MDD [18]; b) Yoga is equally as effective as TCAs (tricyclic antidepressants) in severe
MDD [19]; c) Yoga in combination with anti -depressants is better than anti-depressants
alone for depressive symptoms [20].
Patients’ Experiences with Yoga
Connectedness and shared experience with others
“The shared experience was important for coping shared consciousness was there, when
everyone was there together it makes you feel a feeling of connectedness of everything. You
walk out of there feeling in touch with the condition of others, not just what’s going on with
me, but what’s going on with everything, which is very reassuring. When you’re in a
depressed state, you feel very alone but feeling whole and part of a whole is where the value
is really is.”
Coping with stress and ruminations
“I feel good about myself more oіen than before the yoga. I learned to focus on the positive,
insteadof what I did wrong, didn’t do, or can’t do anything about anyway.”
Empowerment and competence
“It gives me motivation to try other things that I might not have tried before it gave me a
sense that ‘I can do it, I can do this for myself.”
How Does Yoga Work?
The systems that make yoga an apparently powerful health advancement, malady avoidance,
treatment, recovery, and whitewashing mediation are not so much comprehended. Different
analysts speculate that yoga works through decidedly influencing the sensory system, the
cardiovascular framework and quality articulation. Incitement of the
vagal nerve brings
about expanded parasympathetic movement of the autonomic sensory system and
furthermore builds GABA (a synapse) action in the cerebrum [21]. Like different types of
physical exercise, breathing and body development positively affects cardiovascular health.
Studies looking at quality articulation in long haul specialists of yoga with controls propose
that yoga decidedly influences quality articulation profiles in resistant cells [22]. From a
yogic viewpoint, the breath is a scaffold among brain and body. Slow diaphragmatic
breathing is regular to practically all types of yoga. The way to calming the psyche is easing
back and extending the breath. Rehearsing yoga assists with recapturing mental steadiness,
serenity, and quietness, basi cally due to this sort of relaxing. Professionals can associate
inside through this stillness and quiet. For all intents and purposes every single yogic
work on, including asana (stances), pranyam (life power rehearses), dhyana (contemplation),
empower quietness and tuning in inside. Being kinder and gentler to oneself as well as other
people is a piece of the training on and off the tangle. A yogic saying states that through an
adaptable body we increase an adaptable brain. This assists individuals with ge
tting
progressively quiet, sympathetic, less inclined to outrage and bitterness. Moreover, yoga
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brings experts "home" to their characteristic selves, in part through an impersonation of
nature. A considerable lot of the asanas impersonate creatures and pla nts, for example, tree
present, hound present, feline posture, snake posture, and others [23]. The last piece of a
yoga class is savasana, carcass present, in which individuals rests with their arms and legs
open in profound rest. It is frequently the most famous piece of the class, somewhat in light
of the fact that it comes aіer the body has been moving and working. Ayurvedic doctors
prescribe savasana to practically the entirety of their patients as a solution for present day
society's feverish pace of l
iving. Savasana joins profound breathing with deliberate
unwinding of each body part. While a few people may nod off during savasana, the goal is
to keep up cognizance while the greater part of the body is
resting. The feeling of
development and soіness assists with discharging connection to material concerns. While we
don't will in general examine this outside of India, the imagery of savasana as a body depends
mostly on the thought that the carcass is in finished harmony. Inside Indian way of thinking
passing is a piece of a pattern of life and re -birth. By permitting the brain and body to mimic
passing, relinquishing all concerns and connections gets conceivable. Also, yoga urges
experts to encounter an open heart. Numerous yogic rationalists believe the whole practice
to be about figuratively associating with our souls. Inside the chakra framework, the heart
lies in the seven chakras. Asanas, for example, arda chakrasana (back twist), kapotasana
(pigeon present), and ustrasana (camel present) empower the development of the focal point
of the chest which is the area of the anahata chakra, the yogic heart place. Representations
and pranyams in yoga likewise support kindness. The impact is frequently less judgment,
more noteworthy acknowledgment of self as well as other people and a more loosen up way
to deal with life.
Asana
SuryaNamaskara,Tadasana,Padmasana,Vajrasana,Shashankasana,Anandmdirasana,
Paschimottanasana, Bhujangasana, Shalbhasana, Sarvangasana, Halasana, Shavasana
Pranayama
Nadishodhana, Bhramari, Sheetkari
Mudra
Shambhavi, Vipareetakarni
Shatkarma
Kapalbhati, Jalaneti, Trataka
Others
Meditation, Yoganidra
Asana
Ø Suryanamaskar:- It stimulates and balance all the system of the body including
Endocrine, circulatory, respiratory, and digestive system, increase awareness and bestow
good health andwellbeing
Ø Tadasana: It stretches rectus abdomini muscles and intestine
Ø Padmasana: Mental stress is relieved and quietening of mind is achieved
Ø Vajrasana: It stimulates the vajranadi, activates prana in sushumna and redirect sexual
energy to the brain for spiritual purpose, balance the nervous system
Shashankasana: Regulates the function of adrenal gland, practised with Ujjai pranayama
eliminate anger.
Ø Anandmadirasana: Calm the mind, Relax the nervous system
Ø Paschimottanasana: It tone and massage the entire abdominal and pelvic region
Ø Bhujangasana: Maintain the secretion of cortisone, improve circulation of back and
toningof nerves
Ø Shalbhasana: Stimulate the Autonomic nervous system
Ø Sarvangasana: Tranquillising the brain, relieve mental and emotional stress,
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boostingimmune system
Ø Halasana: Improving the operation of Sympathetic nervous system
Ø Shavasana: Relaxes the whole psycho-physiological system and quiets the agitation of
themind
Pranayam
Ø Nadi Shodhan Pranayama: it induces tranquillity, clarity of thought and
concentration, increase vitality and lower level of stress and anxiety by harmonizing
the prana, balanceida and pingla nadi
Ø Bhastrika Pranayama: It burns up toxin and remove disease of doshas or humours:
Kapha (phlegm), Pitta (bile), vata (wind), balance and strengthen the nervous system,
inducingpiece, tranquality of mind.
Ø Sheetkari Pranayama: It cool and reduces mental and emotional excitation, induces
muscular relaxation, mental tranquality, generate felling of satisfaction
Mudra
Ø Shambhavi: It calm the mind, removing emotional stress and anger,
developconcentration, mental stability, balance emotional development
Ø Vipareetakarni: Enhance blood circulation of brain, increase mental alertness
Shatkarma
Ø Kapalbhati: It purify ida and pingla nadi, remove sensory distraction from the
mind,balance and strengthen the nervous system
Ø Jalaneti: It alleviates anxiety, anger and depression, awaken Ajna chakra
Ø Trataka: Relieving nervous tension, anxiety depression and insomnia, develop
goodconcentration and strong will power.
Other
Ø Yoga Nidra: It is a state of conscious deep Sleep, brings an incredible calmness,
quietnessand clarity.
Ø Meditation: It gradually instils peace, stability and increasing awareness, deep
relaxationof mind.
Conclusions
The act of yoga shows guarantee for advancing better populace mental health. It is adequate,
available, savy and empowers independence. Yoga is an individual health advancing
practice that should be possible in gatherings and upheld by networks. Like other all
encompassing practices, for example, yoga, qigong, reflection, etc, it incorporates a network
part. Rehearsing yoga together, in working environments, schools and other gathering settings
have appeared to advance populace mental health [24]. While yoga doesn't address the social
determinants of mental ailment it promotes a more prominent feeling of inward harmony for
the individuals who share. It gives the
idea that profound moderate taking in mix with
development and different parts of yoga are at the core of yoga's capacity to bring individuals
a more prominent feeling of quietness. It meets the
triple point of improving health,
improving consideration and lessening cost. An ongoing article addresses whether adequate
proof exists for family doctors to prescribe yoga to their patients. The proof based answer:
"Truly, yoga can lessen side effects of uneasiness and sadness (Strength of recommendation
(SOR): B, deliberate audits of randomized controlled Trials [RCTs] with noteworthy
heterogeneity). Over various RCTs utilizing shifted yoga mediations and different
investigation populaces, yoga regularly improves by and large indication scores for
uneasiness and misery by about 40%, bo th without anyone else and as an adjunctive
treatment. It creates no revealed hurtful reactions." at times yoga is educated for nothing, for
example, yoga clubs in India and different nations. While it may not be for everybody,
through a trained methodology a great many people with or without mental health irregular
characteristics may feel increasingly mental simplicity and unwinding through the act of
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yoga.
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ABSTRACT:-As we know that the well defined and futuristic Education Policy is essential
for a country at school and college levels because of education leads to economic and social
progress. Various countries adopt different education systems by considering the tradition
and culture and adopt different stages during their life cycle at school and college education
levels to make it effective. Currently, Government of India announced its New Education
Policy which is based on the recommendations of an Expert Committee headed by Dr.
Kasturirangan, former Chairman of the Indian Space Research Organiza
tion.(ISRO) This
paper highlights on various policies announced in the higher education system and compare
them with the currently adopted system. Various innovations and predicted implementation
of NEP -2020 on the Indian Higher Education System along with
its merits are discussed.
Finally, some suggestions are proposed for its effective implementation towards achieving its
objectives.
INTRODUCTION:-India being a growing liberal country for educational reforms, currently
has about 845 universities and approximately 40,000 Higher Education Institutions (HEIs)
reflecting the overall high fragmentation and many small sized HEIs in the country which are
affiliated to these universities. It is found that over 40% of these small sized Institutions are
running single program against the expected reforms to a multi -disciplinary style of higher
education which is an essential requirement for the educational reforms in the country for the
21st Century. It is also noted that over 20% of the colleges have annual enr ollment less than
100 students making them non -viable to improve the quality of education and only 4% of
colleges enroll more than 3000 students annually due to regional imbalance as well as the
quality of education they offer. Some of the reasons found fo r the fragmentation of higher
education system in India are:
· Early streaming of students in two different disciplines
· Lack of access to higher education especially in socio
-economic disadvantaged areas
which resulted in the current Gross Enrollment Ratio (GER) of 25% only.
· Lack of teacher and institutional autonomy to make innovations in higher education to
attract many students for insufficient mechanism for career management and progression
of faculty and institutional leaders.
· The lack of Research and innovation at mostof universities and colleges.
· Sub-optimal levels of governance and leadership at Higher Education Institutions
· A corrupted regulatory system allowing fake colleges to thrive while constraining
excellent innovative institutions.
It is predic ted that India will be the third largest economy in the world by 2030 -2032 with
estimated GDP of Ten Trillion Dollars. It is evident that the Ten Trillion Economy will be
driven by knowledge resources and not by the natural resources of the country. To boo st the
growth of the Indian education sector, the present Government decided to refurbish it by
introducing a comprehensive National Education Policy 2020. This is in line with the Prime
Minister's recent call on leveraging the fourth Industrial Revolution to take India to the new
heights. The currently introduced National Education Policy 2020 envisions an India
Centered Education System that contributes directly to transforming our nation sustainably
into an equitable and vibrant knowledge society, by pro viding high quality education to all.
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The first National Education Policy after Independence was announced in the year of 1968
and the second National Education Policy which was improved version of the first was
announced in the year of 1986.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
The National Education Policy 2020 has many initiatives to improve the quality and the
broadness of the education system in India. The objectives of this study on National
Education Policy 2020 are:
1. To highlights and overview the policies of th e newly accepted higher education system
and NEP-2020
2. To compare NEP-2020 with the currently adopted policy in India.
3. To identify the innovations in new National Higher Education Policy 2020
4. To predict the implication of an NEP-2020 on the Indian higher education system.
5. To discuss the merits of Higher Education Policy of NEP-2020.
6. Suggestions for further improvement for the effective implementation of NEP -2020 to
realize its goal.
METHODOLOGY:-The methodology consists of a conceptual discussion on highlig hting
the gist of the National Education Policy framework, highlighting various sections of the
policy of NEP -2020 and comparing it with currently adopted education policy. Identifying
the innovation made using the Focus Group Discussion Method. The implic
ations of the
policy are analyzed using the predictive analysis technique. Many suggestions are given
based on Focus Group analysis.
HIGHLIGHTS OF INDIAN NATIONAL EDUCATION POLICY 2020:
Highlights of the Stages: The National Education Policy 2020 envisions
an India Centered
Education System by considering its tradition, culture values and ethos to contribute directly
to transform the country into an equitable, sustainable and vibrant knowledge society. By
drawing input inputs from its vast and long historic
al heritage and considering the
contribution from many Scholars to the world in diverse fields such as Mathematics,
Astronomy, Metallurgy, Medical Sciences and Surgery, Civil Engineering and Architecture
Shipbuilding and Navigation, Yoga, Fine Arts, Chess etc, the entire Indian education system
is founded and built. The objective of currently announcedNEP -2020 is to provide a multi disciplinary and interdisciplinary liberal education to every aspirant to raise the current Gross
Enrolment Ratio (GER) to 50% by 2035. Various Educational Stages to be implemented as
per NEP-2020:
S.NO.
1.

EDUCATIONAL LIFE
CYCLE STAGE
Foundation Stage

2.

To Free Territory Stage

3.

Middle Education Stage

4.

Secondary Education Stage
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FEATURES
Five years Foundational Stage provides basic education which is flexible
multi level play based activity based and discovery based learning. Using
time tested Indian traditions and cultures. This stage is continuously
improved by Research and Innovation for the Cognitive and Emotional
Simulation of Children.
Three years preparatory stage consists of building on the Play based, on
Discovery based and activity based learning in addition to it this stage
gradually introduces formal classroom learning with textbooks the focus
is to expose different subject to the students and prepare them to develop
the people into inside
3 Years of middle school education focus on more abstract concepts in
each subject like Science, Mathematics, Arts, Social Science and
Humanities. Experimental learning is the method of to be adopted in
specifies specialized subject with subject teachers
4 Years of secondary school education is designed to provide
multidisciplinary subjects including Liberal Arts education. This stage
will be built on the subject oriented pedagogical and culture sir curricular
style with greater depth coma greater flexibility coma greater critical
thinking and attention to life aspirations students are exposed to exposed
to the semester system and will study 5 to
6 years subjects in each
semester there will be board exams at the end of 10th and 12th standard
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5.

Under Graduation Education

6.

Post Gradu ation Education
Stage

7.

Research Stage

8.

Lifelong Learning

The undergraduate degree in every subject will be of either 3 or 4 years
duration with multiple exit options including a certificate after passing
First year diploma after passing second year for a bachelor's degree after
passing 3rd year the four years and graduate the few years undergraduate
degree program is preferred with measure minor and research project
The master's degree in one year for 4 years bachelor degree students at 2
years degree for 3 years bachelor degree students and an integrated five
years degree with a focus on highlight high quality research in the final
year full sto p the master's degree will consist of a strong research
component to spend the competence in the profession profession area and
to prepare students for AC search degree
Consists of a swing high quality research leading to a PhD in any co urse
subject multidisciplinary subject for interdisciplinary subject for a
minimum period of three years to four years for full -time and part-time
study respectively during PhD the should undergo eat credit courses
scores work in teaching and education ped agogy related to their actual
Sab PhD subject the earlier one year M Phil program is discontinued

NEP 2020 proposes lifelong learning and Research to avoid human
beings becoming obsolete in society in terms of Knowledge skills, and
experience to lead a comfortable life. It it is believed that education and
research at any stage of life will give for the maturity for satisfaction in
life.

INNOVATION IN NEP 2020
The following innovations are being proposed:
1. 100 Top Indian Universities will be increased to operate in Foreign Countries.
2. 200 Top Foreign Universities will be allowed and facilitated to operate in India.
3. Every classroom shall have access to the latest Educational Technology that enables
better learning experiences.
4. Faculty stability will be provided in an appointed institution with generally no transferred
to other institutions.
5. Faculty Members get curriculum and pedagogy freedom within an approved framework.
6. Based on an Academic and Research performance, faculty incentive an d accountability
will be fixed.
7. Faculty Fast Track promotion system for high impact research contribution will be
offered.
8. A multiple parameter based API policy with peers and students’ feedback, innovations in
teaching and pedagogy professional developmen t activities, quality and impact research
contribution to an institution in terms of admission and social community contribution
will be in place.
9. The API policy will clearly be defined in the institutional development plan.
10. Focus on achieving Sustainable Education Development Goal (SEDG) and GER of 50%
by 2035.
11. All Ph.D. registered students should take one subject related to teaching and curriculum
development and accept teaching assistantship for enhancing teaching skill.
12. All students should be increased to take SWAYAM as online courses at least two courses
per semester.
13. Strengthening Vocational Education (VE) to reach at least 50% of students population
Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) should plan how vocational education can be
offered to all the students.
14. Plan to give B.Voc., Bachelor of Vocational as Dual Degree program in ODL(Online
Distance Learning) Mode or 2 hours Evening Program through skill Labs and partnership
with industry and NGO.
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15. Currently, Research and Innovation investment in India is o f 0.69 % of GDP against a
Global Average of 3% of GDP.
16. Inclusion of Research and Internship in the undergraduate curriculum as a very essential
component.
17. Four functions of 1. Regulation (NHERC),2. Accreditation (NAC),
3.Funding/Grants(HEGC) and 4. Academic Standard Setting (GEC), are controlled by an
umbrella Institution, the Higher Education Commission of India (HECI).
18. GEC decides the 21st century skills to be learnt by students.
19. A faceless and transparent regulatory intervention will be designed using te chnology to
monitor quality in higher education. Strict compliance measures with stringent action
including penalty for false disclosure of mandated information will be taken to ensure
and show the basic minimum norms and standards.
20. Empower Private Higher Education Institutions to decide fees for their program
independently though within the laid out norms.
21. Information Communication and Computation Technology (ICCT) and Non -Technology
(NT) will be introduced at undergraduate education to increase the employ
ability of
youths.
22. Dual Degrees in Education and Sanskrit (Dual Degrees in 4 Years Degree Programs). For
example BCA and B.A. in language.
23. AI Research Centers, Nanotechnology Research Centers get support from NRF.
24. Creation of Virtual Labs along with SWAYAM
and Diksha to support MOOC
Education.
25. Annual Education expenditure of India has to increase from the current 4.4 3% of GDP
to 6% of GDP.
26. Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) shall also move away from high
-stacks
examinations towards more Continuous and Co mprehensive Evaluation weight -age for
Internal Continuous Evaluation and Semester End Examination will be 50:50.
27. Choice Based Credit System will be improved and Competency Based Credit System is
going to be adopted.
28. Focus on effective Self Governance and O
utstanding Merit Based Leadership
Appointment and a Board of Governors (BOG)of highly qualified competent and
dedicated individuals have proven capabilities and a strong sense of commitment to the
institutions. BOG shall be responsible and accountable to s
takeholders through
transparent self disclosures of all relevant records.
29. Focus is on the building of Digital Infrastructure, Digital Content and capacity building
to keep pace with Tech generation expectations.
30. Other innovations like stress on networking with industries and other higher education
Institutions for Research and Collaborations focus on creating IPR and improving
stakeholders perception also suggested.
IMPLICATIONS OF NEP 2020 ON INDIAN HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM:
1. Only qualified role models have the opportunity to elevate to the top to decision making
role: Higher Education Policy Making Decisions and implementation of such policies
may go out of bureaucrats and fake educationist who are enjoying top decision making
positions like Chairman of UGC, AICTE, MCI, DCI and Vice -Chancellors of various
universities. For example in present higher education system in India a person without a
single scholarly Publication can become Vice -Chancellor of public sector University and
can elevate to various higher
positions and even become the Chairman of UGC.
Similarly, a person without a single patent can become Director of Technical Institutions
and eventually can become the Chairman of AICTE. A person without a single IPR like
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scholarly Publications or patent ca
n reach decision making authorities at Higher
Education Divisions including the Association of Indian Universities.
2. Cleaning of Higher Education Bureaucratic System: Merit based appointments of
institutional leaders in Research and Innovations. Unlike the
present system of fishes
without at least five first author scholarly publications or patent during the last five years
will not become institutional leaders like Director, Vice-Chancellor etc.
3. Transformation of Single Discipline Colleges into a Multi
-disciplinary Autonomous
Degree Awarding Colleges: This will again help to decrease corruption and lobbies in
colleges. Many colleges are unable to chart their own courses controlled as they are by
rigid bureaucratic norms of the affiliating university. All thi
s deeply undermines the
principles of local governance and the local pursuit of innovation and excellence. This
must be addressed with urgency. This also develops more responsible leaders to work in
higher education administration along with research so th
at we can make better
innovations in imparting higher education services.
4. Focus on Research and Innovation at UG and PG Level: This allows students and faculty
members to think creatively with confidence to purpose and do new things leading to
novelty.
5. Highly Educated Board of Governors (BOG) to Avoid Misuse of Power by Individuals:
Every autonomous institution is expected to for a BOG having highly qualified competent
and dedicated individuals who have proven capabilities and a strong sense of commitment
to the institution.
6. The Responsibility of Maintaining Quality lies with the Board of Governors: The BOG
shall be responsible and accountable for the outcomes of Higher Education Institution to
the stakeholders through transparent disclosures of relevant rec ords. BOG has to meet all
regulatory guidelines dated mandated by the National Higher Education Regulatory
Authority (NHERA).
7. Single Regulator for Entire Higher Education Institutions: National Higher Education
Regulatory Authority (NHERA) a single higher education institution regulator setup leads
to effective regulation of financial the probable probity of Higher Education Institutions,
governance, open disclosures of financial faculty and staff courses and educational
quality.
8. Elimination of Commercializ ation of Education: Higher Education Institutions both
public and private should ensure that they are not for profit and if there is any surplus it
should be a re -invested in the institutional development under the supervision of board of
governors (BOG) members to eliminate the co-multiplication of education.
9. Responsibility of Private Higher Education Institutions towards Educational
Philanthropy: The Private Higher Education Institutions can set their fees independently
by offering at least 20% Free -ship and 30% Scholarship. This model allows recover
reasonably their cost while discharging their social obligations.
10. Private Universities will overtake Public Universities due to offered 20% free
-ship:
Bright and intelligent students irrespective of their econ omic status, religion, gender will
get the opportunity to study in private higher education institutions free of cost due to
20% free -ship and 30% scholarship leading to mobilization of intelligent and self
motivated students to private institutions leadin
g to overcrowded half meritorious
students in private universities.
11. Transformation of Public/ Government Colleges: Two possible transformation processes:
(A) The affiliated public or government colleges can eventually become multi
disciplinary and expand their capacity to admit annually 3000 or more students and
become autonomous college (AC)
(B) Small colleges will less resources and student feeding areas will convert itself as a
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constituent college of the affiliating university and get mentorship and all other kinds of
support to offer quality education as depicted in figure first.
12. Transformation of Private Colleges: Three possible of
transformation:
(A) The private sector colleges can eventually expand in terms of their resources and
quality of education and reaches a predefined accreditation status to become autonomous
degree giving college.(B) Some smal l colleges with one or two disciplines and have no
scope of expansion to admit 3,000 or more students will join with similar (same
management or same religion) colleges in that religion and may become a group of
colleges or a cluster and transform themselv es into a degree giving autonomous college.
(C) The private colleges which cannot form cluster or part of a group and fails to reach
the predefined accreditation status will eventually close down their operation.
IMPEDIMENTS TO REALIZE NEP 2019 PROPOSAL FROM ITS STAKEHOLDERS
POINT OF VIEW BASED ON PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS:
1. Conversion of Affiliated Colleges into Autonomous Colleges: There are many affiliated
colleges to public universities which have one o r two courses a small piece of land
without enough physical infrastructure like single building college less than 300 annual
admissions etc. Such colleges cannot expand their operations to become multidisciplinary
colleges and hence cannot transform themse lves into autonomous colleges. Even though
the UGC has made it mandatory to have a minimum of 5 acre of land to give and
continue affiliation to the colleges, many universities have not strictly followed such
conditions. All such government owned colleges
can be converted into constituent
colleges but privately owner small colleges will be either closed their operations or shift
to a bigger land with an acceptable level of physical infrastructure.
2. Transforming Undergraduate and Postgraduate Courses into Res earch based Courses: To
transform current UG and PG courses with information oriented into research oriented is
a cumbersome process. For this first faculty members of Higher Education Institutions
should develop research skill the higher education Institu tions should develop research
infrastructure and students should be prepared as independent thinkers to create new
knowledge or new analysis of existing information. Changing tab B set of all
stakeholders takes time and efforts from higher education Instit utions administrator full
stop preparing the faculty members for implementing research oriented curriculum is the
first step for which research experience faculty appointed is crucial. The minimum
qualification for faculty appointment in higher education I nstitutions should be equality
Ph.D. with at least 5 IPR in the form of either scholarly publications or patents.
3. Maintaining Quality and Accountability in Public/ Government Universities and
Colleges: Many currently available faculty members and administ rative leaders in public
universities are below average due to the fact of non
-compliance of merit based
appointment and promotions. The National Education Policy stresses on merit based
appointments and promotion in all levels of higher education system w hich is difficult to
follow in countries like India. In such a scenario maintaining quality and accountability is
difficult in public sector higher education institution.
4. Merit Based Appointment and Promotion is a Nightmare: In the name of Social Justice
the country Government allows to appoint persons for teaching research and
administrative positions without the required merits. For example persons without
scholarly Publications during last 10 years can become Chairman of UGC which is a
highest policy making body in higher education system of the country, a person without
single patent can become chairman of AICTE and people without single scholarly
publication or patent during last five years can become Vice -Chancellors of universities
and members of var ious Higher Education Policy committee. With such a situation how
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National Education Policy 2020 with stress to merit based appointment and promotion
can be successful to realize its goals.
5. Influences and Lobbies in the Accreditation Process: Accreditation
is the primary
mechanism to regulate the quality and monitor the functions of Higher Education
Institutions through a meta -accrediting body called the National Accreditation Council
(NAC). The accreditation process checks the quality, self
-governance and autonomy
against a standard benchmark and awards graded acceleration status to use enhance
autonomy and findings to grow further. Since accreditation status isan important
requirement for higher education organizations influence lobbies related corruption will
be possible. By making the criteria and parameters in such a way that only tangible merit
systems should be followed to avoid illegal practices in the accreditation process.
6. Inequality and Lobbies Granting Research Funding without Proper Accountabilit y: All
Research Funding will be granted and regulated by the National Research Foundation.
There should be a proper monitoring system to avoid injustice to many German
Researchers with novel ideas due to partiality in granting funds. A proper monitoring
system to curb the lobbies and influencers by many organizations. Also the granted
research project funds should be utilized fully the expected outcomes and the
expenditures should be made open to the public to avoid misuse.
7. Decreasing Wastage of Tax Paid Mo ney in Higher Education Institutions in the name of
Quality: In the name of quality Higher Education and Research Institutions will import
research facilities that fail to utilize optimally list of many imported research instruments
are not utilized proper ly and multiplication in many universities. NRF should start many
Central common research facilities installed in four regions of the country. Currently
many IITs costly research equipment in many universities and Research Laboratories are
not functioning due to lack of maintenance. Through sincere efforts on formulating
policies NRF agency should focus on decreasing the wastage of money in the name of
research and quality. Higher Education Institutions including universities should stop the
waste of money collected from students or tax -pares to subscribe to journals and books
from International agencies independently. Instead they should subscribe to them through
integrated National digital library as of common facility for the entire country.
MERITS OF HIGHER EDUCATION POLICIES IN NPE 2020:
1. Student Centric Model: The current teacher centric model where the Teachers decide the
Subjects, Curriculum, Evaluation etc, will be replaced by Student Centric Model where a
student gets right to decide the Subject he has to study from the Institution SWAYAM,
MOOC and from ODL and he can appear for competency -based evaluation in his own
pace. Thus the higher education section of NEP 2020 replaces Teacher Centric Education
Systems to Students Centric System.
2. Competency b ased Continuous Evaluation System: As against Choice Based Credit
System, Competency Based Credit System has advantages of evaluating skill sets of a
student along with knowledge and experience. Competency leads to confidence and
objective of higher educat ion system irrespective of subjects and areas of study is
building confidence to identify new challenges and converting them into opportunities to
solve problems in the society.
3. Research and Innovation Focused: The Objective of Higher Education is to creat e new
knowledge or a new interpretation of existing knowledge through systematic analysis.
This will solve all problems of the society optimally. Involving Research and innovations
as a major component of Higher Education create new intellectual property t o throw light
into new innovative solutions. The higher education policies of NEP 2020 transform the
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education system from Information Centric to Knowledge Centric and Innovation
Centric.
Improved STEM Model of Higher Education Curriculum: To generalize hi gher education
for all-round progress of students. It is scientifically proven that they should be exposed
to Art and Design thinking to improve their creativity in solving problems along with
Science Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. This new model called STEAM is
considered as better than STEM Model in higher education at a Bachelor's Degree level.
STEAM with experimental learning and Research based internship is the objective of
Higher Education section of NEP 2020.
Faculty Productivity Based on R esearch Output: Research is an integral part of the higher
education system. The faculty members who are guiding quality research should have a
research motives and experience so that they can be role model for their students. The
new education policy based on merit based promotions which depend on faculty members
Annual Performance Indicator score with major portion depends on their performance in
Research and Publications for patent to contribute to the IPR of the organization and
hence of the country. Th us, the accountability of every faculty member in higher
education system depends on their Research Productivity for a given time period.
Autonomy at all Levels: Higher Education Institutions which have the autonomy to do
innovations in deciding the course s Curriculum, Pedagogy, Examination and Evaluation
could able to improve the quality of education offered by them. In university affiliation
system, affiliated Institutions do not have any autonomy in teaching learning and
evaluation system thereby the qua lity and motivation of both students and faculty
members get affected. Autonomy at Education (Teaching
-Learning processes)
examination and evolution, administration including financial decisions are essential for a
progress oriented system.
Merit Based Students Admission Faculty Selection and Promotion: NEP 2020 stresses on
the importance of students admission based on merit by giving importance to Social
Justice. It also comments that the quality of Higher Education and Research can be
improved only if al l faculty selections and promotions are merit based. All kinds of
reservation and lobby should be curbed at individual institution level by means of
appointing highly qualified and proven leaders as members of board of governors. It also
stresses that meri t based appointments are essential at all homemade policy formulating
and regulating level of Higher Education councils.
Education Leaders should be Role Models: Self contribution to Research and Innovation
is important to Education Leader. New Researchers
get inspiration by seeing the
contribution of leaders to perform better for list of Higher Education Institutions should
cultivate role models in this sector who should be super performers to IPR of the
organization so that the organization can prove that
higher contribution is possible.
Professionals who hold administrative positions are also expected to Research and
Publication field during their leisure period to be role models to young researchers. It has
been observed that many professionals when elev ating to administrative position forget
their responsibility of Research and Publication and do only lobbies and influence to
celebrate. Since NEP 2020 suggests merit based appointment and promotions only role
models get further the growth opportunities.
Integrated Controlling and Monitoring System: As per NEP 2020, the first 10 years from
2021 to 2030 in the implementation period and the next 10 years from 2030 to 2040 is the
operational period. The implementation process is divided into seven stages:
(1) Implementation of Spirit and Intent of the Policy.
(2) Implementation of Policy Initiatives in a Phased Manner.
(3) Priority Sequencing of Policy Points.
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(4) Com prehensive Full -fledged Implementation to Achieve the Desired Objectives.
(5) Collaborative Planning Monitoring and Implementation by Both Centre and States.
(6) Timely Supply of Required Resources by Both Centre and State.
(7) Careful Analysis and Review of Multiple Linkage to Ensure Effective Pitaai Telling
of All Initiatives Effective Use of Technology to Monitor and Control Each Stage is
Essential for the Expected Progress of Implementation.
10. Boost to Online Training:
Use of Information Communication and Computation
Technology (ICCT) including Education Technology, Internet Technology, Artificial
Intelligence, Virtual Reality etc, are very essential in Effective Implementation of
Education in the 21st Century. The Lates
t Technologies help in Planning, Design
Offering Effective Online Education to realize the Characteristics of the Ideal Education
System and also to enhance GER. It is expected that during the 21st Century due to
improved Text Generation Technology driven Education is going to reply classroom
based education and the policies of NEP 2020 laying the Foundation for it but also
supports classroom based education system by adding more research components in it.
11. Control of Quality through Biennial Accreditation P
rocess: Currently the National
Assessment and Accreditation Council Monitors the quality of education and awards the
grades accreditation to Higher Education Institutions. This accreditation time frame is 5
years. As a result Higher Education Institutions are not continuously monitored for the
accreditation status. Instead to make accreditation status more serious and effective for
continuous improvement NEP 2020 has simplified it and made it mandatory as a biennial
accreditation process. This model of accr
editation holds tight control on higher
educational institutions to actually work for quality and performance.
12. Boost of GER through Autonomy to Private Sector: One of the major goals of the United
Nations sustainable development goals is quality education
to everyone. This can be
achieved at the higher education system also by the private sector in education as a
parallel sector with public systems. Based on NEP 2020 the private sector should give
20% free seats and 30% half fee Scholarship, so that many po or but merit based students
get free or discounted fee study opportunity. Such free education at Higher Education
level will boost GER of Higher Education in the country.
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Abstract:-This article examines the opportunity, challenge and impact of New Media on
Economic Empowerment of India during Covid-19.In a generation of new media, we all
probably use the biggest social media networks ( Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn ) and media
sharing sites (Instagram, YouTube, Snapchat ), along with maybe a handful of others like
Pinterest, Google Plus.While the marketing industry has seen much of uprising ranks for
influential thought leaders and trailblazers. The birth of
new media has brought so many
opportunities for women to celebrate their talent, ideas, skills , and creativity in almost every
field and especially in trade & commerce. As today's consumer spends up to nine hours per
day online, social media has proven to be the mo
st effective way for businesses to
reach new audiences on a global scale. It is also helping in fueling the global economy by
creating new jobs, democratization of information and pushing brands far beyond their
borders.The spotlight of the article is to u nderstand the gape of In India, women constitute
48% of the total population, yet, it is estimated that the only 17% contribute to the nations
GDP which is even lower than the half of the global average of 40%. Although, most of the
women are housewives s ome are engaged in small economic activities like taking tuitions.
But, just like the unpaid work that women do, this does not make them contributors of the
GDP. But in the recent years, campaigns launched by the government, such as
‘Digital
India’ has helped women grow economically. Under the campaign, numerous initiatives and
applications were launched which created employment opportunities for women, especially
in the rural areas.
1.
INT RODUCTION
Kofi Annan said: “There is no tool for development more ef fective than the empowerment
of women.”
There’s not anything extra empowering that a business girl in an excessive function that
could traditionally belong to a male. As time passes by way of, increasingly women
entrepreneurs begin rising and the possibilities available for all women preserve ac
ting at
better and better scale. When women who contribute almost 50% of the population are
empowered it will substantiate the national financial Economy. Starting your own business
comes with its set of risks and stressful situation and for a women’s empo
werment and
entrepreneurship in India has been gradually evolving over the last few years. The economic
and social media changes are bringing fresh opportunity for an enterprising woman while at
the same time presenting new challenges which along with pers
isting socio -economic
problems continue to hinder or preventing the holistic empowerment of women. As a depend
of reality, the maximum well established verticals of new media were developed around last
fifteen years: viz., LinkedIn in 2003, Facebook in 200 4, YouTube in 2005 and Twitter in
2006, Instagram in 2010 and Google my Business in 2014. In precise, new media is providing
new approaches of networking and doing business possible, based totally on revolutionary
principles together with sharing, collabora tion and co -creation, Promotion and brandings.
Increasing lady entrepreneurship prices are simplest half of the story. The economic effect of
multiplied girl entrepreneurial participation is large and holds the ability to stay a primary
purpose force of monetary boom.
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India has retained its position as the fastest growing economy in the world, with its gross
domestic product (GDP) being projected to expand at 7.5 per cent in 2019 -20. The prominent
growth drivers for the third largest economy in the world (PPP) are Domestic Consumption,
Gross Fixed Capital Formation, Exports and Government initiated Policy Reforms. India
aspires to be a high -middle income country by 2030 – for a country with a billion plus
population, this implies consolidating on its inna te comparative advantages and leveraging
opportunities out o f seemingly endemic challenges. (By ICC Indian Chamber of Commerce).
2. HISTORY OF NEW ME DIA:-The use of tools for development has evolved from the
industrial revolution in the late 18th and 19th c
enturies that saw the increased use of
machines and developments in the mining industries. The increased use of information and
technology in the 20th century and major breakthroughs in this field have sparked the
evolution into the information and knowled ge society during the 21st century. The basis of
the information and knowledge society revolves around technology’s increased assimilation
and diffusion in human society, particularly information and communication technologies
and their rapid growth and us e in the exchange of information and knowledge. This society
offers many opportunities and benefits to people in terms of the facilitation of information
creation, distribution, diffusion, access and use for growth and development in various
spheres of lif e. Information and communication technologies are thus regarded as tools for
the advancement and development of communities, and this includes rural, illiterate,
marginalized and poor communities and the female entrepreneurs in the informal sector.
(Jiyane, Glenrose Velile, 2012).Developing Asia is leading the next billion internet users
Caesar also spoke about how the future of the internet will be determined by people coming
online today. As most Southeast Asian users who come online for the first time ar
e from
developing countries, with India topping the list, Google
(htt10) is mindful that their
experience will be very different from that of users in developed countries like the US as it
builds for this next generation of internet users.
3. TYPE OF NEW M EDIA:-New media is used to describe content made available using
different forms of electronic communication made possible through the use of computer
technology. Generally, the phrase new media describes content available on -demand through
the Internet. This content can be viewed on any internet -enabled device and provides way for
people to interact with the content in real -time with the inclusion of user comments and
making it easy for people to share the content online and with friends and co
-workers.The
phrase new media is in relation to "old" media forms, such as print newspapers and
magazines, which are static representations of text and graphics. (New media includes:
websites and blogs, streaming audio and video, chat rooms, email, online communities, social
media and sharing platforms, mobile apps, Web advertising,
DVD and CD-ROM media
virtual reality environments, integration of digital data with the telephone, such as
Internet
telephony, digital cameras etc.) (Vangie Beal, Webopedia.com)
4. IMPACT of New Media during Covid-19 in India
The world is a huge place and we humans are working hard, every minute, to make it
smaller…
Very recently (2019 -20), the world faced a global crisis like never before: the Covid
-19
pandemic. Millions of people lost their lives and many more their livelihood. The whole
world came to a total standstill for a few months. Talking about India, where on one
hand,
people became very active on social media, about communicating the news of Covid -19. On
the other hand, the pandemic adversely affected the whole country. But, the worst affected
amidst this crisis were the daily wage workers and small businesses, e
specially women
entrepreneurs.
Due to the “Lockdown” that was imposed following the outbreak of the pandemic, there were
severe restrictions regarding travel, transportation of goods and thus businesses. But along
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with this economic burden, women entrepren eurs were placed under increased care demand
with families being confined to their homes. It has been found in a survey by
WeConnect
International that, this substantially reduced the amount of time they spent on their businesses
as traditionally, majority of the domestic activities have been the responsibility of the women.
Now, although there is a threat that, many of these b usinesses will shut down within the next
few months, things could’ve been much worse without the presence of new media. Living in
the 21st century, we can say that new media not only has a very huge impact, but also, it is an
inseparable part of our lives. It has not only brought people closer, even during the social
distancing period, but also, it has helped many people to operate from their homes and earn a
livelihood for their families. This has been especially beneficial for the women since it
allowed t hem to manage their businesses and household tasks simultaneously.
As today's
consumer spends up to nine hours per day online, social media has proven to be the most
effective way for businesses to reach new audiences on a global scale. It is also helping i n
fueling the global economy by creating new jobs, democratization of information and
pushing brands far beyond their borders.
Aatmanirbhar app that lets you discover Made in India apps,
(Rashi Varshney, 13th
Nov, 2020)
Launched by the company behind Mitron, India’s answer to TikTok, Atmanirbhar Apps puts
the spotlight on Made in India apps , and helps local businesses and developers get
discovered on Google Play Store . 33 CLAPS +0 If there’s one word that we’ve heard as
often as lockdown this year, it has to be aatmanirbhar. In May, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi called for achieving self -reliance to fight and win the war against COVID -19, stating
that India had the potential to not just win the coronavirus battle but also e merge as a global
leader after the pandemic.The company has now launched Atmanirbhar Apps to put the
spotlight on ‘Made in India’ apps to
promote domestic businesses and help Indian
developers get discovered on Google's Play Store . Launched on 31 October 2 020, the app
has already garnered more than 50,000 downloads and has a rating of 4.8 stars .Atmanirbhar
Apps by Mitron TV at present hosts more than 100 apps and plans to bring 500 apps on to its
platform by the end of this year. Women & man can Subscribe t
o check out our popular
newsletters. The apps it recommends include Aarogya Setu, BHIM, Narendra Modi app,
JioTV, DigiLocker, Kaagaz Scanner, and IRCTC Rail Connect. Others such as Kifayat,
Grocit, Jain Thela, Home Shoppy, Koo, YourQuote, Vridhi Stores, Xp
loree AI
Keyboard, and mParivahan are also on the list. ALSO READ For an AppNirbhar
Bharat, YourStory recommends Bharat AppStore,The app also has a feature where it allows
you to ‘take a pledge’; clicking this means you support Indian products and sellers.
In its
menu, the company also shares an email ID for developers to get listed on the platform. We
would like to see some more features such as a search button and a much more
comprehensive list of apps like we see on Google App store, including categories
such as
trending, top free, games, etc. The verdict Atmanirbhar Apps, which has been promoted as
#DeshKaApp, is a one -of-its-kind discovery platform that focuses on and brings together
Indian apps. The unique initiative helps Indian developers and micro -entrepreneurs get
better discoverability. Unlike ecommerce platforms in India, which let you see the origin of
the product, there was nothing in India in the crowded space of apps.
Walmart Global Tech on the future of retail during the pandemic (Oct, 2020):-Walmart
Global Tech India Head, explained how it served customers by offering them contactless
solutions during the pandemic. 12 CLAPS +0 +0 The retail sector
has kept the world
moving during the pandemic. Retail giant Walmart has often successfully dea
lt with such
crises due to the copious amounts of data it has access to, which is used to predict when it
needs to stock up on the essentials that are needed. In fact, it is well
-recorded that during
every crisis, Walmart stores have always had a full inve ntory. And making this possible is
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technology. Hari Vasudev, Country Head of Walmart Global Tech, in a virtual fireside chat
at YourStory's flagship annual event say’s - "Over the last decade, we have formed Walmart
tech into a single organisation. All ou r stores, associates, and suppliers communicate on a
single platform when we serve our customers." Walmart's global tech centre was set up in
2008 in India.
5. IMPACT OF NEW MED IA FOR WOMEN ENTREPR ENEURS:-Melissa et al.
(2015), in their chapter The Intern et and Indonesian women entrepreneurs: Examining the
impact of social media on women empowerment’, investigate how going online can boost
female entrepreneurship by allowing them to establish and conduct businesses from their
homes. These scholars use seve ral indicators to measure empowerment, including those
related to both existence and achievement of choice, such as domestic decision
-making,
access to or control over resources, freedom of movement, economic contribution to the
household, appreciation wit hin the household and sense of self
-worth.Web-based
technologies and digital culture have become an important part of our daily activities, and
this topic is at the top of the agenda for many researchers and policy makers. Social media
offers a set of comp uter-mediated tools that allow people or companies to create, share, or
exchange information, career interests, ideas, and pictures/videos in virtual communities and
networks. They introduce substantial and pervasive changes to relations between businesses ,
organisations, communities, and individuals (Ang, 2011; Agerdal
-Hjermind, 2014). In
particular, social media can make new ways of networking and doing business possible,
based on innovative concepts such as sharing, collaboration and co
-creation (Antes a nd
Schuelke, 2011).
Digital media is an ever -evolving phenomenon, combining an increasingly complex variety
of modern communication technologies, such as email and texting, along with newer social
media tools and online platforms, such as Facebook and Tw itter. While digital and social
media were initially used for individual and personal communication reasons, such as
keeping in touch or sharing photos with family and friends, professional organizations and
business corporations of all types and sizes aro und the world soon caught on to the immense
potential of connecting with – and marketing and advertising to – a wider, more global
audience and consumers at little to virtually no cost through online means and mobile
devices. (Kim Tran, 2014)
6. GLOBAL INFLUENCE OF NEW MEDIA
The modern epoch opened as an era of globalization. Most of the critics portray this term as a
world with permeable borders. The concept of globalisation is global and dominant in the
world and it was not handed down from heaven, it was not decreed by the Pope, it did not
emerge spontaneously. It was created by the dominant social forces in the world today to
serve their specific interests. Simultaneously these social forces gave themselves a new
ideological name the - “international community” - to go with the idea of globalisation
(Madunagu 1999).
7. NEED FOR STUDY
‘Digital India’ initiative by the Government of India, which intents to transform India into a
digitally empowered society and knowledge economy, is welcomed by the econom
ic and
technological practitioners around the world. The initiative is based on three key visions
(DEITY, 2015): (i) Digital infrastructure as a utility to every citizen; (ii) Governance and
services on demand; and (iii) Digital empowerment of citizens.
The significance of the study for digital media is becoming increasingly more complicated
day by day and flexible in our life, turning into an critical a part of social lives and man or
woman identities for herself and their business, from customers “follow ing” celebrities on
Twitter, to clients “liking” their favourite manufacturers on Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn,
SEO, Google+ and YouTube. Even after the digital India movement we become the friendly
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user of new Media. New this will become the part of our
life digital advanced appliances,
smart homes, smart classrooms, smart car, smart childcare homes, and smart offices and so
on.In India, democratization of information or the ways of promoting one’s goods and
services has evolved over the centuries. From g etting announcements done, accompanied by
drum rolls to capture people’s attention, to door to door advertising, distributing pamphlets
and fliers and now advertising one’s business online, we’ve come a long way. Before social
media, one had to pay to get out information about one’s business. Now, every person and
company has its own media brand and there are significantly less barriers to reaching people.
This has been a huge help for these small businesses and entrepreneurs, promoting their
businesses and reaching out to a huge audience without having to pay for it, especially when
there aren’t many other ways of doing that, like during the lockdown due to the pandemic.
8. ROLE OF NEW MEDIA AND WOMEN’S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:In a generation of new media,
we all probably use the biggest social media networks
(Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn ) and media sharing sites ( Instagram, YouTube, Snapchat ),
along with maybe a handful of others like Pinterest, Google Plus.While the marketing
industry has seen much of upri sing ranks for influential thought leaders and trailblazers. The
birth of new media has brought so many opportunities for people to celebrate their talent,
ideas, skills, and creativity in almost every field and especially in trade & commerce.
It is no sec ret that new media has, and continues, to redefine the global landscape . It has
often been looked at as a platform for communication and engagement between users , but
it is drastically evolving beyond that. As today’s consumer spends up to nine hours per d ay
online, it has proven to be the most effective way for businesses to reach new audiences on a
global scale. The effective camouflage of Internet and social media has successfully
converted many big ideas into powerful brands, and unlike the traditional business
ecosystem, the performance of companies run by women leaders, which is pretty impressive
and inspirational on digital landscapes. New media has given a new
spark to feminism,
gender equality, and women empowerment . From social awakening to education and
individual right to economic liberty, new media is fast emerging as the true power of
liberalization for women. This feat is despite the fact that less than
a third of the digital
marketing workforce is female . Digital landscapes are creating effective networks for
aspiring women; for many of them, digitization brings business opportunities, and for others,
it is a universal platform to unveil their rocking id eas and talent. On the whole, it's a win -win
platform. The era of Internet & E
-commerce has made them utilize their self
-attained
capabilities and potential to the fullest. As new technology is developed and widely adopted,
what is considered new continues to morph. It constantly changes. Once upon a time, DVDs
and VCRs were the latest way to watch movies and listen to music. Now, streaming services
such as Netflix and Spotify are more popular. Just a few examples of new media include:
Websites; Blogs; Emai l; Social media networks; Music and television streaming
services; Virtual and augmented reality.
New media doesn’t necessarily refer to a specific mode of communication. Some types of
“new media” such as an online newspaper are also “old media” in the for m of a traditional
printed newspaper . Other new media are entirely new, such as a podcast or Smartphone
app, a website or email to mobile phones and streaming apps , any internet-related form of
communication can be considered new media. It becomes even mor e complicated to define
when you consider that as technology continues to advance, the definition continually
changes.
9. THE SUBMISSION :-Other than governmental schemes, Internet in itself has provided a
huge platform for women to not only showcase their knowledge and talents but also to earn
money. The presence of women on OTT platforms such as YouTube is largely felt. Women
from all ages, religions, languages and economic standi
ngs, not only watch videos on
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YouTube but have channels of their own which act as their main source of income. These
women range from 11-year-old Anantya Anand, who is an Indian Comedy YouTuber
with 8.6M subscribers to 61 year old Mrs. Nisha Madhulika, who is a Chef YouTuber
with 10.4M subscribers. Both of them along with many other women are earning lakhs of
rupees every month just by sharing their knowledge and showcasing their talent. While these
two have comedy and cooking channels respectively, others
have channels for make -up
tutorials, dance tutorials, hairstyle tutorials, DIYs, study videos, vlogs and many more. Today
there are over 120 women YouTubers in India who have over 1M subscribers!
Along with YouTube many other OTT platforms have enabled peo ple to earn money, like the
SonyLIV app . The KBC play along available on the application enabled many people to
easily participate and earn cash prizes. Some even got the chance to come and play on the
‘hotseat’. After the announcement of play along, a not able rise in the female viewership of
the show has been noticed. Also, many women have been seen ranking on the top 10 play
along players every day.
But the benefits of new media, for economic development of women, are not limited to
showcasing talent and sharing knowledge. The new media has also helped women in
promoting and expanding their businesses. These days a large number of women
entrepreneurs can be found promoting their businesses on social networking sites like
Facebook and Instagram. In fact, t here are many Facebook pages and groups, dedicated to
businesses of women which help them in expanding their networks, like,
Indian Womens
Business Club, HenIndia (Her Entrepreneurial Network), Women's Web Network, etc .
Along with these social networking sites, there are many applications and online
communities which particularly provide work from home opportunities for women, like
Meesho, Otipy, JobsForHer, Qween, GharSeNaukri.com, etc.
Today there are also many gadg ets, devices and of course AI/virtual assistants who act as a
helping hand for all, like ‘Amazon Alexa’ . The virtual assistant was launched in India in
2017. And although it is used by many people today, it has proved to be a big support
especially for the working women. Alexa is able to play music, provide information, deliver
news and sports scores, tell you the weather, control your smart home and so much more, just
by listening to your voice. While the women are at work, the assistant can announce
reminders set by the women for their children and obviously help them with studies and
home work by providing information. And now the assistant is so developed that it not only
communicates in ‘ Hindi’ but also, actively engages in conversations and thus provid es as a
companion for the children.
And so we see that although only 29% of internet users in India are women, times are
changing. There are government schemes, social networking sites and applications which are
all working together for the benefit of women, so that they can become self suff
icient and
active members of the society. Today at the time of Pandemic it is absolutely necessary to
have women employed just like men to not only provide better for their families but also to
prevent the country’s GDP from falling further.
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Abstract:-Skill Development is the talk of the nation at present. There are various steps and
measures taken by the central government for skill development which includes creating a
separate ministry for the same and a whole lot of campaigning and other measures.
The
question that arises is that is skill development actually reaching the grass root level, is this
skill development really bridging the gap between educational institutes and the industry. In
India, we very often hear that the students graduating from the educational institutes are far
from industry standards. India is a developing nation and certainly skill development is of
prime importance because “If you are not Skilling India you are Killing
India”.We the
initiative of our Hon’ble Prime Minister S hri. Narendra Modiji we can around the globe see
the “Make in India” campaign, but this campaign will not translate into results if our
workforce is not adequately skilled to cater to the global needs, the one more question that
arises here is “at what cos t?” The cost of the skill development in our country will be huge
and certainly over a period of time the ministry/ implementing authority needs to understand
that we need to do skill development by utilizing the existing infrastructure. This paper is to
evaluate such measures and procedures that would reduce the financial burden on the
government for the skill development program as well as strengthen the present educational
system.
Introduction:-Skill Development is the talk of the nation at present. Ther e are various steps
and measures taken by the central government for skill development which includes creating
a separate ministry for the same and a whole lot of campaigning and other measures. The
question that arises is that is skill development actuall y reaching the grass root level, is this
skill development really bridging the gap between educational institutes and the industry. In
India, we very often hear that the students graduating from the educational institutes are far
from industry standards. I ndia is a developing nation and certainly skill development is of
prime importance.
There are five agencies under Skill development in India and they are:Ministry of skill development and Entrepreneurship
Central ministry skills program
State skill development missions
National Skill Development Corporation
Sector Skill Council
of which the implementation is done by the “National
Skill
Development Corporation”. Under the very popular Kaushan Vikas Yojna. The mission of
National Skill Development Initiati ve is to empower all individuals through improved skills,
knowledge, nationally and internationally recognized qualifications to gain access to decent
employment and ensure India’s competitiveness in the global market.
The aim of skill development in the c ountry is to support achieving rapid and inclusive
growth through:
· Enhancing individuals’ employability (wage/ self employment) and ability to adapt to
changing technologies and labour market demands.
· Improving productivity and living standards of the people.
· Strengthening competitiveness of the country.
· Attracting investment in skill development.
The objectives of the national policy on skill development are to:
· Create opportunities for all to acquire skills throughout life, and especially for youth,
women and disadvantaged groups.
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·
·

Promote commitment by all stakeholders to own skill development initiatives.
Develop a high -quality skilled workforce/entrepreneur relevant to current and emerging
employment market needs.
· Enable the establishment of flexib
le delivery mechanisms that respond to the
characteristics of a wide range of needs of stakeholders.
· Enable effective coordination between different ministries, the Centre and the States and
public and private providers.
The coverage of the National Policy on Skill Development includes the following:
· Institution-based skill development including ITIs/ITCs/vocational schools/technical
schools/ polytechnics/ professional colleges, etc.
· Learning initiatives of sectoral skill development organized by diffe
rent
ministries/departments.
· Formal and informal apprenticeships and other types of training by enterprises
· Training for self-employment/entrepreneurial development
· Adult learning, retraining of retired or retiring employees and lifelong learning
· Non-formal training including training by civil society organizations
· E-learning, web-based learning and distance learning.
Non-availability of credit from formal channels was one of the long felt constraints in scaling
up vocational courses. To address this issue , the Prime Minister’s National Council on Skill
Development set up a Committee under the Chairmanship of Mr. S. Ramadorai, Advisor to
the Prime Minister, to come up with a draft policy on making skill training eligible for credit
support.
As a result of t he work done by this Committee, Indian Banks’ Association (IBA) has
approved a ‘Model Loan Scheme for Vocational Education and Training’ and circulated it to
its member banks for adoption and implementation.
The scope of the policy is no doubt is very huge
and they have certainly taken a
commendable step in implementing it. We the initiative of our Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri.
Narendra Modiji we can around the globe see the “Make in India” campaign, but this
campaign will not translate into results if our wo rkforce is not adequately skilled to cater to
the global needs, the one more question that arises here is “at what cost?” The cost of the skill
development in our country will be huge and certainly over a period of time the ministry/
implementing authority needs to understand that we need to do skill development by utilizing
the existing infrastructure. With the Indo -German Ties making rounds of news, one thing
that Indian Skill Development ministry can look into is their dual training program which
helps the youth to decide which trait is of their interest and they get practical training at the
companies and then if they wish they can continue to work with the same company or apply
elsewhere. The companies in Germany induct these apprentices get tax benefi ts which are
passed on to the apprentices as stipend and they are trained for the Hon’ble blue collar jobs
which make them employable and self-reliant. The blue collar jobs in Germany are seen with
pride and they are given the same respect that any other w ork position in the company would
get. The case is not same with India, here we do not respect the blue collar jobs to the extent
we would respect the managerial post. Along with the skill development the mindset of the
people also should change, otherwise we will have unsatisfied skilled labour which will in
turn affect their productivity. More so the cost of the skill development is going to be huge,
as we are constantly trying to create the new training centers and channel partners as well as
refunding the fees to the students who are enrolling under the schemes. The alternative way
to reduce this impact would be to use the existing infrastructure of the schools and colleges
by upgrading them with better technology and increasing their capacity. The educa
tional
systems have to be at par with the industry norms and needs. The focus should also be on
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upgrading the skill set of the teachers and the faculty because if they are not industry ready
the students and the youth can never be industry ready. The corpo rate sectors can be initially
involved by allowing the young students to be trained at their infrastructures and the best ten
students are assured of good paid job. This is an added benefit to both the company as well as
creates a healthy competition to strive better and become the best.
Conclusion:-The current need along with the skill development is also to upgrade and
enhance the existing educational infrastructure as well as involve the corporate and MSMEs
to become the training grounds under the skill development to overall lower the costs of the
skill development of the country as well create the best of the skilled work force. “If you are
not Skilling India you are Killing India”.
References:1. https://www.sdi.gov.in/en-US/Pages/SDISHome.aspx
2. http://www.dget.nic.in/content/innerpage/national-policy-on-skill-development.php
3. http://www.nsdcindia.org/
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Abstract: For every death by suicide in India, there are more than 200 people with
‘suicidality’ and more than 15 suicide attempts.
Suicidality (think, plans, tries, and acts
inflicted by way of oneself with a purpose to end life) is more common at 5.1% than dying
through suicide at 0.024% among all age groups in society, thereby emerging as some other
public fitness trouble this is un recognized, states a look at on prevalence and chance factors
of suicidality in India. We might lack the nerve to commit the very last act, and we might not
recognize our "sinful" inclinations for what they are, however day in and time out we
confront the problem of our innate enchantment to self -destruction. The suicide rate (number
of suicides per lakh population) has also risen from 10.4 percent in 2019 to 11.3 percent in
2020. While the link between suicide and mental problems (especially despair and al cohol
use issues) is nicely hooked up, many suicides occur swiftly in moments of crisis. Loss of
enjoyment, loneliness, discrimination, a relationship break -up, economic problems, ongoing
pain and illness, violence, abuse, and battle or other humanitarian
emergencies are all risk
factors. The strongest chance factor for suicide is a preceding suicide attempt. Suicide
includes social and moral meanings in all societies. At both the individual and population
ranges, the suicide rate has long been understood t o correlate with cultural, social, political,
and monetary forces. Suicide is not anywhere related to pathology, but it represents a
culturally diagnosed option in certain situations. As a result, understanding suicide and
attempting to prevent it necessit ates an understanding of how suicide differs from those
forces and how it relates to an individual, group, and contextual reports. This paper discussed
how to prevent suicide among all age groups in Modern Society.
Keywords:-National Suicide Prevention Str
ategy, Social Safety Net, Protective
Environments, Yoga & Meditation.
1.Introduction:-The majority of suicides (35.1%, 2019) in India are by those under the age
of 30 years. The fact that 70% of suicides in India are by people under the age of 44 years
imposes a huge social, emotional, and financial burden on our society. The near -same suicide
prices of younger males and females and the continuous male: female ratio of 70.2: 29.8
(2019) indicate that more Indian women die by suicide than their Western count erparts [1].
Poisoning (36.6%), putting (32.1%) and self -immolation (7.9%) have been the common
strategies used to commit suicide. In West Bengal, the suicide rate is 15.7
[2]. Suicide is a
crucial, but often disregarded, public health difficulty in India. It is surrounded by stigma,
myths, and taboos. Each person dying by suicide is a tragedy that affects not only the people
(sufferers/survivors), but additionally, families and groups at large. Each year, more than
700,000 human beings die by way of suicide , many after many prior suicide attempts. This
rate equals approximately one death every 40 seconds.It has been determined by various
researchers that unique groups of the population are much more likely to have expanded
suicide threats during COVID -19 bec ause of baseline vulnerabilities, inequitable results of
the pandemic, or for reasons that present obstacles to disclosing hardships and looking for
help[3]. People with lower access to mental health care, people with mental health conditions
at baseline or other suicide risk factors, people in risky households associated with domestic
violence or abuse, people with socioeconomic disadvantage, people from rural areas, and
people from marginalized racial, ethnic, and sexual groups, for whom the pandemic
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exacerbates economic, academic, and fitness disparities. Even frontline health and essential
workers, children and elderly populations, parents with school -age children, and males were
discovered to have elevated suicidal ideation during this time period. Peop le who constitute
intersectionality across risk regions are of unique concern.
2. National Suicide Prevention Strategy: The Vice President of India, Shri M. Venkaiah
Naidu has called for putting area a National Suicide Prevention Strategy to lower the
tendency of children and others to quit their lives due to depression and frustration. He
became addressing the collection after inaugurating the Nineteenth Annual Conference of the
Indian Association of Private Psychiatry (IAPP), in Hyderabad, 30 November 201 8.The Vice
President said that Yoga, meditation, and spiritualism will provide mental equilibrium and
solace at times of depression. Modern -day fast -paced way of life and strain had been
additionally leading to despair among children, he said. There is eac h want to strengthen our
age-old circle of relatives system which could provide assistance for humans laid low with
dispersion, he added [4].The Vice President stated that both the growing and the advanced
nations were beset with distinct types of fitness problems, intellectual contamination turned
into one of the leading non -communicable illnesses in poor health the sector and has become
a chief public fitness problem. According to WHO, despair is the leading motive of
incapacity global, and is a primary c ontributor to the general global burden of sickness, he
stated. Globally, greater than three hundred million human beings of every age suffer from
despair [4].
Mental Healthcare Act, 2017: While the Mental Healthcare Act, 2017 is an affected personpleasant act and targets to protect the rights of people with intellectual illnesses, it
additionally takes into account the caregivers’ concerns and encourages their involvement.
The economic burden on caregivers: Mental fitness still maintains to get much less interest
from governments in allocating budgets and there may be a want for the policymakers to
rectify this example. Most developed countries spend above 4% of their budgets on mental
fitness care and studies, in keeping with a 2011 World Health Organization report.
Major psychiatric disorders have a persistent route and require extended treatment. While the
direct prices are related to session prices, remedy, therapy costs, travel prices, and the lack of
pay from work for each caregiver and patient, the i ndirect fee is the time involved inside the
caregiving for patients.
In many low and middle -income countries (LAMIC), prices for formal intellectual health
offerings are paid through the patients or their care givers’ out of pocket, this mode of
method will limit the utilization of mental fitness services in line with the potential to pay and
ensuing in inequitable get right of entry to mental fitness care. Continued high out -of-pocket
fees for intellectual health treatment may additionally hinder access to the treatment mainly
for people who need greater treatment.
3. Social Safety Net: Human connections through informal and formal organization and the
tenor of social change are assets of each distressing and liberating occasion. They are also the
constructing blocks of a “safety net” that can push individuals towards or pull them far away
from suicide as a “solution” to their troubles. A description of this social protection net
originated early in the history of suicide research and evolved through the years[5].
4.Protective Environments :Prevention efforts that attention is no longer most effective on
man or woman behaviour alternate (e.g., help, treatment) but on modifications to the
surroundings can increase the probability of fine behavioural and fitness
effects. Creating
environments that address the threat and protective factors where people live, work, and play
can assist save you from suicide.Social policies and social culture that help society
employment, children a proper education, development of e arly childhood brain [6]. Such
rules and cultural values inspire management from the top down and can promote prosocial
behaviour (e.g., helping each other), skill -constructing, positive social norms, evaluation,
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referral, and admission to helping offerings
(e.g., mental health, mental abuse treatment,
economic counselling), and improvement of disaster response plans, posttension, and
different measures to foster a secure bodily environment. Such policies and cultural shifts can
positively impact the organizational environment and morale and help prevent suicide and its
associated chance elements (e.g., depression, social isolation).
5. Yoga & Meditation: Numerous research has confirmed the advantages of everyday
meditation. The mental fitness
-orientated advan tages of meditation include higher
consciousness and awareness, stepped forward self
-recognition and self -esteem, lower
degrees of anxiety and stress, and fostering kindness [7].Meditation is a part of yoga. While it
may appear to be the man or woman is hon
estly sitting down or sleeping off, this is an
exercise that ought to not be underestimated. Many yoga professionals agree that meditation
can be used as an efficient therapy for melancholy. When a person is performing yoga,
they're capable of de -strain an d casting off all of the terrible thoughts and thoughts which
have been plaguing their minds. Meditation can also help a person conscious of the existing.
By performing meditation religiously, you'll attain enlightenment. Most people attend suicide
accomplish that due to their fear of the past and the future. Meditation can help a person to
erase these fears and may assist a person to recognize the matters which might be going on
properly now.
6. Strategies:
v If we are worried about someone in our community reach out and ask them “are you
okay?”
v Determine an individual’s overall level of risk by Early signs identify the risk factor
for suicide (Anxiety / Stress / Depression)
v During Conversation Installing Hope …….. By using keywords
“You’re not alone. Let me help you.”
Strategy
Create protective environments

Strengthen economic supports
Identify and support people at risk

Approach
·
Reduce access to lethal way among men and
women vulnerable to suicide
·
Social policies to reduce too much alcohol use
·
Socialguidelines and culture
·
Job
·
Housing
·
Treatment to mental illness
·
Screening treatment
·
Support them

7. Conclusion: Across cultures, own family brotherly love and support acts as a buffer
against suicidality; parenthood protects against suicide, specifically for girls. Divorced and
never-married status normally will increase suicide chances, especially for men. Social
support, National Suicide Prevention Strategy, Social Safety Net, Protective Environments,
Yoga & Meditation, and diverse forms of spiritual involvement and beliefs are defensive
against suicide. To prevent suicide, more research need in future.
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ek/;fed ,oa mPp ek/;fed Lrj ij v/;kidksa dh O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk dk
v/;;u
eatw dqekjh] iath;u la[;k % 17219143
'kk/sk Nk=k] Jh txnh”kizlkn >kcjey fVcM+oks yk fo”ofo|ky;] fo|kuxjh] >qa>qu]wa
MkW- nqxkZyky ikjhd] Ikath;u la[;k % JJT/2k9/EDU/680
izksQlsj] Jh txnh”kilzkn >kcjey fVcM+oks yk fo”ofo|ky;] fo|kuxjh] >qU>quw
izLrkouk %&f'k{kk lekt dh ,d vfuok;Z vko';drk gS D;ksafd f'k{kk gh ns'k ds fodkl ,oa
mldh lEiUurk dk vkadyu vUrjkZ"Vªh; Lrj ij djkrh gSA dksbZ jk"Vª fdruk gh lEiUu D;ksa
u gks] ysfdu iw.kZr: lEiUurk dk çrhd mu ns'k dh f'k{kk gh gSA ftl çdkj fcuk lw;Z ds
ykfyek dh dYi uk djuk vlEHko gS Bhd mlh çdkj fcuk f'k{kd ds dksbZ Hkh jk"Vª viuh
Js"Brk vUrjkZ"Vªh; Lrj ij çdV ugh dj ldrkA
fdlh Hkh lekt dh mUufr mlesa jgus okys O;fDr;kas ij
fuHkZj gksrh gSA lekt dks mfpr fn”kk nsus gsrq f”k{kk dh vko”;drk dks lnSo gh Lohdkj fd;k x;k gSA çR;sd ns”k]
dky o ifjfLFkfr es a f”k{kk ds egRo dks vuqHko fd;k tkrk jgk gSA f”k{kk dks egRoiw.kZ ekurs gq, lekt }kjk f”k{kk
dh çfØ;k dks fuf”prrk çnku djus dk ç;kl fd;k x;kA f”k{kk dh bl çfØ;k esa eq[; :Ik ls rhu i{k lkeus
vk;s& f”k{kd] f”k{kkFkhZ vkSj ikB;ØeA f”k{kk dh bl çfØ;k ds bu rhuksa i{kksa dks gh egRoi.w kZ ekuk x;k gS] ysfdu
f”k{kd dks bl çfØ;k dk lokZf/kd egRoiw.kZ i{k Lokhdkj fd;k x;kA ;|fi orZeku es f”k{kkFkhZ dks T;knk egRo
fn;k tkus yxk gS] ysfdu f”k{kd dk egRo iwoZ dh rjg vkt Hkh cuk gqvk gS vkSj ;g vkxs Hkh cuk jgsxkA ekuo
ds :i esa f'k{kd rFkk O;olk; ds :i esa f'k{k.k&dk;Z lla
kj esas lokZsPp le>s tkrs gSA
f'k{k.k rFkk f'k{k.k dk;Z ds egRo dh iz'kalk djrs gq, ,l
-ckyd`".k tks'kh us vfr lqUnj
'kCnksa es a fy[kk gS& ^ ^,d lPpk f 'k{kd /ku ds vHkko es a /kuh gksrk gS] mldh lEifÙk
dk fopkj cSad esa tek /ku ls ugha fd;k tkuk pkfg,] cfYd mls izse ,oa HkfDr l]s tks mlus
vius Nk=ks a ls mRiUu dh g S og lezkV gS] ftldk lkezkT;
mlds f'k";ksa ds d`rK
efLr"dksa eas lhek&fpUgks a ls vafdr gS] ft ldks lla kj dh dksbZ 'kfDr fgyk ugha ldrh
vkSj u ftldks v.kqce u"V dj ldrk gSA f'k{k.k nSo&fu;ksftr dk;Z gksrk gSA O;kikj la?k
,oa f'kYi&fudk; ds :i esa bldh ppkZ djuk bldks ifrr djuk gSA mu fof/k;ks a dks viukuk
ftlls O;fDr f'k{kdks a ds izfr nzfor gks tk,] muds dk;Z dks dayfdr djuk gSA og euq";
lkSHkkX;'kkyh gS tks f'k{kd gS] mlls nqxquk lkSHkkX;'kkyh og gS ftlus bl egku~ ns'k
esa tUe fy;k gS] tgka xq: ds izfr izse vkSj lEeku O;Dr fd;k x;k gS vkSj mls nsorkvksa
dh Js.kh es a j[kk x;k gS] tgka jktk vkSj jad us mlds izfr J`)k O;Dr djus esa ijLij Li/kkZ
dh gSA mlls frxquk lkSHkkX;'kkyh og gS tks bl ns'k esa bl HkO; m"kkdky esa f'k{kd
gS tks vf}rh; izxfr
,oa oSHko dh lHa kkoukvksa l s vkyksfdr gS tcfd ekr`Hkwfe
Lo.kZ&;qx esa inkZi.k dj jgh gSA** **lekt dh orZeku ih< +h dh fLFkfr dks ns[kdj yxrk
gS fd ,slk dqN vo'; gS tks orZeku ;qok ih<+h dks ugh fl[kk;k tk ldrk gSA dksBkjh
vk;ksx us viuh fjiksVZ esa dgk Fkk fd & ^^Hkkjr d ks HkkX; dk fuekZ.k dh d{kkvks a
esa gks jgk gSA** jk"Vª fuekZ.k dk ;g ikou dk;Z f'k{kd dj jgs gSA f'k{kk lekt dks ,d ,slk
O;fDr miyC/k djkrh gS ftlds ikl lwpuk] dYiuk 'kfDr Kku vkS
j uSfrdrk gksrh gSA vU;
'kCnksa esa dgas rks ,d lEiw.kZ O;fDrRo okyk O;fDr gh f'kf{kr O;fDr gSA MkW - tkfdj
gqlSu ds vuqlkj &^^f'k{kk lEiw.kZ thou dk dk;Z gSA ;g tUe ls ysdj
e`R;q rd tkjh jgrh
gSA^^ izfl) vFkZ'kkL=h dkSfVY; ds vuqlkj ^^f'k{kk dk vFkZ gS ns'k ds fy, izf'k{k.k vkSj
jk"Vª ds izfr I;kjA^^
v/;;u dk egRo %& vk/kqfud ;qx es a f'k{kdksa esa o`fÙkd izHk ko'khyrk ,d vge~ fo"k; cu x;k g S bls dbZ rjhds ls
vfHkO;Dr fd;k tk jgk gS] tSls f'k{k.k dk o`fÙkdj.k fd;k tkuk pkfg, vFkok f'k{kdksa es a o`fÙkokn gksuk pkfg,A ;g
fopkj/kkjk f'k{kdksa ds gj Lrj ij ykxw gSA ek/;fed f'k{k k Lrj ls ysdj mPp f'k{kk rd tqM+s lHkh f'k{kdks a ls ;g
vis{kk gS fd os vius dk;Z ls o`fÙkHkko ls tqM+s vkSj viuh o`fÙk esa n{krk izkIr djsaA orZeku esa f'k{k.k ,d orsuHkksxh
o`fÙk&lewg gS tks iqow Z fu/kkZfjr ikB~;Øeksa dks d{kkvksa es a i<+krk gS] v/;kiu&ewY;kadu ds fu;e mls cus c uk;s feyrs
gSaA f'k{kd d{kkvks a esa fo|kfFkZ; ksa ds lkFk lkewfgd rkSj ij vUr%fØ;k djrk gSA blh izdkj f'k{kd ds f'k{k.k dh
xq.koÙkk dk vkdayu Hkh dfBu gS D;ksfad fo|kfFkZ;ks a dh lQyrk es a fdl f'k{kd dk fdruk ;ksxnku gS vkSj fo|ky;
ds ckgj ds vU; rRoksa tSls vfHkHkkod ;k lekt dk fdruk ;ksxnku gS fuf'pr rkSj ij vkadyu fd;k tkuk laHko
ugha gSA blh izdkj ;g r; ugha fd;k tk ldrk gS fd fdlh f'k{kd dk vius fo|kFkhZ ds lexz fodkl esa fdruk
vkSj fdruh nwj ij izHkko iM+k\
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v/;;u dk vkSfpR; %& vkt tcfd pkjksa vksj f'k{kk ds fxjrs Lrj i j fpUrk,aW O;Dr dh tk jgh gS] ,sls esa vko';d
gS fd v/;kid izHkko'kkyh v/;kiu ds lkFk&lkFk O;kolkf;d :i ls Hkh izHkko'kkyh gks] D;ksfad fdlh Hkh lekt es a
f'k{k.k O;olk; dh Hkwfedk o egRo bl ckr ij fuHkZj djrk gS fd ekuoh; Lrj ij lekt f'k{kk ls D;k vk'kk,Wa
j[krk gS] og jk"Vªh; fodkl es a f'k{kk dks D;k Hkwfedk lkSairk gS rFkk jk"Vª }kjk fodkl ds D;k y{; fu/kkZfjr fd,
x, gaSA vkt Kku&foLQksV ds bl ;qx es a f'k{kd esa o`R;kRedrk dk gksuk vko';d gS fdUrq bldk vk'k; ;g ugha
gS fd f'k{kd ,d Hkkoukvks a jfgr Kku dk jkscksV cu tk;sA mlds f'k{k.k esa KkukRed] HkkokRed ,oa fØ;kRed xq.kksa
dk LoLFk leUo; gksuk pkfg,A
v/;;u ds mn~ns'; %&
1- ek/;fed ,oa mPp ek/;fed Lrj ij v/;kidks a dh dqy O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk ,oa mlds vk;keks a dk v/;;u
djukA
2- ek/;fed Lrj ij v/;kidksa dh O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk ,oa mlds vk;keksa dk v/;;u djukA
3- mPp ek/;fed Lrj ij v/;kidksa dh O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk ,oa mlds vk;keksa dk v/;;u djukA
4- ek/;fed ,oa mPp ek/;fed Lrj ij v/;kidks a dh O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk ,oa mlds vk;keksa ij fyax&Hksn ds
izHkko dk v/;;u djukA
v/;;u dh ifjdYiuk,Wa %&
1-ek/;fed ,oa mPp ek/;fed Lrj ij v/;kidks
a dh dqy O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk
,oa mlds vk;keks a ij
izHkko'khyrk vkSlr ls vf/kd gSA
2- ek/;fed Lrj ij v/;kidksa dh O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk ,oa mlds vk;keksa ij izHkko'khyrk vkSlr ls vf/kd gSA
3- mPp ek/ ;fed Lrj ij v/;kidksa dh O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk ,o a mlds vk;keks a ij izHkko'khyrk vkSlr ls
vf/kd gSA
4- ek/;fed ,oa mPp ek/;fed Lrj ij v/;kidks a dh O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk ,oa mlds vk;keksa ij lkFkZd vUrj
ugha gSA
ifjlheu %&
1- 'kks/k dk;Z gsrq mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds fo|ky;ksa ds f’k{kdksa dks gh fy;k x;k gSA
2- >qU>quw ds vUrxZr vkus okys ek/;fed o mPp ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa dks 'kkfey fd;k x;k gSA
3- dqy 600 f'k{kdksa ¼300 ljdkjh $ 300 futh½ dks lfEefyr fd;k x;k gSA
4- ;g v/;;u ek/;fed o mPp ek/;fed fo|ky;ksa ds f'k{kdksa rd gh lhfer gSA
'kks/k esa U;kn'kZ p;u fof/k %&
orZeku 'kks/k esa U;kn'kZ ds pquko gsrq ;kn`fPNd fof/k dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k gSA blds vUrxZr tula[;k esa ls bdkb;ksa
dk p;u bl izdkj fd;k tkrk gS fd izR;sd bdkbZ dks U;kn'kZ esa lfEefyr gksus dk volj izkIr gksA
'kks/k esa iz;qDr midj.k & orZeku 'kks/k esa 'kks/kdrkZ }kjk ftu midj.kksa dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k gS mudk
o.kZu bl
izdkj gS &
1- v/;kid izHkko'khyrk ekiuh laedks dk lkj.kh;u ,oa fo'ys"k.k ek/;fed Lrj ij v/;kidks a dh O;kolkf; d
izHkko'khyrk ,oa mlds vk;keksa ij izHkko'khyrk dk v/;;u
lkj.kh
ek/;fed Lrj fo|ky;ksa ds dqy v/;kidksa dh O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk ,oa mlds vk;keksa ds çkIr e/;eku o ekud
fopyu
O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk

la[;k

e/;eku

ekud fopyu

dqy O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk
d{kk&d{k O;oLFkk
f'k{k.k O;wg uhfr;k¡
vUr%O;SfDrd lEcU/k
lEisz"k.k izHkko'khyrk
O;kolkf;d ewY;
lkekftd nkf;Ro

300
300
300
300
300
300
300

203.19
32.22
34.13
33.70
31.05
33.75
38.35

17.064
4.513
4.269
4.904
5.217
4.580
8.723

O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk dk fo'ys"k.k
mi;qZä lkj.kh ds vuqlkj dqy v/;kidksa dh O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk dk e/;eku 203 -19 rFkk ekud fopyu 17 064 ik;k x;kA v/;kid O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk çekiuh dk vf/kdre izkIrkad 300 ¼60 dFku rFkk vf/kdre
izkIrkad izfr dFku 5 vr% 5*60 ¾
300 rFkk fuEure izkIrkad 1 gSA vr% 60*1¾
60 blfy, vkSlr
izkIrkad¾300$60@2¾ 360@2¾180½rFkk vkSlr izkIrkad 180 gSA lkj.kh ls Li"V gS fd v/;kid O;kolkf;d
izHkko'khyrk çekiuh dk dqy e/;eku vkSlr e/;eku ls vf/kd gSA vr% orZeku 'kks/k esa fufeZr ifjdYiuk la[;k&2
^^ek/;fed Lrj ij v/;kidksa dh dqy O;kol kf;d izHkko'khyrk ,oa mlds vk;keks a ij izHkko'khyrk vkSlr l s vf/kd
ldkjkRed gSA** dqy O;kolkf;d izHkko'khyrk ds lUnHkZ esa p;fur dh tkrh gSA
lUnHkZ xzUFk
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1- <+kSf<+;ky] ,l-( QkVd] ,- ¼2003½- 'kSf{kd vuqla/kku fof/k'kkL=- t;iqj % jktlFkku fgUnh xzUFk vdkneh
2- xqIrk] l;w Znos ( R;kxh] ,e -ih- flag( R;kxh] vksda kj flag ¼2008½ - 'kSf{kd izca/ku ,oa fo|ky; laxBu - t;iqj %
vfjgUr f'k{kk izdk'kuA
3- feJk] egsUnz dqekj ¼2008½- f'k{kk fo'odks'k- ubZ fnYyh % vtqZu ifCyf'kax gkmlAVol.-5.
4- feÙky] larks"k ¼2008½- 'kSf{kd rduhdh ,oa d{kkd{k izca/k- t;iqj % jktlFkku fgUnh xzUFk vdknehA
5- JhokLro] lh-ch-( 'kekZ] ekrkizlkn ¼2009½- 'kSf{kd vuqla/kku dh fof/k;k¡- t;iqj % viksyks izdk'kuA
6- JhokLro] Mh-,u- ¼2010½- lkaf[;dh ,oa ekiu- vkxjk&2 % Jh fouksn iqLrd eafnjA
7- flag] oh-ih- ¼2008½- 'kSf{kd izkS|ksfxdh ,oa d{kd{k izca/ku- vkxjk % lkfgR; izdk'kuA
8- f=ikBh] e/kqlwnu ¼2007½- f'k{kk vuqla/kku ,oa lkaf[;dh- ubZ fnYyh % vksesxk ifCyds'kUlA
9- 'kekZ] vkj-,- ¼1995½- f'k{kk vuqla/kku- esjB % vkj-yky cqd fMiksA
10- Mh-fnyhi]ek/;fed fo|ky; v/;kid ds O;kolkf;d xq.k vkSj mudk
d{kk&d{k lEizs"k.k ij
izHkko dk v/;;u] ih,p-Mh- f'k{kk] dY;k.kh fo'ofo|ky;]199111- xks;y] ts -lh-]Hkkjr esa f'k{kd izf'k{kdksa dh O;kolkf;d larqf"V vkSj O;olkf;d :fp dh
vfHko`fÙk ds lEcU/k dk v/;;u] ih,p-Mh- f'k{kk] fnYyh fo'ofo|ky;] 198012- tyhy] ltuk & ek/;fed fo|ky; v/;kidksa dh O;kolkf;drk dk v/;;u] bUVjus'kuy ,twdsVj twu
20097
13- tSu] jpuk & v/;kidksa dh f'k{k.k izHkko'khyrk vkSj mudk f'k{k.k O;olk;
ds izfr
n`f"Vdks.k dk v/;;u tujy vkWQ bf.M;u ,twds'ku Vol. XXXIII No. 2,2011 77-8914- dkSj] vejthr ljdkjh lsokjr izf'k{k.k dsUnzksa esa 'kSf{kd i;kZoj.k ds pjksa dh izfØ;k
vkSj <kaps ls lEcfU/kr xf.kr vkSj lkekftd v/;;u ds f'k{kdksa dh O;kolkf;d n{krk dk v/;;u
ih,p-Mh- f'k{kk] iatkc fo'ofo|ky;]198815- esdQkWjys.M] ,e -Dys;j ek/;fed fo|ky;] v/;kidksa dk izHkkoh d{kk&d{k
lEizs"k.k
dk;ZØeksa ij izHkko dk v/;;u] ih,p-Mh- f'k{kk] fnYyh fo'ofo|ky;]1988-
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Hkkjr dh f'k{kk ç.kkyh ij bZ&yfuaZx dk çHkko% ,d v/;;u
vkse çdk'k ;kno
fjlpZ Ld‚yj ¼ih,p&Mh½
Jh ts-ts- Vh- ;wfuoflZVh] >qu>quw jktLFkku] Hkkjr
bZ&esy& opy1981@gmail.com
izLrkouk &fdlh Hkh ns'k ds fodkl ds fy, bZ&yfuaZx xfrfof/k;ka egRoiw.kZ gSaA vk/kqfud ;qx esa gj dksbZ fodkl
vkSj 'kSf{kd fodkl ds ckjs esa lksp jgk gSA vxj bldh Bhd ls ;kstuk cuk bZ tk, rks mfpr ifj.kke lkeus vk,axsA
bl 'kks/k i= esa Hkkjr esa bZ&yfuaZx ds ek/;e ls fodkl ns[kk x;k gSA ;fn bldh ;kstuk Bhd ls cukbZ tk, rks
mfpr ifj.kke ldkjkRed :i ls çHkkfor gksaxsA bl 'kks/k i= esa] Hkkjr esa 'kSf{kd {ks= ds fodkl ds fy, bZ&yfuaZx
,d çHkkoh midj.k gSA T;knkrj ekeyksa esa] ;g iwjh rjg ls v‚uykbu forfjr ikBîØe] dk;ZØe ;k fMxzh dks
lanfHkZr djrk gSA bl 'kks/k i= dk ewy mís'; bZ&yfuaZx dh vo/kkj.kk dks le>uk vkSj bZ&yfuaZx ds çdkj dh tkap
djuk gSA ;g ikjaifjd f'k{k.k vkSj vk/kqfud f'k{k. k rduhd ds chp rqyuk ds laca/k esa dbZ fopkjksa dks Hkh lkjkaf'kr
djrk gSA f'k{k.k vkSj lh[kus dh vk/kqfud i)fr Hkkjrh; lanHkZ esa f'k{kk {ks= ds fodkl ds fy, mi;ksxh gSA
ifjp;&fdlh Hkh ns'k ds fodkl ds fy, bZ& yfuaZx xfrfof/k;ka egRoiw.kZ gSaA vk/kqfud ;qx esa gj dksbZ fodkl ds ckjs
esa lksp jgk gSA vxj bldh Bhd ls ;kstuk cukbZ tk, rks mfpr ifj.kke lkeus vkrs gSaA bl 'kks/k i= esa Hkkjr esa
bZ&yfuaZx ds ek/;e ls ns[kk x;k gSA 'kks/k i= f'k{kk ds fodkl ds eq[; pØ ds :i esa Hkkjr esa d{kk lh[kus vkSj
bZ&yfuaZx ij dsafær FkkA 1947 esa vktknh ds rqjar ckn] Hkkjr ljdkj] Hkkjr dh f'k{kk ç.kkyh esa ,d:irk ykus vkSj
vkcknh ds cM+s fgLls dks f'k{kk çnku djus dh pqukSrh Fkh [1]A lk{kjrk nj esa lq/kkj ds fy, Hkkjr }kjk 'kq: dh
xbZ fofHkUu ;kstukvksa ds dkj.k] bu ekiksa ds ifj.kkeLo:i lk{kjrk nj 2001 esa 65 -38% ls c<+dj 2011 esa 74-04% gks
xbZ gSA ikjaifjd f'k{kk dh rqyuk esa bZ&yfuaZx ds lkFk f'k{kkFkhZ dh larqf"V nj esa o`f)] mi;ksx vkSj igqap] usfoxs'ku]
var%fØ;k'khyrk vkSj mi;ksxdrkZ dh dfFkr vklkuh ds lkFk&lkFk& vuqdwy baVjQsl fMtkbu [2]A ;g ik;k x;k
fd mPp f'k{kk esa O;kolkf;d ikBîØeksa ds f'k{kdksa dh vkSlr la[;k ls de bZ&yfuaZx eksM dk mi;ksx dj jgs gSa
tcfd dsoy dqN xSj&O;kolkf;d ikBîØeksa ds f'k{kd bZ&yfuaZx eksM dk mi;ksx dj jgs gSaA bZ&yfuaZx ds rhu
rjhds gSa% v‚uykbu eksM] gkbfczM o fefJr eksM vkSj bZ&,UgkalesaV eksM ysfdu orZeku esa dsoy bZ&,UgkalesaV eksM
dk mi;ksx Hkkjrh; mPp f'k{kk esa is'ksoj vkSj xSj&is'ksoj ikBîØeksa ds f'k{kdksa }kjk fd;k tk jgk gSA
Hkkjr esa f'k{kk ifj–';&Hkkjr esa ikjaifjd f'k{k.k ç.kkyh dk mi;ksx fd;k x;k Fkk vkSj ;g yacs le; rd fVdkÅ
FkhA ysfdu 'kSf{kd t:jrsa cny jgh gSa vkSj ,d oSf'od f'k{kk ekud [kqn dks Fkksi jgk gS vkSj Hkkjrh; f'k{kk ç.kkyh
dks dbZ cnykoksa ls xqtjus ds fy, etcwj dj jgk gSA bZ&yfuaZx dh vo/kkj.kk fuf'pr :i ls ns'k esa yksdfç;rk
çkIr dj jgh gS ysfdu vU; ns'kksa dh rqyuk esa /kheh xfr lsAHkkjrh; lafo/kku lHkh dks xq.koÙkkiw.kZ f'k{kk çnku djus
vkSj fo'ks"k :i ls ns'k ds fofo/k lektksa vkSj laL —fr;ksa ds fy, ns'k dh 'kS f{kd vko';drkvksa dks iwjk djus ds
ç;kl esa ladYi djrk gSAljdkj us fofHkUu 'kSf{kd Jsf.k;ka cukbZ gSa% çkjafHkd f'k{kk] ek/;fed f'k{kk] mPp f'k{kk] çkS<+
f'k{kk] vkSj rduhdh vkSj O;kolkf;d f'k{kk laiw.kZ O;fä ds fodkl vkSj fufgr xq.kksa dk iks"k.k djus ds vykok vkSj
dqN ugha gSAbZ&yfuaZx ,d mi;ksxh ek/;e gS ftlds ek/;e ls Hkkjr xzkeh.k {ks=ksa esa vNwrksa rd igq¡pus ds y{; dks
çkIr dj ldrk gS] f'k{kkfFkZ;ksa dks mudh f'k{kk ds ek/;e ls mPp f'k{kk ds lkFk&lkFk efgyk l'kfädj.k ds fy,
çsfjr dj ldrk gSA orZeku lqij QkLV ;qx vkSj oS'oh—r nqfu;k esa] f'k{kk dks iwjk djus dh vko';drk gSA orZeku
le; dh vfrfjä ekaxsa tSls fo'o Lrj ij l{ke dk;Zcy cukukA oS'ohdj.k ds dkj.k iwjk fo'o ,d Xykscy foyst
cu x;k gSA vc] f'k{kk dk mi;ksx i;kZoj.k] 'kkafr] laL—fr] lkekftd fofo/krk] c<+rh çfrLi/kkZ vkSj oSf'od xkao dh
vo/kkj.kk ds ckjs esa tkx:drk c<+kus ds fy, ,d mi;ksxh midj.k ds :i esa fd;k tk ldrk gSA orZeku nqfu;k
esa] f'k{kk dk mi;ksx oSf'od ukxfjd cuus ds lk/ku ds :i esa fd;k tk jgk gSA bl vf/kd çfrLi/khZ nqfu;k esa
fdlh dks dke djus ds fy,] thfor jgus ds fy, i;kZIr l{ke gksuk pkfg,A f'k{kk gesa og 'kfä'kkyh midj.k nsrh
gS ftlds }kjk ge ;ksX; thou th ldrs gSaA fdlh lekt dh 'kSf{kd fLFkfr esa lq/kkj djds gh mlds yksxksa dh
cgqvk;keh çxfr dh xkjaVh nh tk ldrh gSA bu y{;ksa dk s çkIr djus ds fy, bZ&yfuaZx lcls vPNk fodYi gSA
bZ&yfuaZx Hkh gekjs ns'k esa f'k{kk dh lekosf'krk esa lq/kkj djus dk ,d l'kä ek/;e gSA ;fn dksbZ 'kS{kf.kd laLFkku
mPp xq.koÙkk okyh f'k{kk nsus ds fy, çfrc) gS] rks mls ewY;ksa vkSj uSfrdrk ij cuk;k tkuk pk
fg,] vkSj vius
f'k{k.k dk;ZØeksa dh is'kd'k esa vfHkuo gksuk pkfg,A bZ&yfuaZx ,d vdsyk fdukjk ugha gS] cfYd cgqvk;keh gS]
ftlesa –f"Vdks.kksa vkSj fof/k;ksa dh ,d foLr`r J`a[kyk 'kkfey gS A
efgyk,a vkSj bZ&yfuaZx &ijaijkxr :i ls Hkkjrh; lekt esa efgyk,a fof HkUu lkekftd vkSj lkaL —frd ck/kkvksa ls
ihfM+r gSa vkSj ;g eglwl fd;k tkrk gS fd tc rd efgykvksa dks i;kZIr :i ls l'kä ugha fd;k tkrk gS] rc
rd lkekftd&vkfFkZd fodkl gkfly djuk eqf'dy gks ldrk gSAefgykvksa dks l'kä cukuk mudh viuh
leL;kvksa dk fo'ys"k.k djus] lek/kku çLrkfor djus vkSj ifj.kkeLo:i lkewfgd dkjZokbZ djus esa çkjafHkd Hkkxhnkjh
ls 'kq: gksrk gSAefgyk 'kfä dks c<+kus ds fy, {ks=h; usVofdaZx] lkekftd ykecanh] efgykvksa ds –f"Vdks.k vkSj Kku
dks cnyuk okLro esa vko';d gSAbZ&yfuaZx j.kuhfr;k¡ okLro esa mUgsa vkdkj ns ldrh gSa vkSj bls okLrfodrk esa yk
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ldrh gSaA bZ&yfuaZx rduhd efgykvksa dks l'kä cuk,xh] l`ftr djsxh] dkuwuh tkx:drk] mUgsa efgykvksa ds
ekeyksa dks mBkus ds fy, çksRlkfgr djuk vkSj efgyk okfn;ksa dh enn djuk&yfuaZx l‚¶Vos;j xzkeh.k vkSj 'kgjh
{ks=ksa esa dkuwuksa vkSj muds çHkkoh dk;kZUo;u ds chp dh [kkbZ dks ikV nsxkA bZ&yfuaZx usVofdaZx dkuwuh eqíksa ls
lacaf/kr lkekftd vkSj dkuwuh laxBuksa ds chp laca/k cuk ldrh gSA mnkgj.k ds fy, bZ&yfuaZx usVofdaZx efgyk
eaMyksa] odhyksa vkSj vnkyrk sa ds chp laca/k LFkkfir djsxhAbldk eryc gS fd bZ&yfuaZx ds dsafær ç;klksa ls ge
lkekftd laxBuksa vkSj dkuwuh O;oLFkk ds chp] fupys vkSj mPp U;k;ky; ds chp] xzkeh.k vkSj 'kgjh {ks=ksa ds chp]
ofj"B vkSj dfu"B odhyksa ds chp dh [kkbZ dks ikV ldrs gSaA
bZ&yfuaZx vkSj ljdkj&ljdkj fofHkUu rjhdksa ls bZ&yfuaZx ek/;e dk mi;ksx dj ldrh gSA ;g ljdkj dks fu;eksa
vkSj uhfr;ksa dks çHkkoh <ax ls laçsf"kr djus esa enn dj ldrk gSA ;g ukxfjdksa ds chp fofHkUu ;kstukvksa vkSj
;kstukvksa ds ckjs esa tkx:drk iSnk dj ldrk g SA ;g yksxksa dks laokn djus ;k lh[kus ds fy, ,d [kqyk eap
çnku djsxkA bZ&yfuaZx v/kZ&lajfpr vkSj vlajfpr tkudkjh dk çca/ku dj ldrk gS [10]A;g ljdkj ds ,tsaMs
dks iwjk dj ldrk gSA xqM&yfuaZx lek/kku ljdkj dks dbZ igyqvksa esa enn dj ldrk gSA ljdkj ifCyd çk bosV
ikVZujf'ki ¼ihihih½ e‚My esa ljdkjh uhfr;ksa] fu;eksa vkSj fofu;eksa ds vklikl yfuaZx iksVZy çnku dj ldrh
gSA,d ljdkj bZ&yfuaZx ds ek/;e ls yksxksa ds chp lkFkZd f'k{kk ds ek/;e ls 'kklu esa ikjnf'kZrk yk ldrh gSA
ukxfjdksa ds chp lkekftd tkx:drk iSnk djuk] djk/kku vkSj dkuwuksa ds ckjs esa tkudkjh çnku djuk Hkh çHkkoh
rjhds ls fd;k tk ldrk gSA vHkh] ljdkj us uohure rduhd dk mi;ksx djds —f"k mRiknu ds fodkl ds fy,
v‚uykbu ijke'kZ fodflr djds bls gekjs ns'k ds fdlkuksa ds fy, fd;k gSA
bZ&yfuaZx vkSj mPp f'k{kk&oSf'od Lrj ds v‚uykbu f'k{k.k dk;ZØe esa gky gh esa fd, x, ,d v/;;u ds vuqlkj]
la;qä jkT; vesfjdk ds ckn] Hkkjr esa lcls vf/kd la[;k esa v‚uykbu ikBîØe ukekadu ds lkFk nwljs LFkku ij
gksus dh lwpuk feyh gSA mPp f'k{kk esa] opqZvy yfuaZx ,uok;juesa V ¼oh,ybZ½ cukus dh ekax c<+ jgh gS ftlesa ,d
dkslZ ds lHkh igyqvksa dks iwjs laLFkku esa ,d lqlaxr ;wtj baVjQsl ds ek/;e ls fu;af=r fd;k tkrk gSA buesa ls
dqN dk;ZØe gekjs ns'k esa 'kq: fd, x, gSa vkSj Nk=ksa dks d‚ystksa esa vfHkfoU;kl l= esa Hkkx ysus d h vko';drk gS]
ysfdu ikBîØe lkexzh v‚uykbu forfjr dh tkrh gSA dbZ fo'ofo|ky; v‚uykbu Nk= lgk;rk lsok,a çnku
djrs gSa] tSls v‚uykbu lykg vkSj iathdj.k] bZ&ijke'kZ] v‚uykbu ikBîiqLrd [kjhn vkSj Nk= lekpkj i=A
bZ&yfuaZx esa xzkeh.k Hkkjr esa i;kZIr ;ksX; f'k{ kdksa dh vuqiyC/krk dks nwj djus dh {kerk gSA ykbo v‚uykbu
Vîw'ku LVªhfeax ohfM;ks vkSj opqZvy Dykl:e dqN ,sls lek/kku gSa tks bZ&yfuaZx bu leL;kvksa ds lek/kku dh
is'kd'k dj ldrs gSaAçHkkoh vkSj laxfBr d{kk f'k{k.k ds fodYi ds :i esa] bZ&yfuaZx lcls vPNk fodYi gSA Ldwy
NksM+us okyksa dks bZ&yfuaZx ds ek/;e ls i<+k;k tk ldrk gS D;ksafd os fQj ls Ldwy tkus ds fy, viekfur eglwl
djrs gSaA mu ikBîØeksa ds fy, tgka Nk=ksa dh la[;k vf/kd gS] Nk=ksa ds çn'kZu dk dEI;wVjh —r ewY;kadu f'k{kd /
çksQslj ds fy, vklku gk s tkrk gSA 'kkjhfjd :i ls v{ke Nk= bZ&yfuaZx v/;;u lkexzh ds ek/;e ls ?kj ij
lh[k ldrs gSaA gkykafd bZ&yfuaZx lh[kus dk v‚fM;ks&fotqvy ek/;e gS] ;g lhekvksa ls eqä ugha gSA ,d vU;
fjiksVZ ds vuqlkj] Hkkjr ds v‚uykbu f'k{kk cktkj dk vkdkj 2017 rd orZeku 20 fcfy;u ls c<+dj 40 fcfy;u
gks tkuk r; gSA ;g ns[kk x;k gS fd yksxksa dk ,d lewg tks bZ&yfuaZx dh vo/kkj.kk dk fojks/k djrk gS] ;g dgrs
gq, fd ;g lwpukRed gS vkSj çnku ugha djrk gS fo"k; dk KkuA nwljh vksj] dqN yksx Dykl:e yfuaZx dk fojks/k
djrs gq, dgrs gSa fd daI;wVj vkSj vU; bZ&eVsfj;y dh enn ls lsYQ yfuaZx ges'kk Dykl:e yfuaZx ls csgrj gksrk
gS D;ksafd ;g lsYQ yfuaZx ds fy, çsfjr ugha djrk gSA;g mu ns'kksa ds fy, fo'ks"k :i ls lp gS tgka rduhdh
f'k{kk egaxh gS] volj lhfer gSa vkSj vkfFkZd vlekurk,a ekStnw gSaA Hkkjr esa 1 fefy;u ls vf/kd Ldwyksa vkSj 18]000
mPp f'k{kk laLFkkuksa ds usVodZ ds lkFk nqfu;k dh lcls cM+h f'k{kk ç.kkyh gSA ns'k dh 1 -2 vjc vkcknh esa ls vk/ks
ls T;knk f'k{kk vkSj lacaf/kr lsokvksa ds fy, yf{kr cktkj esa vkrs gSaA ;gka rd fd —f"k m|ksx dks Hkh mPp f'k{kk
vkSj bZ&yfuaZx ls tksM+us dh vko';drk gSA
fu"d"kZ& gekjs 'kks/k fu"d"kksaZ ds vuqlkj] ge ;g fu"d"kZ fudkyrs gSa fd baVjusV dusfDVfoVh esa rsth ls o`f) bZ&yfuaZx
ds fodkl ds fy, ,d egRoiw.kZ mRçsjd gSA LFkkuh; vkSj oSf'od f[kykfM+;k sa dh HkhM+ ds lkFk ,d etcwr baVjusV
ikfjfLFkfrdh ra=] v‚uykbu lh[kus dks vkSj vf/kd iSB cukus esa enn djsxkA vfodflr vkSj fodkl'khy ns'kksa esa]
bZ&yfuaZx f'k{kk] lk{kjrk vkSj vkfFkZd fodkl ds Lrj dks c<+krk gSA ;fn —f"k m|ksx dks bZ&yfuaZx ds ek/;e ls
yf{kr fd;k tkrk gS] rks fodkl nj fuf'pr :i ls c<+sxhA bZ&yfuaZx vkSj bZ&d‚elZ dks mfpr tkap vkSj dk;Z
;kstuk ds ek/;e ls fodflr fd;k tk ldrk gSA ;g lkfcr gksrk gS fd vuqdwyh f'k{kk dh fodkl'khy ygj mPp
f'k{kk] efgykvksa] ljdkj dh enn djsxhA bZ&yfuaZx Hkkjr dh dqy tula[;k esa lk{kj tula[;k dk çfr'kr c<+k jgk
gSA bZ&yfuaZx f'k{kk ds {ks= esa fodkl ds ifg, ds :i esa 'kSf{kd fodkl esa ,d egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkrk gSA ;g
vk'kk dh tkrh gS fd ;fn Hkkjr vkSj fodkl'khy ns'k la;qä m|e ds :i esa vkxs c<+rs gSa vkSj bZ&y fuaZx ds eqís ij
ijLij dke djrs gSa] rks ;g 'kSf{kd {ks= ds fodkl ds fy, Qk;nsean gksxkA bZ&yfuaZx ds ek/;e ls cgqr ls voljksa
dk ykHk mBk;k tk ldrk gS vkSj Rofjr fodkl laHko gksxkA ;g vk'kk dh tkrh gS fd ;fn Hkkjr vkSj eysf'k;k
la;qä m|e ds :i esa bl eqís ij fodkl ds fy, feydj dke djrs gSa] rks ;g 'kSf{kd {ks= ds fy, Qk;nsean
gksxkA
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THE ABILITY OF CASUAL VIDEO GAMES TO IMPROVE MOOD
AND REDUCE STRESS

MISS SUPRIYA N KADAM
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GUIDE: DR.ABDUL LATIF
ABSTRACT-Medical illnesses linked to stress, such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and
depression, are significant medical conditions that can lead to disability and death.
Techniques to avoid the development
and aggravation of these conditions are
required. Casual video games are popular because they are enjoyable, simple to play, and
spontaneous. We compared participants playing CVGs with control subjects under
comparable settings in this randomised controlle d research to see if they had any effect on
mood and stress. Changes in electroencephalography during game play were consistent with
elevated mood and backed up by psychological responses. Changes in heart rate variability
were associated with autonomic ne rvous system relaxation or a reduction in physical
stress.Despite the wide range of therapies available for mental health problems, many people
do not seek therapy, and among those who do, dropout rates are common. As a result, it is
critical to provide al ternate therapy options. Although there has been an increase in research
interest in the therapeutic benefits of digital mental health initiatives and serious games in
recent years, the promise of basic, easy -to-use casual videogames that can be played in short
bursts of time has been overlooked.According to the findings, video games do not elicit stress
responses in the same way as mental stressors have in the past, indicating that the interactive
player experience in video gaming may have more complicated impacts on stress outcomes.
To properly explore the link between video games and stress, future study should assess
biopsychosocial stress markers and different emotional states throughout time.
KEY WORDS- Causal Video Games, Stress, Mood, Mental Health
INTRODUCTION:-Casual E -Gaming have different features. Casual E
-Gaming either
found on computers or mobile phones. Casual E -Gaming can be played inside little time
span. Casual E-Gaming normally don't require very while to show up finally period of game.
According to Casual E -Gaming association (2019), in excess of 200 billion play Casual E Gaming around world. The effect of video games on teenagers isn't particularly depicted
paying little heed to creating gathering of evidence showing their addictive natur
e and
unmistakable quality. Truth be told, video game use may outperform that of television use in
kids. In pre -youthful grown -up young people, heftiness has been associated with extending
time spent on video games, submersion of our lifestyle and consiste
ntly lives by wide
interchanges. In this new environment radio, television, films, videos, video games, PDAs,
and PC networks have acknowledged central parts in our young people's regular day to day
existences. In any case expansive correspondences are hug
ely influencing our children's
characteristics, feelings, and practices. Progressing supporting relations among gatekeepers
and children from get -go for duration of regular daily existence, getting ready in key
capacities can help hinder ruthlessness.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
RESEARCH APPROACH
Quantitative Research Approach
RESEARCH DESIGN:
Pre experimental one group pre-test, post-test research design.
POPULATION
In this study population consist of college students
Residing at Navi Mumbai.
SAMPLING TECHNIQUE:-Non probability non convenient sampling technique.
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Percentage and Frequency
They are most frequent way to represent statistics.
· ANOVA
It is statistical method in which variation in set of observation is
divided into distinct
components.
SAMPLE SIZE:
It comprises of 500 students studying in college.
INCLUSION CRITERIA FOR SAMPLING:
(1) students who are available at time of data collection.
(2) students who are willing to participate in study.
(3) students who are able to read, write and understand English language.
EXCLUSION CRITERIA FOR SAMPLING:
(1) Students who are suffering from any mental illness or chronic illness.
(2) Students who are not present at time of any of test may be pre or post test.
WITHDRAWAL CRITERIA FOR SAMPLING:
(1) Students who wants to withdraw from study.
STASTATICAL TECHNIQUE
Required permission from authorities will be taken before study. Then samples will be
selected as per inclusion criteria. analysis of data is based on objectives of study.
The data will be analyzed as following:
1] demographic of subjects will be analyzed using frequency and percentage.
2] pre-test and post -test knowledge scores will be analyzed using frequency and percentage,
Mean and standard deviation.
3] effectiveness of casual video games on level of stress will be analyzed by using descriptive
and inferential statistical methods. Paired ‘t’ test by measuring significant difference between
pre-test and post-test scores.
4] Using SPSS software version 23
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Knowledge Scores of Pre -test and Post -test based on Level of Aggression to play Video
Games
AGGRESSION LEVEL
No Aggression
Low Aggression
Moderate Aggression
High Aggression
Total

Pre-Test
F
50
50
180
220
500

Post-Test
F
145
235
85
35
500

%
10%
10%
36%
44%
%

%
29%
47%
17%
07%
%

AGGRESSION LEVEL
250
200
150
100
50
0

235

220
180
50 50

145

F

%
Pre-Test

No Aggression
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Tab.and graph states about aggression level while playing video games amongst students in
which maximum observed in higher aggression I.e. 44% in pre test which decreased upto
07% in post test whereas no aggression observed in post test i.e. 29%.
Knowledge Scores of Pre -test and Post -test based on Level of Stress and depression to
play Video Games
Pre-Test
F
43
57
175
225
500

STRESS LEVEL
No Stress
Low Stress
Moderate Stress
High Stress
Total

Post-Test
F
113
287
58
42
500

%
08.60%
11.40%
35%
45%
%

%
22.60%
57.40%
11.6%
08.40%
%

STRESS LEVEL
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

287

225
175
43 57

113
8.60% 35%45%
11.40%

F

%

F

Pre-Test
No Stress

Low Stress

58 42

57.40% 8.40%
22.60%
11.60%
%

Post-Test
Moderate Stress

High Stress

Tab.and graph states about stress level while playing video games amongst students in
which maximum observed in higher stress I.e. 45% in pre test which decreased upto 08.40%
in post test whereas lower stress observed in post test i.e.57.40% and no stress were observed
as 22.60%.
Comparison of Means Scores of Level of Stress between Pre-test and Post-test
Group
SD
t-value
Df
Sig (2 tailed)

Pre test
8.229
1.176
28
0.251

Post test
11.768

CONCLUSION:-Adolescents are said to live in “media saturated world,” spending more
time with media than they do in school. Over past half -century mass media, including video
games, have become important socializers of children. Over past 03 decades, number of
studies have looked at effects of violent video games on children and adolescents. These
studies were conducted mostly in developed high income countries. Several of these studies
have shown that violent video game exposure increases aggressive thoughts, angry fee lings,
physiological arousal, aggressive behaviours, and physiological desensitization to violence in
real world.Children live in electronic climate including videogame consoles and computers. It
is obvious from above survey of writing that playing violent video game has physiological
and mental impacts. Different examination plans including test, co -social and longitudinal
investigations on playing violent video games among children affirms that playing and
openness to violent video game can increment forc eful musings, forceful sentiments, and
physiological excitement. Exploration on openness to TV and film brutality proposed that
playing violent video games will increment forceful conduct. Test and non test concentrates
with guys and females in research ce nter and field settings uphold this end. Examinations
likewise uncover that openness to violent video games increments physiological excitement
and animosity related considerations and emotions. Playing violent video games likewise
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diminishes supportive of social conduct.Most youthful juvenile young men and numerous
young ladies regularly play M -appraised games. Enormous measure of game play, were
identified with inconvenient conduct and scholastic results. Time spent playing violent games
explicitly, and n ot simply games as such, expanded actual stress. Besides, more elevated
levels of obsessive gaming, paying little mind to violent substance, anticipated expansion in
actual stress among young men and individuals who played part of violent video games
turned out to be generally more genuinely forceful. Violent video game playing invigorates
self-governing nerve framework,and subsequently focal physiological frameworks in body
can be influenced in children, without them monitoring it. India now is facing wors t situation
of rising cases of stress among early aduldhood. Certain steps need to be taken in this regard
so that level of stress can be reduced from taking such drastic steps. Education system and
particularly thought process of society, parents and adol escents them self needs to be molded.
If stress and depression, adolescent is going through is met and taken care of at right time,
these suicide cases can definitely be prevented. Hence investigator felt need for evaluating
effect of casual video games o
n risk factors and prevention regarding stress in early
adulthood.
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jktLFkku esa ljdkjh o xSj&ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa esa mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds
fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh cqf) yfC/k ,oa v/;;u vknrksa dk rqyukRed v/;;uA
uhye] iath;u la[;k % 17219142
'kk/sk Nk=k] Jh txnh”kizlkn >kcjey fVcM+oks yk fo”ofo|ky;] fo|kuxjh] >qa>qu]wa
MkW- nqxkZyky ikjhd] Ikath;u la[;k % JJT/2k9/EDU/680
izksQls j] Jh txnh”kilzkn >kcjey fVcM+oks yk fo”ofo|ky;] fo|kuxjh] >qU>quw
izLrkouk&f'k{kk us gh ekuo dks /kjrh dh tho 'kfDr;ksa esa ls loZJs"B tho cuk;k gSA
euq"; us Lo;a Hkh vius fodkl ds lkFk f'k{kk dks egÙoiw.kZ ekuk gS vkSj f'k{kk izkIr
djus ds fy, ekuo esa cqf) rRo vko';d ekuk gSA mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa
vius Hkkoh thou ds izfr vikj vk'kk,a gksrh gS bl Lr j ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa esa laosxkRed
fodkl rhoz xfr ds lkFk gksrk gS vr% mudk 'kkjhfjd ,oa ekufld fodkl Hkh rhoz xfr ls
gksrk gSA bl voLFkk esa vf/kdre fo|kFkhZ viuh {kerkvksa o ;ksX;rkvksa ls Hkyh izdkj
ls ifjfpr u gksus ds dkj.k xyr fof/k o xyr vknrksa ds f'k dkj vf/kd rhoz xfr ls gksrs gSA
mUgsa viuh ekufld ;ksX;rkvksa o {kerkvksa dk Kku u gksus ds dkj.k os xyr O;ogkj o
f'k{kk dk pquko dj vius Hkfo"; dh uhao detksj dj ysrs gS vkSj muds lokZaxh.k fodkl dh
vk/kkjf'kyk Mxexk tkrh gSA vr% fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh ckSf)d {kerk dk Kku o fodkl vko';d
gks tkrk gSAmPp ek/;fed Lrj ij vkdj fo|kfFkZ;kas dh ckSf)d {kerkvksa dks fodflr fd;k
tkuk pkfg, D;ksfad ;gh og Lrj gksrk gSa tgk¡ ij vkdj fo|kFkhZ vius Hkkoh thou dks lQy
o le`) cukus ds fy, vusd izdkj dh dYiuk,¡ djus yxrk gSa vkS j bu dYiukvksa dks i.wkZ
djus ds fy, vusd izdkj ds iz;kl djrk gSaA blds fy, fo|kFkhZ vusd izdkj ds O;olk;ksa esa
ls fdlh Hkh izdkj ds ,d O;olk; dk p;u djrk gSaA bu O;olk;ksa dk p;u djus ds fy, ;g tkuuk
vko';d gksrk gSa fd ftl fo|kFkhZ us Hkh ftl fdlh O;olk ; dk p;u fd;k gSa D;k og ml O;olk;
ds ;ksX; gSa \ fo|kFkhZ dh ml O;olk; ds izfr ;ksX;rk tkuus ds fy, ;g vko';d gksrk gSa fd
fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh cqf)yfC/k Kkr dh tkuh pkfg,A fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh cfq )yfC/k ds vk/kkj ij gh
mUgsa O;olk;ksa dk p;u djus dh jk; nsuh pkfg,A cqf)yfC/k ds }kjk Nk=ksa ds ckSf)d
Kku dk irk yxkdj mudh ckSf)d {kerk dk fodkl fd;k tk ldrk gSA cqf)yfC/k ds lkFk gh
Nk=ksa dh v/;;u vknrksa dks fodflr fd;k tkuk pkfg,A tks fd muds O;fDrRo ds fy;s rks
vko';d gSa lkFk gh Hkkoh thou ds fuekZ.k ds fy, Hkh vk o';d gSaA izkf.k;ksa dh Js.kh
esa ls euq"; dks balku cukus dks Js; f’k{kk dks fn;k tkrk gSA f’k{kk thou dh vko’;drk
gSA euq"; dk thou ,d [kkyh dSUos’k dh rjg gksrk gSa ftl ij f’k{kk jaxks a dk eSy
cSBkrh gSA f’k{kk gh lekt dk vfLrRo fu/kkZfjr djrh gSA
v/;;u dh vko';drk ,oa egÙo
orZeku le; esa f'k{kk ds fxjrs Lrj dks ns[krs gq, 'kks/kd=hZ ds eu esa bl leL;k dks
tkuus dh ftKklk gqbZ vkSj ik;k fd 'kkjhfjd] ekufld] laosxkRed vkfn vusd dkj.k f'k{kk ds
bl fiNM+rs gq, Lrj ds fy, ftEesnkj gSA O;fDr dh cqf) ij muds 'kkjhfjd Lrj] ekufld vk;q dk
vR;f/kd izHkko iM+rk gSA izk;% vfHkHkkodks }kjk ;g ekuk tkrk gS fd xSj&ljdkjh
fo|ky;ksa esa v/;;u vPNk djk;k tkrk gS rFkk ogk ¡ ds cPpksa dh cqf) rhoz gksrh gS
vis{kkd`r ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa ds cPpkas dsA vr% bl /kkj.kk dh lPpkbZ dk irk yxkus ds fy;s
vko’;d gS fd nksukas izdkj ds fo|ky;ksa ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa fd cqf) dk v/;;u fd;k tk;s lkFk
gh mudh v/;;u vknrksa dh tkudkjh Hkh izkIr djuk vko’;d gS rHkh ge fdlh fu"d"kZ
ij
igq¡p ldrs gSA
v/;;u dk vkSfpR;
vHkh rd iw.kZ fd;s x;s fofHkUu 'kks /k dk;ksZa ds v/;;uksa dk iqujkoyksdu djus ls ;g
Li"V gksrk gS fd ,slk dksbZ v/;;u izdk’k esa ugha vk;k gS tks bl 'kh"kZd ij cqf)yfC/k ,oa
v/;;u vknrks a dks ,d lkFk ysdj fd;k x;k gksA 'kks/kd=hZ us fofHkUu lkekftd&vkfFkZd
Lrj dh mPp ek/;fed fo|ky;ks a ds Nk =&Nk=kvksa dh cqf)yfC/k ,oa v/;;u vknrks a ds
izHkko dk v/;;u 'kh"kZd ij 'kks/k djus d k fu’p; fd;k g S fd bl v/;;u ds }kjk izkIr fu"d"kZ
fuf’pr :i ls f’k{kk txr dks vYiek=k esa ;ksxnku vo’; djsxkA fdlh Hkh dk;Z dks djus ls igys
mldk vkSfpR; /;ku esa j[kuk vk o’;d gSA 'kSf{kd {ks= esa tc dksbZ vuqla/kku dk;Z fd;k
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tkrk gS rks ml v/;;u dh mi;ksfxrk] egRo o izd`fr vkfn dk vkSfpR; Li"V djuk blfy, vko’;d
gS fd blds }kjk ;g fl) dj lds a fd vuqla/kku ds if j.kke o fu"d"kZ 'kSf{kd txr~ dk s fdl izdkj
izHkkfor djxssA
v/;;u ds mÌs';
1 mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds ljdkjh o xSj& ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a dh cqf) yfC/k dk
rqyukRed v/;;u djukA
2- mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds Nk= ,oa Nk=kvksa dh cqf) yfC/k dk rqyukRed v/;;u djukA
3- mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds xzkeh.k ,oa 'kgjh fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh cqf) yfC /k dk rqyukRed v/;;u
djukA
4- mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds ljdkjh ,oa xSj&ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh v/;;u vknrksa
dk rqyukRed v/;;u djukA
'kks/k dh ifjdYiuk,a
mi;qZDr mí's;ksa ds Øe esa fuEufyf[kr ifjdYiukvksa dk fuekZ.k fd;k x;k gS &
1- mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds ljdkjh ,oa xSj&ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh cqf)yfC/k esa
dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj ugha ik;k tkrk gSA
2- mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds Nk=&Nk=kvksa dh cqf)yfC/k esa dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj ugha ik;k
tkrk gSA
3- mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds xzkeh.k ,oa 'kgjh fo|kfFkZ;ks a dh cqf)yfC/k es a dksbZ lkFkZd
vUrj ugha ik;k tkrk gSA
4- mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds ljdkjh ,oa xSj&ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh v/;;u vknrksa
esa dksbZ lkFkZd vUrj ugha ik;k tkrk gSA
v/;;u dh ifjlhek,¡
1 izLrqr 'kks/k jktLFkku ds >qU>quw] lhdj o pw: ftys rd gh lhfer gSA
2 izLrqr 'kks/k ek= mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa rd gh lhfer gSA
3 izLrqr 'kks/k esa 200 Nk= ,oa 200 Nk=kvksa dk gh v/;;u fd;k x;k gSA
4 izLrqr 'kks/k esa 200 ljdkjh fo|ky;ks a ,oa 200 xSj&ljdkjh fo|ky;ksa ds
fo|kfFkZ;ksa
dks gh 'kkfey fd;k x;k gSA
5 izLrqr 'kks/k es a mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a dh dsoy cqf)&yfC/k vkSj v/;;u
vknrksa dk gh v/;;u fd;k x;k gSA
'kks/k esa iz;qDr vuqla/kku fof/k
izLrqr v/;;u esa vuqla/kkudÙkkZ us leL;k ds gy ds fy, losZ{k.k fof/k dk iz;ksx fd;k gSA
bl fof/k dk lEcU/k mu orZeku i;zklksa ls gS tks vuqla/kku ds vUrxZr ?kVuk vkSj rF; dh
n'kk dk fu/kkZj.k djrs gSA
'kks/k esa iz;qDr midj.k
v/;;u ds mÌs';ksa ds fu/kkZj.k ds i'pkr~ vkda M+ksa ds ,d=hdj.k ds fy, lgh midj.kksa dk
p;u egÙoiw.kZ gksrk gSA 'kks/kd=hZ }kjk vius fo"k; ds v/;;u ds fy, fuEufyf[kr midj.kksa
dk p;u fd;k x;k&
¼I½ ekufld ;ksX;rk dh lkewfgd ijh{k.k i=d& MkW- ';ke Lo:i tyksVk
¼II½ v/;;u vknr vuqlwfp &eq[kksik/;k; o Mh-,u-luluoky
'kks/k v/;;u ds lkekU; fu"d"kZ
lkj.kh la[;k & 4-1
mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds ljdkjh fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh cqf)yfC/k dk fo'ys"k.k &
cqf)yfC/k

fo|kfFkZ;ksa
dh la[;k

O;fDr Js.kh

izfr'kr

140 ls vf/kd

8

izfrHkk'kkyh

8

125 ls 140

24

vfr mPp cqf)

24
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110 ls 125

23

mPp cqf)

23

90 ls 110

30

lkekU;

30

80 ls 90

6

eUn cqf)

6

70 ls 80

5

{kh.k cqf)

5

50 ls 70

4

ew[kZ

4

25 ls 50

&

ew<+

&

25 ls de

&

tM

&

mijksDr lkj.kh ls Li"V gS fd ljdkjh fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;kas eas cqf)yfC/k ijh{k.k izkIrkdksa
ds vk/kkj ij 5 izfr'kr fo|kFkhZ {kh.k cqf)] 4 izfr'kr fo|kFkhZ eq[kZ cqf)] 6 izfr'kr fo|kFkhZ
eUn cqf)] 30 izfr'kr fo|kFkhZ lkekU; Js.kh esa] 23 izfr'kr fo|kFkhZ mPp cqf)] 24 izfr'kr
fo|kFkhZ vfr mPp cqf) rFkk 8 izfr'kr fo|kFkhZ izfrHkk'kkyh Js.kh esa vk;s gSA
lkj.kh ds vk/kkj ij mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds ljdkjh fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dk lokZf/kd
izfr'kr
¼30%½ fo|kFkhZ lkekU; cqf)yfC/k dh Js.kh esa vk;s gSA vr% fu"d"kZ ;g fudyrk gS fd
mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds ljdkjh fo|ky; ds fo|kfFkZ;ksa dh cqf)yfC/k lkekU; gksrh gSA
lUnHkZ xzUFk lwph
1- vLFkkuk] oh - ,oa vLFkkuk] ,l - ¼2005½] euksfoKku vkSj f'k{kk esa
ekiu vkSj
ewY;kadu] fouksn iqLrd efUnj] vkxjk] 480&507
2- dfiy] ,p-ds- ¼2005½] lkaf[;dh ds ewy rRo] fouksn iqLrd efUnj] vkxjk] 555&585
3- dqyJs"B] ,l- ih- ¼2008½] f'k{kk euksfoKku] vkj-yky- cqd fMiks] esjB] 326&340
4- dqekj] ,u - ¼2011½] vkadk{kk Lrj ij fd' kksjks a ds Hkfo"; ij izHkko] fo|kes?k] fo|k
izdk'ku efUnj fy-] esjB] 37
5- tks'kh] ,l ,oa tks'kh] ,e - ¼2008½] ^f'k{kk ,d lkekftd miO;oLFkk] ubZ f'k{kk] 12] mxe
iFk] cuhikdZ] t;iqj] 14&15
6- ukxj] ts - ¼2010½ ckyd ds ekufld LokLF; esa v/;kid dh Hkwfedk] f'k
fojk if=dk]
funs'kd] ek/;fed f'k{kk cksMZ] chdkusjA
7- ikBd] ih- Mh- ¼2005½] f'k{kk euksfoKku] fouksn iqLrd efUnj] vkxjk] 22&29
8- Hkkstd] vkj - ¼2006½] ek/;fed Lrj ij lkekU; i zfrHkk'kkyh fo|kfFkZ;ks a dk rqyukRed
v/;;u] ubZ f'k{kk] 12] mxeiFk] cuhikdZ] t;iqj] 20&24
9- HkVukxj] ,l- ¼2004½] f'k{kk euksfoKku rFkk f'k{k.k 'kkL=] fouksn iqLrd efUnj] vkxjk]
142 &155
10- HkVukxj] , - ch- ,oa HkVukxj] ,e - ¼2007½] euksfoKku vkSj f'k{kk esa ekiu vkSj
ewY;kadu] vkj-yky- cqd fMiks] esjB] 124&143
11- jk;tknk] ch- ,l- ¼1997½] f'k{kk esa vuqla/kku ds vko';d rRo jktLFkku fgUnh xzUFk]
vdkneh] t;iqj 16&27
12- oekZ] vkj- ds- ¼2005½] uokpkj] izkFkfed f'k{kd] ubZ fnYyh] 4] 46&51
13- oekZ] ,-ds- ¼2006½] vf/kxe dk fodkl ,oa f'k{k.k vf/kxe izfØ;k] jfo izdk'ku] okjk.klh]
293&306
14- 'kekZ] vkj- ,- ¼2007½] vf/kxe ,oa fodkl ds eukslkekftd vk/kkj] vkjyky cqd fMiksa]
esjB] 206&208
15- 'kekZ] vkj- ,- ¼2008½] f'k{kk vuqla/kku vkj- yky cqd fMiks] esjB] 124&1 97Centum Volume 9 Issue -8,2021
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16- 'kekZ] vkj - ¼2010½] mPp ek/;fed Lrj ds fo|kfFkZ;ks a dh 'kSf{kd miyfC/k o
vfHko`fr dk v/;;u] fo|kes?k] fo|k izdk'ku efUnj fy-] esjB] 8
17- ljhu] ,l - ,oa ljhu] , - ¼2008½] 'kSf{kd vuqla/kku fof/k;k¡] fouksn iqLrd efUnj] vkxjk]
56&83
18- flag] vkj - ih- ,ao vU; ¼2005½] ^uohu O;ogkfjd euksfoKku] foKku iqLrd
efUnj
vkxjk] 242&246
19- flag] vkj- ih- ,ao mik/;k; vkj - oh- ¼2005½] f'k{k.k ,oa vf/kxe dk euksfoKku fouksn
iqLrd efUnj] vkxjk] 159&177
20- JhokLro] lh - oh- ,oa 'kekZ ,e -ih- ¼2007½] 'kSf{kd vuqla/kku dh fof/k;k¡] Jh dfork
izdk'ku] t;iqj 1&17
21- lksuh] ,l- ¼2007½] le>s fd'kksj eu dks] dkaBy 'kri=] efgyk fo|kefUnj] f'k{k.k izf'k{k.k
laLFkku] izrkix<+] 3] 6&7
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A Comparative Study of Teachers’ Competence towards Application
of ICT basedInstructional Material
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Abstract: The present study was carried out in Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal,
India. The objective of the study was to determine the difference between the level of
competencies of female and male teachers towards application of ICT based instructional
material. To determine the sample size, the Krejecie and Morgan formula was used. As
per the formula, 384 is the minimum required size of the sample for an infinite population.
As the researcher was unable to
locate the population due to the lockdown, a list of
secondary schools of Purba Medinipur district was prepared and 100 schools were selected
randomly from the list. The school management and
administration was contacted and
requested to grant permission for data collection and also to provide contact details of the
teachers who are taking online classes. The ‘Teachers ICT Competence Scale’ was sent to
the science teachers of these selected schools through email/whatsapp, urging them to
provide information as asked. A total of 395 secondary science teachers responded to the
tool. The T -Test was used to analyze the data. The results revealed that
the female
secondary science teachers were found to have more technological, pedagogical,
didactical, and social competencies in comparison to male science teachers in Purba
Medinipur District of West Bengal. Fem ale secondary science teachers were found
significantly better in comparison to male secondary science teachers in terms of social
competencies. But, there was no significant difference between technological, pedagogical,
and didactical competencies of femaleand male teachers.
KEYWORDS:-Teachers Competencies, ICT, ICT Competence, ICT based Instructional
Material.
INTRODUCTION-The knowledge on ICT furthermore required for teachers and taught
during their teaching-learning hours, since this incorporated technical knowledge urges a
prospective teacher to know the universe of technology in a better way by which it may be
applied later on for the betterment of the students. In the present era, ICT is changing schools
and classrooms into the newer and attractive look to handle new curriculum dependent on
current issues, ventures, and giving devices and strategies to upgrade the learning of students
just as improving the competence of educators. ICT likewise helps teachers, students, and
guardians to meet up. In present CORONA LOCKDOWN, those schools and teachers who
adopted ICT were able to provide education to
their students online. Other teachers and
institutions, who did not adopt ICT, failed in the race, and as a result, they may lose their
students comparatively.The teacher has to do a Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation
(CCE) of the students. This helps students and teachers to utilize more innovation for making
teaching-learning more attractive for the improvement of prospective citizens. Knowledge and
ability to use ICT by the teachers
help the students for learning all the subjects more
adequately. In this way, the knowledge of ICT is much necessary for the teachers in every
stage of service. This helps teachers to know how to use ICT with classroom teaching.
ICT COMPETENCE OF TEACHER-A part from the knowledge and implication of the
ICT, some disarray is seen about ICT competence as gained by the teacher. In the Dutch Act
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on Professions in Education, it is detailed as follows“…A teacher must be an expert as to the content and pedagogy of the teaching of the
subject allotted to him. This incorporates the teacher knows (brilliantly) the way toward the
process of desiring teaching strategies and teaching materials, including ICT. Furthermore;
The teacher chooses an assorted variety of learning errands, adjusted to the students, utilizing
modern materials and apparatuses, including ICT. If applicable, he utilizes an electronic
learning environment which empowers time and place -autonomous learning and which
underpins successful correspondence about the gaining from various areas…”. (Lang, 2010)
Hogenbirk, Pieter, et al, (2006) calls attention to that the ICT capabilities of teachers should
bolster the accompanying teaching objectives; making
teaching adaptable, developing
individual learning ways, improving the potential outcomes of part
-time education,
developing rich learning situations, evaluating new teaching ideas, developing interactive
teaching-learning, creating a
teacher-student suppo rt system, making the teaching
profession more affectionate, etc. Simons & Rubens, (2003) state- stimulating creativity,
opportunities for contacts among teachers and students, invigorating students, making
learning process straightforward, invigorating lea rning to learn, Developing capabilities of
students. More specifically the teacher is judged on ICT competence on many grounds1. The usefulness of the utilization of ICT inside and outside the school.
2. The commitment of ICT to the adequacy of the educating.
3. Te commitment of ICT to the learning condition.
4. The degree to which ICT improves learning in important settings.
Kirschner, Wopereis, & Van den Dool, (2002) made a diagram of the expert abilities of a
teacher. Concerning ICT they defined1. Individual ICT abilities: Teachers in training ought to have fundamental aptitudes in
Officeapplications and applying these abilities in correspondence.
2. ICT as a brain device: Teachers ought to have the option to utilize applications to
helpsignificant reasoning and working.
3. ICT as a pedagogical tool: Teachers should upgrade their insight, aptitudes, and
involvement with asset-based learning and coordinated effort in computerized
situations.
4. ICT as a teaching device: Teachers should know the instructive prospects and
inconceivabilities of ICT.
5. Social aspects of the utilization of ICT: Teachers ought not exclusively to know
about ICTyet also intentionally use ICT.
Eck & Dempsey, (2002) likewise referenced the accompanying ICT skills1. The utilization of the hardware
2. The utilization of the software
3. The use of ICT in the learning process and the training of the students
4. The use of ICT in the area of teaching.
5. The utilization of ICT in further professionalization.
The above-mentioned qualities and requirements make a teacher competent to apply ICT
in the teaching -learning strategies and the present era of technology, the ICT competent
teachers are a must for the betterment of the teaching-learning process.
NEED AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY-The transformation of traditional society
into modern society is interceded by ICT, the need of quality education and requirement for a
reflective use of ICTs for the betterment of teaching and
learning measures all emerging
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challenges and rebuild education system.One of the di fficulties of those conditions identifies
with reevaluating the functions of teaching and the experts delivering it to teachers. How do
these progressions influence teachers? How would we reexamine the function of teachers in
the new situations? In what ma nner should new teachers be prepared? In what capacity can
teachers' information and perspectives adjust to react to and utilize the new opportunities
offered by ICTs in a knowledge society? And, what kind of education and school system are
possible? (Marcelo, 2001).It is indispensable to adapt to the situation from the viewpoint of
expert teacher preparing regarding building up the skills that are relied upon to be important
and basic for the difficulties of the 21st century. Those skills are straightforwardly identified
with the its academic and educational measurement that is featured by the benefit of teaching
and learning measures. The incorporation of ICTs in education seems to support that element
of teaching, which makes such developments fundamental for the profile of a 21st-century
teacher. (Larrosa, 2010).Despite the fact that the skills viable are those that all teachers ought
to have (whether or not they incorporate ICTs into their teaching practice), they do build up
conditions for proficient
teaching practice, profession, the profession's logical and
specialized competency, an open attitude, devotion and recognition of the duties and moral
privileges of their profession vis -a-vis society (Larrosa, 2010) that will decide the success of
incorporating any resource into teaching and learning processes.
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATUREBefore setting up the model and methods of the present research, the research scholar
studied numerous studies done in the past decade in the field of teachers’ ICT COmpetenc.
Some of the studies are as underKönig, Jäger-Biela, & Glutsch, (2020), conducted a survey of early career teachers
conducted in May and June 2020. They analyzed the extent to which teachers maintained
social contact with students and mastered core teaching challenges. They also analyzed
potential factors (school
computer technology, teacher competence such as their
technological pedagogical knowledge, and teacher education learning opportunities pertaining
to digital teaching and learning). Findings from regression analyses showed that information
and communication technologies (ICT) tools, particularly digital teacher competence and
teacher education opportunities to learn digital competence, were instrumental in adapting
to online teaching during COVID-19 school closures.
Mtebe, (2020), published a research paper on “Applying UNESCO ICT Competency
Framework to Evaluate Teachers’ ICT Competence Level in Tanzania”. The researcher
found that “teachers' competence or utilizing ICT in everyday exercises was high yet had
low competence levels in ICT integration in the classroom condition as curriculum and
evaluation, and teaching method had low mean score contrasted with different components
of the UNESCO ICT-CFT areas”.
Rodríguez, Almerich, López, & Aliaga, (2021),
conducted a research to study the
teachers’ competence on ICT and their relation to the use being made of these technologies,
both professional-personal and with their students. For it a survey design has been
used.
The target population constitutes the teaching staff of centers of primary and secondary
education of the Comunidad Valenciana. Information was collected through questionnaires.
Starting from the technological and pedagogic competences in TIC, we ha ve been obtained
teachers’ consistent competencies profile with four increasing levels: without knowledge,
entrance, adoption and innovation. Likewise, we has been a narrow relationship among
this profile and the use that the teachers carries out, more closely connected with the
personal-professional who with the use with the students. Findings contribute keys to guide
the professional development and teacher initial education programs.
OBJECTIVES-The objectives of the present research study wereCentum Volume 9 Issue -8,2021
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1. To determine the difference between the competence of female and male secondary
teacherstowards application of ICT based instructional material..
HYPOTHESIS-The hypothesis formulated for the study were1. There is no significant difference between the technological ICT competence of
female andmale secondary of Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal.
2. There is no significant difference between the pedagogical ICT competence of female
and malesecondary of Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal.
3. There is no significant difference between the didactical ICT competence of female
and malesecondary of Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal.
4. There is no significant difference between the social ICT competence of female
and malesecondary of Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal.
POPULATION-The population of the present studies comprises all the secondary
school teachers of Governmentand private schools of West Bengal.
SAMPLE-The sample size for the study was determined by using Krejecie and Morgan
formula (Krejecie & Morgan, 1970). As per this formula, a minimum of 384 subjects should
be selected if the population is infinite. Due to the COVID -19 lockdown, the schools were
closed in West Bengal province and teachers were working from home through on
line
platforms. In this situation, it was very difficult to locate the population. The research scholar
did not know how many secondary teachers were taking the online classes in Purba Medinipur
District of West Bengal, so considering the population is infinite, it was decided to collect
the information from a minimum of 384 Teachers. For this, the the research scholar created
a list of schools where secondary classes are run. Then she selected 100 schools randomly
from the list and contacted all the mam agement and administrators of the selected secondary
schools and requested them to provide permission for data collection and also provide contact
numbers of the teachers of those schools who are taking online classes. The ‘teachers’ ICT
Competence Scale’ scale was sent to these science teachers through email/whatsapp urging
them to provide information as asked. A total of 395 secondary science teachers responded to
the tool out of which 115 were female teachers and 280 were male teachers.
THE TOOL-In the p resent research, the research scholar used ‘Teachers’ ICT Competence
Scale’ to collect data. The tool was developed by Naushad Hussain. It has 47 items based on
four types of teachers competencies namely- technological ICT competencies, pedagogical ICT
competencies, didactical ICT competencies, and social ICT competencies. The tool was
standardized as per the norms. (Hussain, 2010)
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS-The T-Test (Two Sample, Two-Tailed, Unequal Variance TTest: Student T-Test) was adopted to analyze the data. The data was analyzed by Microsoft
Data Analysis tool Pack.
ANALYSIS OF DATATable-1
Technological ICT Competencies of Female and Male Secondary Science Teachers
Groups

N

Female
Teachers

115

Male Teachers

280

DF

Mean

SD

393

44.92

3.15

44.60

3.57

T-Value

0.88

P-Value ( =0.05)
0.38

Table: 1 represents the mean scores of female and male secondary science teachers of Purba
Medinipur District of West Bengal in terms of technological competencies. The mean scores
show that the level of technological competencies of female and male secondary science
teachers in Purba Medinipur District was high. However; the level of female science
teachers in terms of technological competencies was higher than male science teachers
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but, the difference was notsignificant (p>0.05).
Table-2
Pedagogical competencies of Female and Male Secondary Science Teachers of Purba
Medinipur District of West Bengal
Groups

N

DF

Female Teachers

11
5

Male Teachers

28
0

Mean

SD

35.92

2.90

35.41

3.56

T-Value

P-Value ( =0.05)

1.49

393

0
.
1
4

Table: 2 represents the mean scores of female and male secondary science teachers of
Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal in terms of pedagogical competencies. The mean
scores show that the level of pedagogical competenciese of female and male secondary
science teachers in Purba Medinipur District was high. However; the level of female science
teachers in terms of pedagogical competencies was higher than male science teachers but,
the difference was not significant (p>0.05).
Table-3-Didactical Competencies of Female and Male Secondary Science Teachers of
PurbaMedinipur District of West Bengal
Groups

N

DF

Female
Teachers

115

Male
Teachers

280

Mean

SD

30.03

2.61

T-Value

1.52

393
29.58

P-Value ( =0.05)

0.13

3.00

Table: 3 represents the mean scores of female and male secondary science teachers of Purba
Medinipur District of West Bengal in terms of didactical competencies. The mean scores
show that the level of didactical competencies of female and male secondary sc ience teachers
in Purba Medinipur District was high. However; the level of female science teachers in terms
of didactical competencies was higher than male science teachers but, the difference
was not significant(p>0.05).
Table-4Social Competencies of Female and Male Secondary Science Teachers of
Purba MedinipurDistrict of West Bengal
Groups

N

DF

Female
Teachers

11
5

Male Teachers

28
0

Mean

SD

30.20

2.73

T-Value

1.97

393
29.58

P-Value ( =0.05)
0.049

3.06

Table: 4 represents the mean scores of female and male secondary science teachers of
Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal in terms of social competencies. The mean
scores show that the level of didactical competencies of female and male secondary
science teachers in Purba Medinipur District was high. However; the level of female
science teachers in terms of didactical competencies was higher than male science teachers
and, the difference was not significant (p<0.05). After item analysis, it was found that
female teachers demonstrate knowledge and skills for using technology in ethical, legal
and safe ways significantly higher than male teachers.FindingsThe above analysis reveals the following findings1. The level of technological competencies of female and male secondary science
teachers of Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal was found high. The level of
technological competencies of female science teachers was found higher than male
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science teachers of Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal. The difference was not
significant.
2. The level of pedagogical competencies of female and male secondary science teachers of
Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal was found high. The level of pedagogical
competencies of female science teachers was found higher than male science teachers
of Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal. The difference was not significant.
3. The level of didactical competencies of female and male secondary science teachers of
Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal was found high. The level of didactical
competencies of female science teachers was found higher than male science teachers
of Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal. The difference was not significant.
4. The level of social competencies of female and male secondary science teachers of
Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal was found high. The level of social
competencies of female science teachers was found significantly higher than male
science teachers of Purba MedinipurDistrict of West Bengal.
Conclusion-In the term of the pandemic, the school system was shifted to digital mode from
traditional mode. It was expected to the teachers to deliver lessons on online platforms as
effectively as in they were doing in classrooms. Teachers wre furniishing with innovative
educational substance information to have the option to convey the exercises through online
stages. In this investigation, it was tracked down that female and male science teachers of
Purba Medinipur District of West Bengal
have high level of competencies in terms of
technological , pedagogical, didactical and, social competencies in terms of application of ICT
based instructional material as far as making teaching and learning powerful and furthermore
to foster the premium of the student in the examinations. it was additionally tracked down that
female science teachers had more ICT competencies in contrast with male science teachers.
The high and significant degree of female and male science teachers was a positive indication
of things to come of science teaching and learning. It is proposed that the public authority and
other educational organizers ought to give a positive stage to keep up with
and foster the
present circumstance to upgrade science teaching and learning. The teachers ought
to be
given adequate preparing in utilizing innovation for teaching-learning.
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Abstract-Present study is an attempt to study of attitude of Sr. Sec. School Students towards
E-Learning and their Awareness Towards Cyber Crime in Haryana State.A sample of 400 i.e.
200 govt.and 200 pvt.sen sec school students is selected randomly.The investigators have
used the tool Attitu de towards E -learning Scale was used which has been constructed and
validated in 2015 by Dimpal Rani and the standardized tool was used by the investigator
regarding Cyber Crime Awareness developed and validated 2011 by Dr.S.Rajasekar.For
analysis and inte rpretation of the data the mean and the standard deviation of the Attitude
scores of E-Learning and Cyber Crime Awareness of school students was calculated.The test
of significance (C.R -test) was used in order to find out thesignificance of the difference
between any two means of variables ofsamples involved in this study. The Product Moment
Method of Correlationwas used to find out the coefficient of correlation between two
variablesused in this research.After collection of the data, all questionnaires wer e screened
and thescores obtained were organized in the tabulated from to make analysiseasier. Analysis
of data was made in conformity with the objectives andhypotheses formulated by the
investigator for the present study.
Keywords:-Attitude,Cyber Crime,E-learning, Internet
Intoduction:-Today, information is everything and it forms the part of anyprogressive
thinking. Information is being recorded, published anddisseminated through several media,
though the print media stilldominates. Nowadays, scholar’s w ork requires the application
onbroader scale of new methods and means of searching, processing, storage and transfer of
information. Controlling information has adirect relation with the information explosion,
which is one of the ever -growing phenomena in the world.So, the Government of India’s
Ministry of Education has recently started implementing a project of Computer education in
the country. It has been launched as a pilot project for introducing Computer Literacy and
internet knowledge in Colleges in collaboration with the Department of Electronics. At the
first instance,250 colleges all over the country were brought under the purview ofthis project
and training courses were organized for the teachers inthe selected Resource Centers.
Gradually all the colleges would becovered in a phased manner. This has raised a wave of
discussion inthe country why computer in the field of education also? There has very often
been hue and cry when computer has entered into the area of industry, business, banking,
examination and so on. It isusually complained that computer will replace the man
andunemployment will be rampant as a result of this.The even expanding field of education
among the human racehas necessitated a continuous modification and innovation of its
technology. The present growth in innovation techniques of teachingand learning had been
resulted in such an outburst of explosion oftechnology. Educational researchers have
indicated the need for asystematic approach for the effective teaching and learning
educationliterature has emphasized teaching as an art, learning as a scheme,which depends on
instructional objectives, appropriate instructionaldesign and proper media selection. The
commitment of the teacherand the college to the learner lies on the various
learning
resources.New technologies manage to develop the student’s interest in learning
activity.Technology can make learning more interactive and enhance the enjoyment to
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learningand teaching. Technology can individualize and customize the curriculum to match
learner’s developmental needs as well as personal interests. Technology may transform
The educational content and motivate students towards lifelong learners.
Objectives of the Research
1. To study the attitude of Pvt. & Govt. Sr. Sec School students towards E-Learning.
2. To study the awareness of Pvt. & Govt. Sr. Sec School students towards Cyber Crime.
3. To study the attitude of male Pvt. &Govt. Sr. Sec School students towards E-Learning.
4. To study the awareness of male Pvt. & Govt. Sr.
Sec School students towards Cyber
Crime.
5. To study the attitude of female Pvt. & Govt. Sr. Sec School students towards E-Learning.
6. To study the awareness of female Govt. & Pvt. Sr. Sec School
students towards Cyber
Crime.
7. To study the attitude of male & female Pvt. Sr. Sec School students towards E-Learning.
8. To study the attitude of male & female Pvt. Sr. Sec School students towards Cyber Crime.
9. To study the attitude of male & female Govt. Sr. Sec School students towards E-Learning.
10. To stu dy the attitude of male & female Govt. Sr. Sec School students towards Cyber
Crime.
11. To study the awareness of Urban
& Rural Pvt. Sr. Sec School
students towards E Learning.
12. To study the awareness of Urban & Rural Pvt. Sr. Sec School towards Cyber Crime.
13. To study the awareness of Urban & Rural Govt. Sr. Sec School
students towards E Learning.
14. To study the awareness of Urban & Rural Govt. Sr. Sec School towards Cyber Crime.
15. To study the relationship between the attitude towards E
-Learning and awareness of
Cyber Crime of Pvt. Sr. Sec School students.
16. To study the relationship between the attitude towards E
-Learning and awareness of
Cyber Crime of Govt. Sr. Sec School students.
Hypotheses of the study:
1. There is no significance difference in the attitude of Pvt. & Govt.Sr. Sec School students
towards E-Learning.
2. There is no significance difference in the awareness of Pvt. &Govt. Sr. Sec School students
towards Cyber Crime.
3. There is no significance difference in the attitud e of male Pvt. &Govt. Sr. Sec School
students towards E-Learning.
4. There is no significance difference in the awareness of male Pvt.& Govt. Sr. Sec School
students towards Cyber Crime.
5. There is no significance difference in the attitude of female Pvt.
&Govt. Sr. Sec School
students towards E-Learning.
6. There is no significance difference in the awareness of female Pvt.&Govt. Sr. Sec School
students towards Cyber Crime.
7. There is no significance difference in the attitude of male andfemale Pvt. Sr.
Sec School
students towards E-Learning.
8. There is no significance difference in the awareness of male andfemale Pvt. Sr. Sec School
students towards Cyber Crime.
9. There is no significance difference in the attitude of male andfemale Govt. Sr. Sec Schoo l
students towards E-Learning.
10. There is no significance difference in the awareness of male andfemale Govt. Sr. Sec
School students towards Cyber Crime.
11. There is no significance difference in the awareness of Urban &Rural Pvt. Sr. Sec School
students towards E-Learning.
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12. To study the awareness of Urban & Rural Pvt. Sr. Sec Schooltowards Cyber Crime.
13. There is no significance difference in the awareness of Urban &Rural Govt. Sr. Sec
School students towards E-Learning.
14. To study the awareness of Urban & Rural Govt. Sr. Sec Schooltowards Cyber Crime.
15. There is no significance difference in the relationship between theattitude towards E
Learning and awareness of Cyber Crime of Pvt.Sr. Sec School students.
16. There is no significance differen ce in the relationship between theattitude towards E Learning and awareness of Cyber Crime ofGovt. Sr. Sec School students.
METHODOLOGY-In the present study, normative survey method will be employedto
describe and interpret what exists at present. It invol ves sometypes of comparison or contrast
and attempts to discover therelationship between existing non
-manipulated variables.
Thenormative study to educational problems is one of the mostcommonly used approaches.
POPULATION OF THE STUDY: -In this research al l the Govt. and Pvt. Sr. Sec. School
students studying in Govt. & Pvt. Sr. Sec Schools in four districts like Bhiwani,Hisar,
Rohtak,Sirsa districts of Haryana constituted the population of the study.
SAMPLE OF THE STUDY -In the present study, sample was selected as the 200 Govt. &
200 Pvt.school students from Four Districts of Haryana State (Bhiwani, Hisar,Rohtak, Sirsa)
The data was collected from 200 Govt. and 200 Pvt. Sr. Sec.School students from Four
Districts of Haryana State,which were selected at random.
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES
The following Statistical Techniques was adopted to realize the givenobjectives and to test
the hypotheses.
I. Descriptive Analysis (Mean and S.D)
II. Test of Significance (C.R-test)
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Hypothesis 1 - There i s no significant difference in the attitude of Private & Govt.
Sr.Secondary School students towards E-Learning.
Table 4.1Mean, S.D. &C.R Value of Private &amp; Government Sr. Secondary School
students towards attitude of E-Learning.
Variables
Attitude of Private Sr.
Secondary School
Students towards E
Learning

N

200

Mean

SD

220.28

10..07

df

C.R. value

19.18

Level of significant

Significant at both
levels i.e. .05 &.01

398
Attitude of Government
Sr. Secondary School
Students E-learning

200

201.45

8.69

df= 398 .05=1.97 .01=2.59
Interpretation- In table No. 4.1, the mean, S.D. of Attitude towards E-Learning of
Private &amp; Govt. Sr. Secondary School Students is 220.28, 10.07, &amp; 201.45, 8.69
Respectively. The calculated C.R. Value is 19.18, which is more than standard table value
at both levels of significance. Therefore hypothesis No. 1 is rejected. It is concluded that
there exists significant difference of Attitude towards E -Learning of Private &Government
Sr. Secondary Sc hool students. Further, it is analysed that the mean value ofPrivate Sr.
Secondary School Students is more than the mean value of Government Sr. Secondar School
students towards attitude of E -Learning. Further, it is analysed that theAttitude towards E Centum Volume 9 Issue -8,2021
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Learning of Private Sr. Secondary School students is more thanGovernment Sr. Secondary
School students
Hypothesis- (2) There is no significant difference in the awareness of Private &Government
Sr. Secondary School students towards cyber-crime awareness.
Table 4.2
Mean, S.D.&amp; C.R Value of Private & Government Sr. Secondary School students
towards cyber crime awareness.
Variables
Awareness of Private
Sr.Secondary School
Students towards
cyber crime

N

200

Mean

SD

92.23

6.22

C.R. value

Df

398
2.67

Awareness of
Government Sr.
Secondary School
Students towards
Cyber crime

200

90.69

Level of
significant

Significant at
both levels i.e.
.05 &.01

5.29

df= 398 .05=1.97 .01=2.59
Interpretation- In table No. 4.2, the mean, S.D. of cyber crime awareness of Private &amp;
Government Sr. Secondary School students is 92.23, 6.22 &amp; 90.69, 5.29 respectively.
The calculated C.R. Value is 2.67, which is more than standard table value at both levels of
significance. Therefore hypothesis No. 2 is rejected. It is concluded that there
existssignificant difference of cyber crime awareness of Private &amp; Government Sr.
SecondarySchool students. Further, it is analysed that the mean value of Private
Sr.SecondarySchool students is more than the mean value of Government Sr. Secondary
Schoolstudents towards cyber crime awareness. Further, it is analysed that the cyber crime
Awareness of Private Sr. Secondary School students is more than Government Sr.
Secondary School students.
Hypothesis 3 - There is no significant difference in the attitude of Male Private &Govt. Sr.
Secondary School students towards E-Learning.
Table 4.3
Mean, S.D. & C.R Value of Male Private & Government Sr. Secondary School students
Towards attitude of E-Learning.
Variables

N

Attitude of Male Private
Sr. Secondary School
Students towards E
Learning

100

Mean

SD

215.33

9.85

Df

C.R. value

7.32
198
Attitude of Male Govt
Sr. Secondary School
Students E-learning

100

208.42

Level of
significant

Significant at
both levels i.e.
.05 &.01 level

9.01

df= 198 .05=1.97 .01=2.60
Interpretation- In table No. 4.3, the mean, S.D. of Attitude towards E-Learning of Male
Private &amp; Govt. Sr. Secondary School Students is 215.33, 9.85, &amp; 208.42, 9.01
Respectively. The calculated C.R. Value is 7.32, which is more than standard table value
at both levels of significance. Therefore hypothesis No. 3 is rejected. It is concluded that
there exists significant difference of Attitude towards E-Learning of Male Private & amp;
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Government Sr. Secondary School students. Further, it is analysed that the mean value of
Male Private Sr. Secondary School Students is more than the mean value of MaleGovernment
Sr. Secondary School students towards attitude of E -Learning. Further, it is analysed that the
Attitude towards E -Learning of Male Private Sr. Secondary Schoolstudents is more than
Male Government Sr. SecondarySchool students.
Hypothesis- (4) There is no significant difference in the awareness of Male Private
& Government Sr. Secondary School students towards cyber-crime.
Table 4.4 Mean, S.D. & C.R Value of Male Private&Government Sr. Secondary School
studentstowards cyber crime awareness.
N

Variables
Awareness of male
Private
Sr.Secondary
School Students
towards Cyber
Crime

100

Mean

SD

94.14

6.20

df

C.R.
value

198
4.85

Awareness of Male
Government Sr.
Secondary School
Students towards
Cyber Crime

100

90.21

Level of significant

Significant at both
levels i.e. .05 &.01
levels

5.23

df= 198 .05=1.97 .01=2.60
Interpretation- In table No. 4.4, the mean, S.D. of cyber crime awareness of Male Private &
amp; Male Government Sr. Secondary School students is 94.14, 6.20 & 90.21, 5.23
respectively. The calculated C.R. Value is 4.85, which is more than standard tabling valueat
both levels of significance. Therefore hypothesis No. 4 is rejected. It is concluded that there
exists significant difference of cyber crime awareness of Male Private & amp; Government
Sr. Secondary School students. Further, it is analysed that the mean value of Male Private Sr.
Secondary School students is more than the mean value of Male Government Sr. Secondary
School students towards cyber crime awareness. Further, it is analysed that the c yber crime
awareness of Male Private Sr. Secondary School students is more than Male Government Sr.
Secondary School students.
Hypothesis 5- There is no significant difference in the attitude of Female Private & Govt. Sr.
Secondary School students towards E-Learning.
Table 4.5
Mean, S.D. & C.R Value of Female Private & Government Sr. Secondary School
Students towards attitude of E-Learning.
Variables
Attitude of Female
Private Sr.
Secondary School
Students towards ELearning

N

100

Mean

SD

210.65

9.21

df

C.R. value

198
7.66

Attitude of female
Government Sr.
Secondary School
Students E-learning

100

203.78

Level of significant

Significant at both
levels i.e. .05 &.01
levels

8.72

df= 198 .05=1.97 .01=2.60
Interpretation- In table No. 4.5, the mean, S.D. of Attitude towards E -Learning ofFemale
Private &amp; Govt. Sr. Secondary School Students is 210.65, 9.21, &amp; 203.78, 8.72
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Respectively. The calculated C.R. Value is 7.66, which is more than standard tabling valueat
both levels of significance. Therefore hypothesis No. 5 is rejected. It is concluded that there
exists significant difference of Attitude towards E-Learning of Female Private & Government
Sr. Secondary School students. Further, it is analysed t hat the mean value of Female Private
Sr. Secondary School Students is more than the mean value of Female
Government Sr.
Secondary School students towards attitude of E -Learning. Further, it is analysed that the
Attitude towards E -Learning of Female Private Sr. Secondary School students is more than
Female Government Sr. Secondary School students.
Hypothesis 6 - There is no significant difference in the attitude of Urban and Rural Private .
Sr. Secondary School students towards E-Learning.
Table 4.6
Mean, S.D. & C.R Value of Urban Private and Rural Private Sr. Secondary School
Students towards attitude of E-Learning.
N

Variables
Attitude of Urban
Private Sr.Secondary
School Students
towards E-Learning

100

Mean

SD

220.42

10.08

C.R.
value

df

198
10.64

Attitude of Rural
Government Sr.
Secondary School
Students Towards
E-learning

100

201.16

Level of significant

Significant at both
levels i.e. .05 &.01

9.20

df= 198 .05=1.97 .01=2.60
Interpretation- In table No. 4.6 the mean, S.D. of Attitude towards E -Learning of Urban and
Rural Private Sr. Secondary School Students is 220.42, 10.08 &amp; 210.16,
9.20respectively. The calculated C.R. Value is 10.64, which is more than standard
tabling
valueat both l evels of significance. Therefore hypothesis No. 11 is rejected. It is concluded
that there exists significant difference of Attitude towards E -Learning of Male andFemale
Private Sr. Secondary School students. Further, it is analysed that the mean valueof U
rban
Private Sr. Secondary School Students is more than the mean value of RuralPrivate Sr.
Secondary School students towards attitude of E -Learning. Further, it isanalysed that the
Attitude towards E -Learning of Urban Private Sr. Secondary Schoolstudents is
more than
Rural Private Sr. Secondary School students.
Hypothesis 7 - There is no significant difference in the attitude of Urban and Rural Private .
Sr. Secondary School students towards Cyber Crime Awareness
Table 4.7
Mean, S.D. & C.R Value of Urban Priv ate and Rural Private Sr. Secondary School students
towards Cyber Crime Awareness
Variables
Attitude of Urban
Sr.Secondary
School Students
towards Cyber
Crime Awareness

N

100

Mean

SD

95.12

6.32

df

C.R. value

198
3.23

Attitude of Rural
Private Sr.
Secondary School
Students towards
Cyber Crime

100

df=
.05=1.97 .01=2.60
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Interpretation- In table No. 4.7 the mean, S.D. of Cyber Crime awareness of Urban
and
Rural Private Sr. Secondary School Students is 95.12, 6.32 and 92.26, 6.18respectively. The
calculated C.R. Value is 3.23, which is more than standard
tabling valueat both levels of
significance. Therefore hypothesis No. 12 is rejected. It is concluded
that there exists
significant difference of Cyber Crime Awareness of Urban and Rural Private Sr. Secondary
School students. Further, it is analysed that the mean value of UrbanPrivate Sr. Secondary
School Students is more than the mean value of Rural Priv ate Sr.Secondary School students
towards cyber crime awareness. Further, it is analysed that thecyber crime awareness of
Urban Private Sr. Secondary School students is more thanRural Private Sr. Secondary School
students.
Educational implications -In this s tudy the researcher found that the private Sr. Secondary
School Studentsare having better awareness towards cyber crime and attitude towards E
Learning thangovernment Sr. Secondary School Students.Similarly the male students of
government and private Sr. S econdary SchoolStudents are having better awareness towards
cyber crime and attitude towards E -Learning than female students of government and private
Sr. Secondary School Students.The investigator further found that students of urban
government and privat e Sr. Secondary School Students are having better awareness towards
cyber crime and attitude towards E-Learning than students belonging to the government and
private Sr. Secondary School Students. In this study major findings indicate that the private
Sr. Secondary School Students are having better computer resources and computer labs
including facultymembers of computer science with wide and extensive experience than
government Sr.Secondary School Students. Therefore it is concluded that private Sr.
Secondary SchoolStudents are having good attitude in using E -Learning and are very much
awareregarding cyber crime. In this research the investigator realizes that the government Sr.
Secondary SchoolStudents should be given better computer lab as well as teachin g faculty so
that they mayacquire the knowledge to use E -Learning and also have the wide knowledge
ofInformation Technology Act. So the students of government Sr. Secondary SchoolStudents
can improve themselves in Internet and have better attitude using E -Learning .It is further
stated that the urban area Sr. Secondary School Students of privateand government Sr.
Secondary School Students are having better attitude toward E -Learning and good awareness
regarding cyber crime than rural area students. In thisr esearch the investigator suggested to
motivate the rural area government Sr. SecondarySchool Students and private Sr. Secondary
School Students to use better facilities ofcomputer and should undergo training in computers
and internet and they should alsostudy the Information Technology Act to prevent themselves
to commit various type ofcyber crime. So that, they may protect themselves of being
victimized in the cyber crimeactivities.
In this research the major finding indicate that the government and privat
e Sr.Secondary
School Students should update themselves in acquiring various types ofknowledge in the
field of internet as well as regarding awareness of cyber crime. Today,the scenario of
computer development and innovation in computer software andrenovat
ion of internet
indicates that every Sr. Secondary School Students should updatetheir computer knowledge
using E-Learning as per the requirements to be used in theirday to day life.
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Abstract-Present study is an attempt to study of attitude of Sr. Sec. School Students towards
E-Learning and in Haryana State.A sample of 200 i.e. 100 govt.and 100 pvt.sen sec school
students is selected randomly.The investigators have used the tool Attitude towards E
learning Scale w as used which has been constructed and validated in 2015 by Dimpal
Rani.For analysis and interpretation of the data the mean and the standard deviation of the
Attitude scores of E-Learning and was calculated.The test of significance (C.R -test) was used
in order to find out thesignificance of the difference between any two means of variables
ofsamples involved in this study. The Product Moment Method of Correlationwas used to
find out the coefficient of correlation between two variablesused in this research.
After
collection of the data, all questionnaires were screened and thescores obtained were
organized in the tabulated from to make analysiseasier. Analysis of data was made in
conformity with the objectives andhypotheses formulated by the investigator for the present
study.
Keywords:-Attitude, E-learning, Internet
Introduction-New technologies manage to dev elop the student’s interest in learning activity.
Technology can make learning more interactive and enhance the enjoyment to learning and
teaching. Techn ology can individualize and customize the curriculum to match learner’s
developmental needs as well as personal interests. Technology may transform the educational
content and motivate students towards lifelong learners. Technology is likely to be more
successful when the software, the purpose for instruction and learning objectives matches
teachers understanding of learners needto memorize and respond to predetermined answers.
Equally important is an appropriate matching of the levels of
student’s knowledg e and
prerequisite skills and expectations of the software. The use of Internet in Computer is
increasing by the students because it has been made mandatory and prescribed in the
curriculum due to its importance in the global world. The even expanding fiel d of education
among the human race has necessitated a continuous modification and innovation of its
technology. The present growth in innovation techniques of teaching and learning had been
resulted in such an blast of explosion of technology. Educational researchers have indicated
the need for a systematic approach for the effective teaching and learning education literature
has emphasized teaching as an art, learning as a scheme, which depends on instructional
objectives, appropriate instructional design and proper media selection. The commitment of
the teacher and the college to the learner lies on the various learning resources.New
technologies manage to dev elop the student’s interest in learning activity. Technology can
make learning more interactive a nd enhance the enjoyment to learning and teaching.
Technology can individualize and customize the curriculum to match learner’s developmental
needs as well as personal interests. Technology may transform the educational content and
motivate students towards lifelong learners. Technology is likely to be more successful when
the software, the purpose for instruction and learning objectives matches teachers
understanding of learners need; to memorize and respond to predetermined answers. Equally
important is an appropriate matching of the levels of student’s knowledge and prerequisite
skills and expectations of the software. The use of Internet in Computer is increa sing by the
students because it has been made mandatory and prescribed in the curriculum due to its
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importance in the global world. According to Breckler (1984) and Jones & Clarke (1994)
proposed that affect, behavior and cognition are distinguishable, yet inter related components
of attitude. Attitude is defined as an indicidual’s positive or negative feelings about
performing the target behavior. New technologies manage to develop the student’s interest in
learning activity.Technology can make learning mo re interactive and enhance the enjoyment
to learningand teaching.According to Douglas E. Comer (2003) internet is “the collection of
networks and routers that use the TCP/IP protocol suite and function as a single, large
network. The internet reaches gover nment, commercial and educational organization around
the world.So, the Government of India’s Ministry of Education has recently
startedimplementing a project of Computer education in the country.It has been launched
apilot project for introducing Computer
Literacy and internet knowledge in schools
incollaboration with the Department of Electronics. At the first instance, 250 schools allover
the country were brought under the purview of this project and training courses
wereorganized for the teachers in the
selected Resource Centers. Gradually all the
schoolswould be covered in a phased manner. This has raised a wave of discussion in the
countrywhy computer in the field of education also? There has very often been hue and cry
whencomputer has entered into th e arena of industry, business,banking, examination and so
on. It is usually complained that computer will replacethe man and unemployment will
berampant as a result of this design andproper media selection. The commitment of the
teacher and the school to thelearner lies on the various learning resources.
OBJECTIVES
1. To study the attitude of Pvt. & Govt. Sr. Sec School students towards E-Learning.
2. To study the attitude of male Pvt. &Govt. Sr. Sec School students towards E-Learning.
3. To study the attitude of female Pvt. & Govt. Sr. Sec School students towards E-Learning.
4. To study the attitude of male & female Pvt. Sr. Sec School students towards E-Learning.
5. To study the attitude of male & female Govt. Sr. Sec School students towards E-Learning.
HYPOTHESISS
1.There is no significance difference in the attitude of Pvt. & Govt.Sr. Sec. School students
towards E-Learning.
2.There is no significance difference in the attitude of male Pvt. &Govt. Sr. Sec School
students towards E-Learning.
3.There is no significance difference in the attitude of female Pvt. &Govt. Sr. Sec. School
students towards E-Learning.
4.There is no significance difference in the attitude of male and female Pvt. Sr. Sec School
students towards E-Learning.
5.There is no significance difference in the attitude of male and female Govt. Sr. Sec School
students towards E-Learning.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research Method :-In the present study, normative survey method will be employedto
describe and interpret what exists at present. It involves sometypes of comparison or contrast
and attempts to discover therelationship between existing non
-manipulated variables.
Thenormative study to educational problems is one of the mostcommonly used approaches.
Population:-In this research all the Govt. and Pvt. Sr. Sec. School students studying in Govt.
& Pvt. Sr. Sec Schools in four districts like Hisar,Sirsa districts of Haryana constituted the
population of the study.
Sample of the study: -In the present study, sample was selected as the 100 Govt
. & 100
Pvt.school students from two Districts of Haryana State (Hisar, Sirsa) The data was collected
from 100 Govt. and 100 Pvt. Sr. Sec.School students from two Districts of Haryana
State,which were selected at random.
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STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES
The following Statistical Techniques was adopted to realize the givenobjectives and to test
the hypotheses.
I.Descriptive Analysis (Mean and S.D)II. Test of Significance (C.R-test)
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Hypothesis 1 -There is no significant difference in the attitude of
Sr.Secondary School students towards E-Learning.

Private & Govt.

Table 4.1
Mean, S.D. &C.R Value of Private &Government Sr. Secondary School studentstowards
attitude of E-Learning.
Variables
Attitude of Private Sr.
Secondary School Students
towards E-Learning

Attitude of Government Sr.
Secondary School Students
E-learning

N

Mean

SD

215.33

9.85

Df

CR
Value

398

19.18

Level of significance

200

210.65

Significant at both levels
i.e., 0.5 & .01

9.21

200

df= 398 .05=1.97 .01=2.59
Interpretation- In table No. 4.1, the mean, S.D. of Attitude towards E -Learning of Private &
Govt. Sr. Secondary School Students is 215.33, 9.85, & 210.65, 9.21respectively. The
calculated C.R. Value is 19.18, which is more than standard table value at bot
h levels of
significance. Therefore hypothesis No. 1 is rejected. It is concluded thatthere exists
significant difference of Attitude towards E -Learning of Private &Government Sr. Secondary
School students. Further, it is analysed that the mean value ofPri vate Sr. Secondary School
Students is more than the mean value of Government Sr. SecondarySchool students towards
attitude of E -Learning. Further, it is analysed that theAttitude towards E -Learning of Private
Sr. Secondary School students is more thanGovernment Sr. Secondary School students.
Hypothesis 2 - There is no significant difference in the attitude of Male Private &Govt. Sr.
Secondary School students towards E-Learning.
Table 4.2
Mean, S.D. & C.R Value of Male Private & Government Sr. Secondary Schoo
l
studentstowards attitude of E-Learning.
Variables
Attitude of Male Private
Sr. Secondary School
Students towards E
Learning

Attitude of Male Govt
Sr. Secondary School
Students towards E
learning

N

Mean

SD

100

215.33

9.85

100

210.65

Df

CR
Value

198

7.32

Level of significance

Significant at both levels
i.e., 0.5 & .01

9.21

df= 198 .05=1.97 .01=2.60
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Interpretation- In table No. 4.2, the mean, S.D. of Attitude towards E
-Learning of Male
Private &Govt. Sr. Secondary School Students is 215.33, 9.85, & 210.65, 9.21respectively.
The calculated C.R. Value is 7.32, which is more than standard tabling valueat both levels of
significance. Therefore hypothesis No. 3 is rejected. It is concluded thatthere e
xists
significant difference of Attitude towards E -Learning of Male Private &Government Sr.
Secondary School students. Further, it is analysed that the mean value ofMale Private Sr.
Secondary School Students is more than the mean value of MaleGovernment Sr . Secondary
School students towards a ttitude of E -Learning. Further, it isanalysed that the Attitude
towards E -Learning of Male Private Sr. Secondary Schoolstudents is more than Male
Government Sr. SecondarySchool students.
Hypothesis 3- There is no significant difference in the attitude of Female Private & Govt. Sr.
Secondary School students towards E-Learning.
Table 4.3
Mean, S.D. & C.R Value of Female Private & Government Sr. Secondary School
students
towards attitude of E-Learning.
Variables
Attitude of Female Private
Sr.
Secondary School Students
towards E-Learning
Attitude of female
Government Sr. Secondary
School Students E-learning

N

Mean

SD

100

220.42

10..08

100

210.16

Df

CR
Value

198

7.66

Level of significance

Significant at both levels
i.e., 0.5 & .01

9.2

df= 198 .05=1.97 .01=2.60
Interpretation- In table No. 4.3, the mean, S.D. of Attitude towards E -Learning ofFemale
Private & Govt. Sr. Secondary School Students is 210.65, 9.21,& 203.78, 8.72respectively.
The calculated C.R. Value is 7.66, which is more than standard table valueat both levels of
significance. Therefore hypothesis No. 5 is rejected. It is concluded thatthere exists
significant difference of Attitude towards E -Learning of Female Private &Government Sr.
Secondary School students. Further, it is analysed that the mean value ofFemale Private Sr.
Secondary School Students is more than the mean value of Female Government Sr.
Secondary School students towards attitude o f E -Learning.Further, it isanalysed that the
Attitude towards E -Learning of Female Private Sr. Secondary Schoolstudents is more than
Female Government Sr. Secondary School students.
Hypothesis 4 - There is no significant difference in the attitude of male a nd female Private
Sr. Secondary School students towards E-Learning.
Table 4.4
Mean, S.D. & C.R Value of Male and female Private Sr. Secondary School Students towards
attitude of E-Learning.
N

Variables
Attitude of Male Private
Sr.Secondary School
Students towards E
Learning

-

Attitude of femaleprivate
Sr. Secondary School
Students Towards E
learning

Mean

SD

215.33

9.85

Df

CR
Value

Level of significance

198

4.91

Significant at both
levels i.e., 0.5 & .01

100

210.65

9.21

100

df= 198 .05=1.97 .01=2.60
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Interpretation- In table No. 4.4 the mean, S.D. of Attitude towards E -Learning ofUrban and
Rural Private Sr. Secondary School Students is 220.42, 10.08 &
210.16, 9.20respectively.
The calculated C.R. Value is 10.64, which is more than standard table valueat both levels of
significance. Therefore hypothesis No. 7 is rejected. It is concludedthat there exists
significant difference of Attitude towards E
-Learning of Male andFemale Private Sr.
Secondary School students. Further, it is analysed that the mean valueof Urban Private Sr.
Secondary School Students is more than the mean value of RuralPrivate Sr. Secondary
School students towards attitude of E
-Learning.Further, it isanalysed that the Attitude
towards E -Learning of Urban Private Sr. Secondary Schoolstudents is more than Rural
Private Sr. Secondary School students.
Hypothesis-5 There is no significant difference in the attitude of Male and Female
Government Sr. Secondary School students towards E-Learning.
Table 4.5
Mean, S.D. & C.R Value of Male Government &Female Government Sr. Secondary School
students towards attitude of E-Learning.
S.No.

Variable

N

Mean

S.D.

1.

Attitude of Male
Government Sr. Secondary
School students towards E Learning

100

220.42

10.08

Attitude of Female
Government Sr. Secondary
School students E-Learning

100

2.

210.16

df

C.R. value

Level of significant

198

5.23

Significant at both
levels i.e. .05 & .01
level

9.2

df= 198.05=1.97.01=2.60
Interpretation- In table No. 4.5, the mean, S.D. of Attitude towards E -Learning of Male and
Female Government Sr. Secondary School Students is 220.42, 10.08, & 210.16, 9.2
respectively. The calculated C.R. Value is 5.23, which is more t han standard table value at
both levels of significance. Therefore hypothesis No. 9 is rejected. It is concluded that there
exists significant difference of Attitude towards E -Learning of Male and Female Government
Sr. Secondary School students. Further, i t is analysed that the mean value of Male
Government Sr. Secondary School Students is more than the mean value of Female
Government Sr . Secondary School students towards attitude of E -Learning. Further, it is
analysed that the Attitude towards E -Learning o f Male Government Sr. Secondary School
students is more than Female Government Sr. Secondary School students.
EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS -In this study the researcher found that the private Sr.
Secondary School Studentsare having better attitude towards E -Learning thangovernment Sr.
Secondary School Students.Similarly the male students of government and private Sr.
Secondary SchoolStudents are having better attitude towards E
-Learning than female
students of government and private Sr. Secondary School Student
s..In this study major
findings indicate that the private Sr. Secondary School Students are having better computer
resources and computer labs including facultymembers of computer science with wide and
extensive experience than government Sr.Secondary Scho
ol Students. Therefore it is
concluded that private Sr. Secondary SchoolStudents are having good attitude in using E
Learning and are very much aware.In this research the investigator realizes that the
government Sr. Secondary SchoolStudents should be give n better computer lab as well as
teaching faculty so that they mayacquire the knowledge to use E -Learning and also have the
wide knowledge ofInformation Technology Act. So the students of government Sr.
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Secondary SchoolStudents can improve themselves in In ternet and have better attitude using
E-Learning. In this research the major finding indicate that the government and private
Sr.Secondary School Students should update themselves in acquiring various types
ofknowledge in the field of internet.Today,the sc
enario of computer development and
innovation in computer software andrenovation of internet indicates that every Sr. Secondary
School Students should updatetheir computer knowledge using E
-Learning as per the
requirements to be used in theirday to day life.
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EMPLOYEE MOTIVATION – KEY TO ORGANISATION SUCCESS
Sudhir Sopanrao Salunkhe Research Scholar JJTU, Chudela, Rajasthan
ajaysopans@gmail.com
ABSTRACT:-Employee motivation is a core element across all human resources
management of companies. A motivated workforce allows for maximum productivity and
this translates to maximum profits with the existing manpower resources.
Motivation
provides the will to work to the best of ones ability. This paper is based on the concept of
employee motivation with special reference to the strategy of Jindal Steel Works Ltd. Jindal
steel works ltd is the largest private steel company in Ind ia which has grown from a single
steel plant into a US $ 18 billion global business conglomerate with interests spanning the
steel, mining, power, industrial gases and ports verticals. By the means of this paper we aim
to understand the employee motivation strategy of JSW for engaging such a diverse dynamic
workforce and how it has translated into the organization’s success.
Keywords-Employee, Motivation, Job Satisfaction, Work Culture, Work Environment,
Human Resource Policy, Jindal Steel Works Ltd, JSW, Employee Retention
INTRODUCTION:-What inspires employees to provide excellent service? Why do some
employees perform more efficient than others? How does one individual achieve command
goals faster while other merely shows up for work? How can an organizati on reap long term
benefits from its workforce? The answer to these questions is Motivation. Motivation is an
important factor that affects human behavior. The term motivation originates form the Latin
word “mover” which means to move. Behavior scientists u se the word motivation to describe
something that stems from within a person. It is the drive to perform and is directly linked to
productivity. By definition, motivation is, “what drives a person, makes them do things, forces
within an individual that acc ount for the level and persistence of effort at work” - sche mer
horn et al. Rudolf and Kleiner (1989) defined motivation as “the development of a desire
within an employee to perform a task to his /her greatest ability based on the individual’s own
initiative”.
CONCEPT AND THEORIES OF MOTIVATION :-The concept of motivation is that
people choose the path of action. Motivation in an organizational context implies how the
organization/ employer/ manager engages the employee in an action / work behavior which
satisfies the inner drive of the employee while resulting in an expected outcome or job
performance. It is imperative, hence for the manager to identify the skill set of his workforce
and channelize the skills in ways that benefit both the employee and theorganization.
Job performance is viewed as a function of three factors and is expressed with the equation
below(Mitchell,1982;Porter&Lawler,1968).

From the above equation we can see that performance at work is directly proportional to
motivation of the employee to perform his job and reach his goals. Although job performance
also depends on the ability (skill of the employee) and environment (work environment), an
employee who is motivated will have the will to perform his best even in a constraint
environment. These employees will try to attain excellence at work and achieve targets.
Motivation of employees is a prerequisite for success of internal marketing. To improve the
performance of an organization’s external marketing strategies, implementation of
internal
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marketing is important. Understanding what strengthens and weakens the motivation of
employees allows the manager to effectively motivate his workforce so as to make them work
to their optimum potential. A manager who truly understands the implication of motivation on
individuals can channelize this inner state of individuals to achieve command goals
effectively and efficiently. The human relation approach to management came into focus due
to the findings of the Hawthorne experiment which was condu cted by Elton Mayo from 1924
to 1932. This study found that employees are not motivated solely by money but the work
behavior was linked to the employee’s mind. There are six theories put forward by
researchers till date to understand what motivates a pers on, these are called the theories of
motivation, namely-McClelland’s Achievement Need Theory
McClelland’s Achievement Need Theory puts forth that motivation arises due to three types
of needs, namely, need for achievement, need for power and need for affiliation.
-Behavioral Modification Theory
Behavioral Modification Theory states that people’s behavior is the outcome of their past
circumstances and stimulus for desirable behavior is strengthened by rewards and incentives.
Rewards or withdrawal of rewards both can lead to the desired behavior.
- Abraham Maslow’s Theory of Motivation
Abraham H.Maslow’s Theory of Motivation states that human needs can be arranged in a
hierarchy of five categories: psychological needs, safety needs, love/belonging needs, esteem
needs and self actualization (Figure -1). The crux of Maslow’s theory is that man is a wanting
animal with hierarchy of needs some being lower in scale whereas some being higher. When
the lower needs are satisfied higher needs arise. Higher needs ho wever cannot be satisfied till
the lower needs are fulfilled. A satisfied need is not a motivator, it is the higher unsatisfied
need that acts as a motivation for an individual to perform.

Figure -1- Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (Adapted from maslow1954)
- J.S Adam‘s Equity Theory
J.S Adam‘s Equity theory suggest that employee compare their job input output ratio to that
of reference. If the employee feels inequality it leads to decreased output, less productivity,
resignation.
- Vroom’s Expectation Theory
Vroom’s Expectation Theory is based on the belief that employee effort leads to performance
and performance leads to rewards (Vroom, 1964).
-Two Factor Theory
Two Factor Theory was proposed by Douglas McGregor he grouped individuals in two
groups – X Theory and Y theory.
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INTRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC MOTIVATION FACTORS
:-All the theories for
motivation put forward by various researchers have different frameworks. Due to the ever changing human nature, ability to adapt and change with time, age and environment, none of
the theories have an absolute doctrine on motivation. However all the researchers
acknowledge that motivational factors can be classified into two groups - Extrinsic motivational factors :
Monetary, Materialistic Factors, Social Recognition, Fame
- Intrinsic motivational factors :
Empowerment, Growth, Inclusion, Purpose, Trust
While monetary remuneration is certainly important for an individual to join th e workforce,
his ability to perform to his maximum capacity depends on his job satisfaction. When a job
gives an individual a feeling of empowerment, allows growth in his personal and professional
life, gives a sense of belonging to the organization and pr ovides security for the future, it is
highly unlikely for that individual to leave the job. This individual is able to perform
efficiently and give the best to the work due to the stress free mind set.Extrinsic motivational
factors provide short term satis faction and once satisfied lead to higher needs. A job
promotion will give way to need for higher salary. A higher salary will make way for higher
living standards. These factors can only provide temporary solution for organization’s
productivity, as once addressed the employee can go back to his comfort zone. Intrinsic
motivational factors provide long term satisfaction and security to an individual. These
factors are crucial in today’s work environment. They make work more fulfilling and
satisfactory. Res earch shows that satiation of these needs can be a major factor for an
employee to continue his job for long term.
LITERATURE REVIEW
There is a vast amount of literature and research work on the concept of motivation for
organization behavior done after Elton Mayo’s findings of the Hawthorne Experiment. These
theories have been studied and revised upon multiple times by various researchers. Maslows
theory of motivation and those that followed it are now termed as Classical theories of
Motivation. These theo ries were not empirically supported by evidences and hence have
paved way for the Contemporary theories of motivation. The most impactful of which is the
ERG theory of motivation by Clayton Alderfer.Clayton reworked upon Maslow’s theory and
recategorised Maslow’s hierarchy of needs into three simpler and broader categories:
¾ Existence needs (basic material necessities/ physiological and physical safety needs),
¾ Relatedness needs (interpersonal relationships and public fame and recognition/ social
needs and external component of esteem needs)
¾ Growth needs (self development and personal growth/ self actualization needs and
intrinsic component of esteem needs)
The ERG theory differs from Maslow’s theory by stating that at any given point of time,
more than one need may be operational for an individual. It also shows that if fulfillment of
higher need is subdued there is an increase in the need to satisfy a lower level need. The ERG
theory is not rigid as Maslow’s as Clayton pursued the needs as a range rather th
an a
hierarchy.The implication of ERG theory for managers is that an employee may have various
needs that need to be satisfied at the same time.
MOTIVATION FOR ORGANIZATION SUCCESS
When a management decides to focus its directives on motivating its employe
es then in
return they get many benefits, namely- Utilization of the full potential of human resources
When a manager is able to stimulate the inner willingness to work for all his work force,
every individual gives his maximum to the job. The sum total th
is individual effort is the
maximization of the utilization of the human resources.
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- Increased efficiency
An individual’s efficiency is not determined by his ability or qualification but by his
willingness to use his skill to achieve the task at hand. More the will to work more efficient
will the individual be.
Performance = ability x motivation
From the above equation we can logically conclude the direct proportional relation of
performance to motivation.
- Increased productivity
Efficient and maximum performance of all individuals will lead to increased productivity.
- Decreased cost
When every individual is work focused and purpose oriented there is minimum wastage of
time and materials. This will automatically reduce operational cost for the organization.
- Best utilization of resources
Best effort to work means best use of given resources by the individual.
- Co-operative work environment
When every individual feels purposeful, secure and satisfied with his work, the stress of
individual is less. In such an environment every one tends to work along with each other and
help the other grow.
- Employees are purpose oriented
Job satisfaction leads to focus on ones task at hand, such focus leads to a sense of purpose for
the individual.
- Co-ordination and co-operation between management and workforce
When the employees are truly motivated for their work in form of recognition, rewards and
growth opportunities, they trust the management to have their best interest at heart.
- Decreased disputes and unrest in workforce
Trust in organization management allows both parties to try to understand each other’s
perspectives and find a common ground amicably for arising problems.
- Better adaptability to changes and reforms
When the management proves to grow along with growth of i ts workforce, any change or
reform in the organization will be taken positively .
- Smooth transitions in technology changes
Security and trust in organization allows decreased resistance to change.
- Maximum profitability
Increased efficacy, maximum resource utilization and optimum productivity all together
translate to maximum profitability.
- Stability of workforce
Feeling of belongingess and inclusion in the organization will lead to employee loyalty. Loyal
employees will tend to stay with the
organization for longer tenures thereby leading to
workforce stability.
DISCUSSION:-Jindal steel work ltd has one of the largest dynamic workforces in India. This
organization is growing and expanding successfully both nationally and internationally. Jindal
Steel Works Ltd is the largest private sector steel company in India, owned by the JSW Group
based in Mumbai, Maharashtra. It was founded by O.P.Jindal. It was founded in the year 1982
with a single steel plant at Hissar, Haryana. Today the business has grown into 18 billion USD
global businesses. The group now has six steel plants across India. JSW steel has also formed
a joint venture for setting up steel plant at Georgia, has tie ups with JFE Steel , Japan and
acquired mining assets in Republic of Chi le, United States and Mozambique.JSPL has been
rated as the second highest value creator in the world by the Boston Consulting Group, the
11th fastest growing company in India by Business World and has figured in the Forbes Asia
list of Fab 50 companies. I t has also been named among the Best Blue Chip companies and
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rated as the Highest Wealth Creator by the Dalal Street Journal. Dun & Bradstreet has ranked
it 4th in its list of companies that generated the highest total income in the iron and steel
sector. JSW has a workforce of 40,000 individuals, with approximately 11,099 individuals
working for JSW Steel. To maintain such a diverse work force, the organization must have a
well-developed human resource policy which helps motivate the workforce and allows t
he
organization to grow/ progress simultaneously.
Let us try to understand the organizations employee motivation policy and what drives their
employees.
JSW Philosophy
We believe in the strength of nation’s aspirations and focus our efforts to help
accelerate
sustainable socio-economic growth.
JSW Vision
To be a globally admired organization that enhances the quality of life of all stakeholders
through sustainable industrial and business development.
JSW Mission
We aspire to achieve business excellence through:
· The spirit of entrepreneurship and innovation
· Optimum utilization of resources
· Sustainable environment friendly procedures and practices
· The highest ethics and standards
· Hiring, developing and retaining the best people
· Maximizing returns to stakeholders
· Positive impact on the communities we touch
JSW Core Values (POSSIBL)
· Passion for People
· Ownership
· Sustainable Development
· Sense of Belonging
· Integrity
· Business Excellence
· Loyalty
The work culture of JSW is that of equal opportunity employer. The management encourages
leadership and innovation. The employees are provided with time to time trainings to keep
them abreast with the latest industrial trends. This provides motivation to i
ndividuals by
empowering them to take up new challenges and keep at par with competitors in the market.
If we see the vision mission and core values of the company they all aim to develop a skilled
cohesive workforce and protect the environment.The focus o f the company is teamwork,
innovation, freedom to excel and rewards in terms of additional benefits. The work culture of
the organization is performance oriented. This allows rapid growth for individuals who
perform better. The organization gives on the jo b training to its employees to induct them to
the working of the organization. This leads to a sense of belonging to the organization and
also shows the employees that they are valued assets and their growth matters to the
organization. The human resource policies of the company are revised time to time to keep up
with the changes in the market and workforce. The focuses of these policies are on the
inclusive growth rate of the organization and retention of the suitable workforce. The
company also hires man agement consultants time to time to identify the skill of people and
prepare them for competitive markets. This allows for proper channelization of the human
resource skills.The employee rating for JSW is 3.6 out of 5 based on average points given to
the c ompany by 175 employees on the online company review portal www.glassdoor.com.
The employees had to rate the company on five broad categories namely
– Culture and
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values, Work Life balance, Senior Management, Compensation and Benefits and Career
Opportunities.
The data analysis of the ratings given by the employees is as follows:Category

Average rating

Culture and values

3.4

Work Life balance

3.6

Senior Management

3.4

Compensation and Benefits

3.6

Career Opportunities

3.6

The other findings of the reviews are that 75% of the reviewers approve of the current CEO,
Mr. Naveen Jindal and 50% of the reviewers have a positive business outlook. While
majority of reviewers agree to have a good work experience, salary, learning and growth
opportunities, reviewers also mention about the long working hours and skewed work life
balance.From the above discussion about JSW ltd we can infer the following employee
motivation strategies that are in action for the organization· Belief in individual’s potential.
· Organization growth along with growth of all stakeholders
· Best interest of employee as core philosophy
· Focus on intrinsic motivational factors
· Encourage leadership, innovation and trainings
· Reward based performance motivation
· Allow growth of individual as p erson and profession - training on latest technology ,
job promotions
· Motivated managers , motivate workforce
· Understand and identify human skill sets
· Change policies with need and time
· Support independence of individual
· To instill sense of belonging to the organization
· Environment friendly and self-sustainability as company ethics
CONCLUSION:- Motivation is an important function of job satisfaction and job
performance. Satisfaction of job and optimum performance are a win win for the employee
and the employer. Employee motivation is the key to organization success. A successful
management is on e which realizes the motivations of its workforce and utilizes this
knowledge to their benefit. We can hence, conclude that any organization looking for long
term benefits for and from their existing workforce should focus their directives towards
employee motivation.
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LokLF; ds lanHkZ esa v"Vkax ;ksx ds fu;eksa dh O;k[;
osnçdk’k vk;Z1 & lqcks/k flag] ¼lg&ys[kd½
lkjk'ak %&Hkkjrh; eukfsoKku esa ekuo dh HkkSfrd dk;k dks LFkwy 'kjhj dgk x;k gS A bl LFkwy 'kjhj ds nks Hkkx gS
A LFkwy nsg dks vUue; dks’k ,oa nqljs Hkkx dks çk.ke; dks’k dgk x;k gS A vr 'kkjhfjd f'k{kk ds varxZr vUue;
dk’sk vkSj çk.ke; dks’k&nksuksa dk fodkl lEefyr gS A lkekU; Hkk"kk esa vUue; dks’k ds fodkl dks 'kkjhfjd fodkl
,oa çk.ke; dks'k ds fodkl dks laosxkRed fodkl dgk tkrk gS A
Þ'kjhjek|a [kyq /keZ lk/kue~ 3
fdlh Hkh d k;Z dks djus ds fy, f“k{kk] ,oa Kku] foKku] vkReKku dh çkfIr ,oa Kku] de mikluk vFkok /keZ
laiknu ds fy, “kjhj lcls igyh vko”;drk gS] ,oa gh eq[; vk/kkj gSA
eq[; 'kCn& v"Vkax ;ksx;( 'kkjhfjd f'k{kk(LokLF;
izLrkouk&'kjhj leLr /keZ dk lk/ku gS A gekjh Kku ' kfä] bPNk 'kfä dh Hkh vfHkO;fä dk ek/;e 'kjhj gh gSa A
LoLFk 'kjhj esa LoLFk eu fuokl djrk gS A thou ds lq[k ds fy, LoLFk eu vko';d gS A bl LoLFk eu ds fy,
'kjhj dk LoLFk gksuk vko';d gSA 'kjhj ds LokLF; ds fy, 'kkjhfjd f'k{kk dk egRo lHkh us Lohdkj fd;k gS A ;g
mfä çflí gS fd ckgqcy ls jf{kr jk"Vª gh 'kkL= dk fparu dj ldrk gS A 'kkjhfjd f'k{kk ls O;fä esa tks ikS#"k]
cy ,oa 'kfä dk fodkl gksxk] mlh ls gekjs ns'k esa v/;;u] vuqlU/kku] n s'k dh lhek dh j{kk] fo'o e sa 'kkafr]
dy&dkj[kkuksa rFkk [krs &[kfygkuksa eas mRiknu dh o`f) laHko gkxsh A 'kkjhfjd çf'k{k.k ls Nk=kas esa lkefw gd ,drk
dh Hkkouk vuq'kklu ,oa O;ofLFkr dk;Z dju s dh vHkwriwoZ {kerk mRiUu gkrsh gS A mlls LoLFk lekt dk fuekZ.k
gksrk gS A bl çdkj 'kkjhfjd f'k{kk O;fä] lekt jk"Vª ,oa fo'o ds dY;k.k dk ekxZ ç'kLr djrh gS A
vr% 'kjhj dk LoLF; jguk vR;ar vko”;d gS] jksxh vFkok vLoLFk “kjhj ds }kjk dkbsZ Hkh dk;Z djuk laHko ugha gSA
vkpk;Z pk.kD; dgrs gSa fd &
loZeso ifjR;T; 'kjhje~ vuqiky;sr ~A
’kjhjL; ç.k"VL; loZeso fou’;fr AA4
vFkkZr ~&lc dk ifjR;kx dj] lc dqN NksM+ dj loZçFke 'kjhj ds LokLF; dh j{kk djsa D;ksafd ’kkjhfjd LokLF; ds
u"V gksus ij lc dqN fou"V gks tkrk gSA
vc ç”u ;g gS fd & LoLFk dkSu gS \
LokLF; %&LokLF; ,oa LoLFk O;fDr dh igpku o ifjHkk"kk crkrs gq, egf’kZ lqJqr dgrs gS &
lenk"k% lekfXu’p le/kkrq eyfØ;%A
çlUukResfUnz;eu% LoLFk bR;fHk/kh;rsAA5
vFkkZr & ftlds ¼okr&fiRr&dQ½ rhuks nks"k le gks] ftldh tBjkfXu ¼ikpu fØ;k½ le gks ftldh /kkrqvksa
¼jl&jDr&ekal&ens &vfLFk & eTtk& “kqØ@oh;Z½ dh fØ;k le gk ¼{k;&o`f) ls jfgr½ ftldh eyksa ¼Losn&ew=&
iqjh’k½ dh fØ;k le gk]s ftldh vkRek] nlksa bafnz;ka ¼ikpa Kkusafnz;ka & ikpa desZafnz;ka ½ vkSj eu çlUu ¼fueZy
vfodkjh½ gks ,sls O;fDr dks LoLFk dgrs gSaA
egf"kZ n;kuanljLorh ds 'kkjhfjd f' k{kk ds çfr fopkj %& egf"kZ n;kuan ljLorh us 'kkjhfjd cy ij vR;f/kd vkxzg
fd;k gS A muds 'kCnkas esa ÞvuUr 'kfä gh /keZ gSA cy iq.; gS] vkSj nqcZyrk ikiA lHkh ikikas vkSj lHkh cqjkb;ksa ds
fy, ,d gh 'kCn i;kZIr gS vkSj og xbZ&nqcZyrk vkt gekjs ns'k dks ftl oLrq dh vko';drk gS] og gS ykgs dh
ekalisf'k;ka vkSj QkSykn ds Luk;q] nqnZeuh; çpaM bPNk'kfä] tks l`f"V ds xqIr rF;ksa vkSj jgL;ksa dks Hksn lds vkSj
pkgs mlds fy, leqCæ ry esa gh D;ksa u tkuk iM+s&lk{kkr~ e`R;q dk gh lkeuk D;ksa u djuk iM+s A esjs uo;qod
fe=ka!s cyoku cuks A rqe dks esjh lykg gS A xhrk ds vH;kl dh vis{kk QqVcky [ksyus ds }kjk rqe LoxZ ds vf/kd
fudV tkvksxs A rqEgkjh dykbZ vkSj Hkqtk,a vf/kd lq–kxss A
;ksx &%;ksx fo|k Hkkjr ds _f"k eqfu;ksa dh vewY; /kjksgj gSA lHkh Jqfr Le`fr;k¡ ;ksx dh e fgek dk o.kZu dj jgh
gSaA lekf/k ls deZ{ks= rd ;ksx dk O;kid o.kZu gekjs “kkL=ksa esa fo|eku gSA ;kxs lHkh laçnk;kas vkSj er&erkarjksa esa
fufoZokn lkoZHkkSe Lohdk;Z /keZ gSA
laLÑr O;kdj.k “kkL= ds vuqlkj egf"kZ ikf.kfu ;ksx “kCn dh fu’ifRr@o.kZu ;qt~ /kkr
q ls ^^; qt~&lek/kkS**]
^^;qftj&;ksxs**] vk Sj ^^;qt&la;eu s** vFkZ esa djrs gSaA vFkkZr~ ge dg ldrs gaS fd& la;eiow Zd lk/kuk djrs gq,
Lopsruk dks ijepsruk esa y; dj nsuk ;k vkRek dk ijekRek ls feyu gh ;ksx gSA
;ksx ds mins’Vk egf"kZ iratfy ;ksx ds Lo:Ik dk o.kZu djrs gq, dgrs gSa&
;kxs f’pRro`fRr fujks/k% 6
vFkkZr~& fpRr dh o`fRr;kas dks jksduk gh ;kxs gS cfgeZq[kh o`fŸk;kas dks lkalkfjd fo’k;ksa ls gVkdj vareZq[kh djds vius
dkj.k fpRr esa yhu dj nsuk gh ;ksx gSA
;ksx ds vax &%egf"kZ iratfy us ;ksx dh O;k[;k djrs gq, ;kxs ds vkB vax crk,a gS
;efu;ekluçk.kk;keçR;kgkj/kkj.kk/;kuLkek/;% v"VkS vM+~xkfuAA7
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vFkkZr~% ;e] fu;e] vklu] çk.k;ke] çR;kgkj] /kkj.kk] /;ku rFkk lekf/k ;g ;ksx ds vkB vax gSaA bl vf[ky fo’o esa
tks Hkh O;fDr vfLrRo dh [kkts eas yxk gS mls v"Vkax ;ksx dk ifjikyu vo’; gh djuk pkfg,A
;gka ;ksx ds f}rh; vax fu;e dk gh foospu okaNuh; gSA
fu;e %&tl çdkj çR;sd dk;Z dks lQy cukus ds fy, dqN fu;ekas dk ikyu djuk vko”;d gSA egf’kZ iratfy us
fu;ekas dh O;k[;k djrs gq, fu;e Hkh ik¡p çdkj crk,a gSA
’kkSplUrks"kri% Lok/;k;s’ojçf.k/kkukfu fu;ek%A8
vFkkZr~ ’kkSp] lUrk"k] ri] Lok/;k; vkSj bZ’oj çkf.k/kku&;s ik¡p fu;e gSa tks çR;sd lk/kd ds fy, vuqdj.kh; gSaA
’kkSp %&’kkSp dk vFkZ ;gk¡ ’kqf) ;k ifo=rk ls gSA ’kkSp Hkh nks çdkj dk gksr k gSA cká vkSj vkH;UrjA cká ’ kkSp esa
’kjhj dh ’kqf)] oL=kas dh ’kqf) vkSj vius vklikl ds okrkoj.k dh ’kqf) vkrh gSA vkH;Urj ’kkSp esa fopkjksa ,oa
laLdkjksa dh ’kqf) vkrh gSA egkjkt euq us ’kqf) ds fy, cgqr gh lqUnj dgk gS&
vf˜xk =kf.k ’kq);fUr eu% lR;su ’kq);frA
fo|kriksH;ka HkwrkRek cqf)KkZusu ’kq);frAA9
vFkkZr~ ty ls ’kjhj ds vax çR;xa ’kq) gksrs gSaA lR; dk ikyu djus ls eu dh ’kqf) gkrsh gS rFkk KkuktZu ls cqf)
gkrsh gSA ’kkSp vFkkZr~ ifo=rk dk ikyu ’kkjhfjd] okfpd vkSj ekufld Lrj ij Bhd çdkj ls djuk pkfg,A
’kjhj ds çfr vkLkfDr ’kjhj gh thokRek ds cU/ku dk eq[; dkj.k gSA ;fn tkx:drkiwoZd ’kkSp dk ikyu fd;k tk,
rks ’kjhj esa vklfDr lekIr gks tkrh gSA blh fo"k; esa egf"kZ iratfy dgrs gSa&
’kkSpkr~ LokaxtqxqIlk ijSj lalxZ% A10
vFkkZr~ tc lk/kd ’kjhj dh ’kqf) djrs gq,] vius ’kjhj ls ey&ew=] okr] fiŸk] dQ vkfn fudyrs gq, ns[krk gS] rks
mls vius gh ’kjhj ls fojfDr gks tkrh gSsA nwljs ds ’kjhj dks Li’kZ djus dh bPNk ugha jg tkrhA ;g cká ’kkSp ds
ikyu dk Qy gSA
egf"kZ iratfy vkUrfjd ’kkSp ds ikyu dk Qy crkrs gSa&
lRo’kqf)lkSeuL;Sdkxz;sfUnz;t;kRen’kZu;ksX;Rokfu p A 11
vFkkZr~ vkH;Urj ’kkSp dk ikyu djus ls fpŸk dh ’kqf) gksrh gSAlk/kd lHkh bfUnz;ksa ij fot; çkIr dj ysrk gS vkSj
bl çdkj bfUnz; eu] cqf)] fpŸk ds “kkUr&lkSE; vkSj ,dkxz gksus ls lk/kd esa vkRen’kZu dh ;ksX;rk vk tkrh gSA
lUrks"k%&vius ikl mifLFkr lHkh lk/kukas ds }kjk iw.kZ iq:"kkFkZ djus ij tks Hkh inkFkZ çkIr gks]a mlls vf/kd dh
bPNk u j[kuk gh lUrks"k dgykrk gSA
egkjkt euq lUrks"k ds fo"k; esa dgrs gSa&
larks"k ijekLFkk; lq[kkFkhZ la;rks Hkosr~A
larks"k ewya fg lq[ka nq%[k ewya foi;Z;% AA12
vFkkZr~ iap egk;Kksa dk ikyu djrs gq, vius “kjhj dh “kfDr ds vuqlkj vius ifjokj] vfrfFk] Hk`R;] Ik”kq rFkk vius
thou ds fy, ftruk /ku miktZu djuk gS] mruk gh vftZr djuk lUrk’sk dgykrk gSA D;ksafd lUrk’sk gh lq[k dk
lzksr gSA blds foijhr vkpj.k gh lHkh nq%[kkas dk ewy dkj.k gSA
lUrks’kknuqŸkelq[kykHk% A13
vFkkZr~ lUrks’k dk ikyu djus ls euq’; dks mŸke lq[k dh çkfIr gksrh gSA fQj mls thou esa Dy’sk ugha lrkrkA
ri%&riLoh euq’; dfBu le; dks Hkh lgtHkko ls O;rhr dj ldrk gSA ;ks x n”kZu ds Hkk’; esa O;kl _f’k dgrs
gSa&
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^^riks }U} lgue~ }U}’p ft?kRlkfiikls ’khrks’.ks] LFkkuklus] dk’BekSukdkjekSuspA
Ozkrfu’pSo;Fkk;ksxa ÑPNªpkUnzk;.k lkUriuknhfu**AA14
vFkkZr~ Hkw[k&I;kl] eku&vieku] “khr&Å’.k] ykHk&gkfu] t;&ijkt; vkf n }U}ksa dks lgu djuk] vklu ds d’Vks
dks lgu djuk] ekSu /kkj.k djuk] pkUnzk;.k] lkUriu vkfn ozrksa dk vH;kl djuk ri dgykrk gSA
egkHkkjr esa tc e gkjkt ;qf/kf’Bj ls ;{k ç’u iwNr s gSa fd ^^ril% fda y{k.ke~** 15 rc ;qf/kf’Bj mUgsa mŸkj nrs gSa
^^ri% Lo/keZ ofrZRoe~**16 vFkkZr~ gs ;{k drZO; ikyu esa tks Hkh ck/kk,¡ mRiUu gksr h gSa] mudks lgu djrs gq, fujUrj
vius /keZ dk ifjikyu djuk ri gSA;g ri rHkh flf) nk;d gksrk gS] tc bldk vH;kl dkf;d] okfpd o ckSf)d
rhuksa Lrjkas ij fd;k tkrk gSA tks euq’; dsoy “kjhj dh ri”p;kZ esa yxs jgrs gSa] tSls ,d iSj ij [kM+s gksuk ;k
vfXu ds e/; esa ri djuk] bl çdkj ds ri rkefld ri dgykrs gSaA buds djus ls fo”ks’k vk/;kfRed ykHk ugha
feyrk] vfirq “kjhj esa gkfu dh lEHkkouk,¡ cuh jgrh gSa vkSj ftl le; ri ds }kjk eu vkSj cqf) dks if o= ,oa
dke] Øk/sk] ykHsk vkSj eksg vkfn nqxqZ.kksa dks u’V fd;k tkrk gSA bl çdkj dk ri lkfRod ri dgykrk gS vkSj og
y{; dks çkIr djkus okyk Hkh gksrk gSA
ri ds vuq’Bku dk Qy egf’kZ iratfy crkrs gSa&
dk;sfUnz;flf)j’kqf){k;kŸkil% A17
vFkkZr~ dkf;d] okfpd vkSj ckSf)d ri ds vH;kl ls “kjhj vkSj bfUnz;ksa dh v”kqf) u’V gks tkus ls os brus “kq)
vkSj gYds gks tkrs gSa fd vf.kek] efgek vkfn v’V flf);k¡ lk/kd esa çdV gksus yxrh gSaA
egf’kZ O;kl Hkh ri ds egŸo dks n’kkZrs gq, dgrs gSa&
ukrifLouks ;ksx%fl);frA vukfndeZDys’koklukfp=k çR;qifLFkrfo’k;tkyk pk’kqf)uZUrjs.k ri% lEHksneki|r bfrA
vFkkZr~ ri ds fcuk ;ksx fl) ugha gksrk] D;kasfd vukfndky ls deZ okluk,¡ vkSj Dys”kksa ls ;qDr fpŸk fcuk ri ds
“kq) ugha gks ldrkA bl okluk tky dks u’V djus esa ri gh leFkZ gSA
Lok/;k; %&Lok/;k; dk vFkZ gS Lo $ v/;;u] vFkkZr~ viuk v/;;u djuk] Lo;a dk fujh{.k djuk] Lo;a dk fujh{k.k
djrs gq, Lo;a dks tkuukA Lok/;k; dk vFkZ gS& ^^lq&v/;;ua Lok/;k;%A** vFkkZr~ mŸke “kkL=ksa dk v/;;u Lok/;k;
dgykrk gS] D;ksafd ;s thokRek dks mlds Lo:Ik dh vksj ys tkrs gSaA ;ksx Hkk’;dkj egf’kZ O;kl Lok/;k; dk y{k.k
bl çdkj djrs gSa&
ç.kokfnifo=k.kka tiks eks{k’kkL=k/;;ua okA19
vFkkZr~ vksadkj] xk;=h vkfn eU=kas dk ti djuk rFkk osn&mifu’kn~ vkfn eks{knk;d “kkL=ksa dk v/;;u djuk
Lok/;k; dgykrk gSA D;kafsd buls fpŸk dh “kqf) gksŸkh gS rFkk vkReKku ,oa czãKku dh çkfIr gksrh gSA
Lok/;k; dk Qy crkrs gq, egf’kZ iratfy dgrs gSa&
Lok/;k;kfn’VnsorklEçeks’k% A20
vFkkZr~ Lok/;k;”khy lk/kd dks nso] eU=nz’Vk _f’k vkSj fl) iq:’kksa dh vkfRed çsj.kk gksrh gS vkSj tc&tc ;ksx
lk/kuk djrs gq, dksbZ O;o/kku vkrk gS] rks fl) iq:’k mu lk/kdksa dk ekxZn”kZu Hkh djrs gSa] ftlls lk/kuk esa
mŸkjksŸkj çxfr gksrh gSA
bZ’ojçf.k/kku%& bZ’oj çf.k/kku] fu;e dk ik¡pok o vfUre vax gSA ;ksx Hkk’;dkj O;kl th bldks Li’V djrs gSa&
bZ’ojçf.k/kkua loZfØ;k.kk ijexqjkoiZ.ka rRQylaU;klks okA21
vFkkZr~ “kjhj] ok.kh vkSj cqf) ls ftrus Hkh deZ fd, tkrs gSa] çR;sd NksVh ls NksVh fØ;k dks ijefirk ijekRek dks
viZ.k djrs tkuk rFkk muds Qyksa dks Hkh bZ”oj dk gh vfiZr djrs tkuk bZ”oj çf.k/kku gSA egf’kZ ira tfy ijexq:
ds :Ik esa bZ”oj dks gh çfrf’Br djrs gq, dgrs gSa&
iwoZs’kkefi xq:% dkysukuoPNsnkr~A22
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vFkkZr~ orZeku ls ydsj iwoZ esa ftrus Hkh vkpk;Z ;k xq: gq, gSa] u lc xq:tuksa dk Hkh xq: gksus ls bZ”oj ijexq: gS]
D;ksafd mldk dky ds }kjk dHkh uk”k ugha gkrkA egf’kZ iratfy us ;ksx ijEijk dk çkphudky ls pyk vkuk crk;k
gSA ftldk o.kZu Jqfr vkSj Le`fr esa ik;k tkrk gSA
fgj.;xHkksZ ;ksxL; oäk ukU;% iqjkru% A23
gj.;xHkZ ;ksx ds oäk gSa] buls iqjkru vkSj dkbsZ ugha gSA fgj.;xHkZ fdlh HkkSfrd euq’; dk uke ugha]
vfirq
ijekRek dk okpd gSA ;g lEiw.kZ lalkj ijekRek dk xHkZ gS] ge lHkh Hkrw çk.kh mlds xHkZ esa gh fuokl dj jgs gSaA
blfy, ijekRek dk ,d uke fgj.;xHkZ Hkh gSA ftl çdkj v’Vkax ;kxs dk ikyu djrs gq, ekuo lekf/k ykHk çkIr
djrk gSA og dk;Z dsoy bZ”oj çkf.k/kku ls Hkh gks ldrk gSA
egf’kZ iratfy dgrs gSa&
lekf/kflf)jh’ojçf.k/kkukr~A24
bZ”oj ds çfr lefiZr Hkko esa jgus ls fpŸk fueZy gks tkrk gS vkSj fueZy fpŸk esa gh vkRek dk lk{kkRdkj gksŸkk gSA
milagkj %& 'kkjhfjd f'k{kk] f'k{kk i)fr dk vfHkUu vax gS ftldk mís';
ukxfjdksa dks 'kkjhfjd] ekufld]
HkkoukRed] rFkk lkekftd #i ls 'kkjhfjd xfrfof/k;kas ds ek/;eksa ls] tks fd mudh xfrfof/k;ksa ds ifj.kkeksa dks –
f"Vxr j[kdj pquh xbZ gk]s mUgsa ;kXs; cukuk gSA rks vkb, ge lc feydj egf’kZ iratfy ds crk, ;ksxn’kZu ,oa
;kxs e kxZ dk vuq’kj.k djrs gq, ’kkjhfjd f’k{kk] ,oa Kku] foKku] vkReKku dh çkfIr ,oa Kku] deZ mikluk ds
ek/;e ls vius thou dks lQy cuk;saA
lUnHkZ xzUFk lwph %&
1 dqekjlEHkoe~
2- pk.kD; uhfr
3- lqJqr
4- egkHkkjr
5- ;kKoYD; Le`fr
6- euqLe`fr
7- ;ksxn’kZu
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Workplace Theology and its Impact on executive Commitment and
Employees profession Satisfaction: A critical study with Educational
Institution especially in H.P.
Jaiveer Malik
Research Scholar, Institute of law Shri JJT University Jhunjhunu Rajasthan
Abstract:-This take a look at is deliberate to visualize the effect of place of job church closer
to organizational commitment and workers’ process pride amongst advanced academic group
instructors. The organizational dedication and exertion delight has be
en dealt with as
predicated variables and place of work church constituted the unbiased variable for the
disquisition. The observe also explored the impact of demographic variables viz. gender,
educational circulate and training revel in with appreciate to
place of work church,
organizational dedication and job pleasure amongst better educational association instructors.
The study hired descriptive check fashion. Unintended non- possibility system of slice system
is used to pick out seven advanced academic
establishments of Baddi District, H.P and
Random probability slice fashion is used to pick 420 instructors of six educational aqueducts
viz. Trades, education, wisdom, social technology and engineering. As a total, mix slice
system is used. This study hire
d both descriptive and deductive records inclusive of
frequency, chance, suggest, median, mode, fashionable divagation, kurtosis, skewers, vital
rate, one - manner ANOVA, Pearson Product moment Correlation, direct regression
evaluation and to pivotal HSD su bmit Hoc check to attain the goods. The findings of the
examiner pronounced that maturity of administration backed advanced educational group
instructors of Bhiwani quarter, Haryana have mild position of place of work church,
organizational commitment and task delight. Gender performs a vast function in figuring out
place of work church, organizational dedication and process delight amongst better academic
establishment’s instructors. It’s also inferred that there is statistical wide and effective
relationship of place of work church with organizational dedication and exertion pleasure.
The take a look at further revealed that there is fine and massive effect of factory church
closer to organizational dedication and exertion satisfaction.
Key Word: -Work, Job, Education, organization and workplace
Introduction:-The strength of a nation lies inside the device of training wherein educationists
bemuse vital region. The maximum important factors in bringing off the streamlets of the
brotherhood are earthborn fina nce. Its achievement is significantly reliant on implicit
functionality and elevation of the educationists who're pivotal for the social progress. Hence,
the high-spiritedness of all the educational forums inclines the degree to which the preceptors
are happy with the jobs they are into and stored to contribute to the growth of their sodalities.
The most vital natural wherewithal in educational sodalities is preceptors who act as
facilitator for attainment of understanding still also an inculcator of values
and
metamorphosis of inner being. They also need to cultivate the immature minds to supply
affable effects.Teacher ought to have church at yard with the intention to be the upmost
steering to them to carry out their features as preceptors with the upmost felicitations and as
noble as possible. This is due to the fact preceptors are appeared someone absolutely
inordinate in society. In case of preceptors, their undertaking is going beyond transmitting
knowledge still also warrant in man or woman structure o f scholars to rear up future leaders.
It's implicit that if preceptors are happy and promised to their one
-of-a-kind jobs it would
operate into larger withholding and ebbing of their erosion quotations. In alternate’s day,
chambers are in despairing need o f extraordinarily satisfied, fulfilled, innovative, promised
and dynamic preceptors to reap and live to tell the tale their aggressive increase but
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preceptors are partial feeling shell - greatly surprised, discouraged and insecure because of
unpredictable w ork medium, growing task call for and dizzy acceleration of change which
may challenge them to stabilize their internal and outside actuality to live wholesome. So, a
maturity of these uncertainties put together them to seek for religious personification.i
t's
desirable that instructors in educational league must work with now not stylish their minds
still also with their hearts ( spirit) so that they discover meaning and motive, a form of
accomplishment that means the factory ought to be a place for them to
unequivocal whole
personalities and be pleased Giacalone and Jurkiewicz, (2003) reveals “permitting the
expression of herbal carouse in at its private, maximum non temporal station might not most
effective reduce strain, war, and absenteeism, still also e nhance work overall performance”.
So, training that include a religious dimension unclog the enhancement of the whole existent
and no longer most effective the ‘head’ and ‘arms’.
Backyard Spirituality :-Spirituality has been titled as the precise sensibili ties and research
that start from a look for the sacred and the phrase ‘sacred’ method a supernatural being or
final truth perceived through the aspect. In view point of Mitroff and Denton (1999)
expresses spirituality as “The underlying feeling of being c onnected with one’s whole tone,
others and the complete global” as a result, spirituality is typically determined as some inner
element, a belief, fee, emotion or station that actions character’s gusted yard spirituality isn't
always approximately faith or approximately getting persons transubstantiated into specific
perception machine. It doesn't constitutionally incorporate an affiliation to any unique
religious belief; however it's rested on person values and doctrine.Manufactory cloth also
explained as ‘spirit at work ’from the organizational outlook. Spirit at work is a term that
explains the enjoy of teachers who are passionate about and amped with the aid of their work,
discover that means and purpose of their work, experience that they can express th
eir
absolute complexions, and keep in mind related to the ones they paintings. It call for the fling
to discover one’s closing cause in life, to manufacture up a well - fabricated link to other pals
associated with paintings and to have density among one’s middle ideals and the values of
their institution. So, whilst institutions band with meaningful studio church practices, it'd
avail beings and forums as nicely. The primary core of studio church is ready educationists
partaking and enduring a few commonpla ce connections, draw and belonging inside their
work region. Myers, (1990), introduced “it’s a persevering with hunt for which means and
cause in life; an appreciation for the depth of life, the distance of the cosmos, and herbal
forces which function it; and, it's a individual notion machine”. It worries approximately
beings who identify them as spirited beings, and whose spirits appeals and bore to be
bolstered with the work they do. as a result, it's approximately feeling actual motive and
energy at work beyond than emolument and remunerations in keeping with Ashmos and
Duchon, (2000) proposed “ place of work church can be defined as the recognition that hands
have an internal lifestyles which nourishes and is nourished by using meaningful work taking
location within the ecosystem of a network”. It concerns with educationists who observes
themselves as spiritual animals and whose souls want food via work, feels a feel of purpose
and meaning of their mill, and a feel of connection to each other and with the
ir paintings
circle. Cloth at mill offers event to teachers to experience connection and an intellect of
person wholeness and which means of their expert lives.
Organizational commitment :-The perception of organizational commitment distinct as
instructors’ devotion to their character establishments and a manner that instructors work
collectively in organizational choice edifice Robbins, (2001) mentions in one in all its
research “Organizational dedication is a operating posture of jobholders who have a fee l of
identification to execute organizational intentions and want to keep correct relationship with
members within the fellowship” commitment of pedagogues for their fellowship is its indoors
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identity of institute marks and ethics and gameness to grow to b e jobholder of an institution
to work more difficult and markedly less attackable that is farther than weal of an item. The
essential development of an institution lay on whether or not the schoolteachers can band
together to yield excessive cohesiveness a nd also they're profound to give their finest offer
for the educational institution. Allen and Meyer, (1996) added “Organizational dedication
also can be described as a highbrow country that characterizes a jobholder’s relationship with
the council and red uces the liability that jobholder will leave it”. it is regarded as the
obligingness of the schoolteachers to feature in to sodalities ‘pursuits and put up and it also
signifies a set of sensibilities extra nearly linked to the character's aspiration to li ve devoted
to a specific work at the opposite, the sense of belongingness to the sodality has been
associated as one of the uttermost dominating forces that bind school teachers collectively.
Practice Satisfaction:-Process is regarded as a tool which aids men and women to have well
lives for themselves and to reach their marks in keeping with Collin’s English Dictionary “
job is defined as an individual piece of work, an profession, put up for employment, a result
produced from operating”. The process depr ived of corporate gains can be a service but no
longer task in its concrete feel. It can additionally be said that task is a responsibility involved
with fulfillment of an obligation with unique kingdom of undertakings beside some secure
pay or remuneratio ns satisfaction is a country of recognition wherein a person senses pride
because its well - described as, the country of being content, accomplishment of goals, the
delight received from gladness. However important is that whether or not an integer is happ y
or disgruntled with his/ her profession task pride is a noble feeling make cook dinner through
reviewing numerous aspects of 1’s job. In view point of Specter (1997), “task pride is the
volume to which human beings like or dislike their jobs”. It’s quant ity to which needs and
values are happy inside the Works.
Emergence and explanation of the problem :-Place of business Church is a sparkling trap
phrase not most effective in care, theology, organizational understanding however
additionally in schooling. I n view factor of Fry (2003), “there may be a springing up and
accelerating name for church in atelier”. Church is visible inchmeal as an essential
component in the atelier Generations back fingers had been bore to put their non secular
reality behind the d oorway earlier than plunging into the place of work, however presently,
breakneck paintings lifestyles from spiritual life reduce arms’ self belief and those each
cannot be detached in an man or woman with their complete physical, cerebral and religious
character at their workplace because of this, these days church is being feted as an critical for
conducive boom of board by means of experimenters. From 1990s, atelier church has started
out to be valuable in instructional international and among exponents and there are exclusive
appreciations in the have a look at of church within the atelier. As the notion of atelier church
in general arose in United State and humans desire to perceive their spiritual morals at their
offices, almost all of disquisitions regarding church at atelier stand up in western international
locations and are bedded in western credos, lifestyle and economics. Objectives of the study
The following are the subjects of my current research.
1 To conduct research among Advanced Education al Institution Preceptors on how to start a
church.
(A) Determine the plant church's standing among Advanced Educational Institution
Preceptors.
(B) To investigate the gender differences in plant church preceptors at Advanced Educational
Institutions.
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(C) To investigate the academic conduit of plant churches among Advanced Educational
Institution Preceptors.
(D) To investigate the training experience of Advanced Educational Institution Preceptors in
regards to planting churches.
2 To investigate organi zational commitment among preceptors in Advanced Educational
Institutions.
(A) To determine the level of organizational commitment held by preceptors at Advanced
Educational Institutions.
(B) To investigate organizational commitment among preceptors at A
Institutions in terms of gender.

dvanced Educational

(C) To investigate the organizational commitment of preceptors at Advanced Educational
Institutions in terms of academic conduit.
(D) To investigate organizational commitment among preceptors at Advanc
Institutions in terms of training experience.

ed Educational

Scope of this study :-This disquisition will aid in determining how far our educational system
has progressed and how crucial it is that our faculty members feel content in their workplace.
This disquisition will aid in predicting and determining whether job satisfaction is related to
organizational commitment. Various important adjustments are taking place in every sector in
the current script. The faculty's age, marital status, experience, gende
r, and educational
position all play a role in numerous changes, which have an impact on job satisfaction and
organizational commitment. It is critical for the workers to assess the faculties' dedication.
This research will focus on the significant changes that are required in today's educational
system, as well as how workers' commitment can be strengthened in order to increase
productivity and growth of the company.
Hypothesis of the study
Following null theories are proposed
1) There exists no significan t difference between masculine and womanlike preceptors of
Late Educational Institutions with respect to works ministry.
2) There exists no significant difference in atelier church amongst Advanced Educational
Institution Educationists with respect to academic rivulet.
3) There exists no significant difference in studio church amongst Advanced Educational
Institution Educationists with respect to education experience.
4) There exists no significant difference between manly and womanish instructors of High
Educational Institutions with respect to organizational commitment.
5) There exists no significant difference in organizational commitment amongst High
Educational Institution Instructors with respect to academic watercourse.
6) There exists no significant
difference in organizational commitment amongst High
Educational Institution Instructors with respect to training experience.
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7) There exists no significant difference between masculine and womanlike preceptors of the
Late Educational Institutions with respect to job satisfaction.
8) There exists no significant difference in job satisfaction amongst Late Educational
Institution Preceptors with respect to academic sluiceway.
9) There exists no significant difference in job satisfaction amongst Late
Institution Preceptors with respect to tutelage experience.

Educational

Limitations of the study
The following are some of the study's limitations.
1. There are multitudinous private universities and institutions in the District. Baddi, H.P. The
study conc entrated on the top universities and sodalities in the engineering and operations
sectors because it was insolvable to include all of the institutions and universities.
2. The check was unintentionally responded to by all of the repliers.
Conclusions:-The notional infrastructure of the study lays the foundation to the probation. In
this the theoretical details of the variables of the investigation; Workplace Ministry,
Organizational Commitment and Job Satisfaction are illustrated. The purpose of this study is
to give figure of the study. The statement of the problem, emergence and excuse, intents,
theories, variables, delimitation of the study are illuminated and fully expounded
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Quality and Conditioning for Throwing in Cricket
INDRAJEET KUMAR, RESEARCH SCHOLAR
Shri JJT University, Jhunjhunu (Rajasthan) 333001
ABSTRACT:-In cricket, the ability to hurl a ball at rapid with phenomenal precision is
critical to productive performance and normally chooses the consequence of matches.The
ability of cricket handling in -corporate a development stage and a get and toss stage went for
diminishing run rate or ace ducing a come up short on the resistance. A noteworthy issue in
cricket is the danger of damage to players credited to an intense spike in tossing force and
volume amid training and matches. This article talks about quality and molding rehearses that
may decrease the prevalence of tossing related wounds and improve tossing execution.
1. INTRODUCTION
Baseball (9). It has been recognized that cricket is one of a kind due to 3 differing match
positions, to be specific Twenty20 (T20), r estricted over’s cricket (50 overs —1 day), and
different day (test and top of the line) cricket. Each configuration changes in structure and
volume, and thusly, the physical prerequisites of the players likewise differs enormously
(29,30). T20 cricket matches are done inside 2 – 3 hours, and each gathering overhand dishes
120 balls (20 over’s/6 balls for each completed) or until the limiting gathering is bowled out,
got, or has run out 10 of the 11 bats -men before the completion of the innings (maximum of
120 balls).Restricted over’s cricket matches are finished inside 6 – 8 hours, where each group
overhand dishes 300 balls (50 over’s/6 balls for each finished) or until the contradicting
group is bowled out, got, or has run out 10 of the 11 batsman before the finish of the innings
(limit of 300 balls). Different day cricket matches are completed over 3 – 5 days, where each
group bats twice amid 2 innings with a boundless number of balls, as the opposing group
endeavors to bowl out, catch, or run out 10 of the 11 batsmen. Of note, overhand bowling and
overhand tossing are 2 unmistakably extraordinary development designs, the previous used to
bowl the ball toward the wickets and batsman; the last mentioned, the essential focal point of
this article, is utilized ami d handling.There is inquire about looking at the movement designs
and physiological variances between playing positions, coordinate arrangements, and
instructional meetings in cricketers (22,30– 32,36,40,42). These investigations uncovered that
cricketers competing in T20 and constrained over’s (1 day) matches performed ;50 – 100%
more runs every hour in correlation with different day matches; interestingly, a more
prominent number of all out dashes were performed every day amid numerous day matches
due to l onger day by day coordinate spans. These investigations additionally evil presence
started that molding power and tossing volume were more noteworthy amid preparing (mean
heart loathe 5 159 6 8 beats$min21; all out separation secured 5 4,241 6 1,503 m; num ber of
tosses 5 42.5 6 26.3) versus rivalry (mean heart abhor 5 126 6 11 thumps/min; all out
separation 5 2,231 6 1,824 m; number of tosses 5 10.5 6 10.4). Inquisitively, there is little
proof examining the variances in tossing power and volume between mat ch organizations and
preparing; in spite of the fact that the accompanying 2 situations are estimated; (an) as the
configuration of the amusement turns out to be longer in term, the all out number of tosses
increment.
Keywords:-cricket; overhand throwing conditioning; injury prevention; resistance training
1. THROWING TECHNIQUE
The specialized parts of tossing in cricket have been compared to that of baseball (9), and
with that in mind, a comparative methodology ought to be taken to preparation. The tossing
movement can be partitioned into 5 – 6 individual stages. The readiness stage (wind up
replaces this stage in baseball), walk, arm positioning, speeding up, deceleration, and finish
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(16,27). The shoulder of the overhead tossing competitor, in view of the ide
a of its
performance requests, must give enough versatility to permit maximal outside turn amid the
late positioning period of tossing (14,24) and enough stability to permit intense increasing
speeds as high as 7,5108/s2 (15). This fine balance of adequate portability and dependability
has been alluded to as the "hurler's oddity" (24). Regardless of whether the required scope of
movement is a versatile reaction to tossing or an inherent laxity is unsure (24), yet it is by all
accounts basic to progress (14) .The versatility soundness balance is frequently traded off,
which can in certain occurrences bring about tossing related torment (TRP) and a drop in
performance (50). TRP in the shoulder and elbow are regular inside baseball hurlers (35) as
nonstop over t he top presentation to an example of tossing load causes micro trauma to
included tissues and can debilitate them to the point of damage (11). Occasions of spikes in
tossing load (an abrupt intense increment in burden) happen as often as possible at the
starting of an aggressive season will in general match with expanded reports of TRP and
might be credited to an absence of solidarity, versatility, or introduction to specific tossing
based molding (50).TRP in cricket is typical, in spite of the way that it
can go unreported
because of most of the contenders continuing to play in a decreased breaking point or in
another fielding work (33). Be that as it may, the rate of TRP in cricket is not exactly would
be normal in a game that fuses moderate to high volume s of over -head tossing, which had
recently been credited to defenders tossing for separation (26). Given this information, this
article subtleties a scope of exercises that might be utilized as a feature of a quality and
molding program for setting up a co mpetitor for overhead tossing, nearby a point by point
toss ing molding program planned explicitly for cricket.
2. INJURY PREVENTION AND RETURN TO THROWING PERFORMANCE
There is an absence of writing explicit to the readiness of cricketers for the intense spik es in
distracting outstanding task at hand experienced amid the change from season to aggressive
season as well as progressing between the differing match designs consistently. A deliberate
movement of burden (power and volume) utilizing a professional gra m explicit to overhand
tossing in cricket would recommend an abatement in TRP rate and furthermore boost tossing
execution (1,40). It is the creators' experience that a large portion of a cricket competitor's
tossing burden will happen amid preparing and m atch day planning. The basic recurrence of
TRP occurs in the midst of exceptional spikes in hurling weight and power, which may
happen when bunches are required to switch between the more broadened and shorter match
plans.It is basic that the strength of t he whole scapulohumeral complex re -mains flawless to
give some protection from the tossing movement. The musculature stressed over incredible
robustness, control creation, and dissipation enveloping the shoulder, scapula, elbow, and
wrist should remain sol idand with powerful neuromuscular control (34). Specifically, the
muscles of the rotator cuff, which work in a synchronized fashion and act as force couples
about the scapula, provide both movement and stabilization (50). The parity of the quality
limit between the outside and inner rotators of the tossing arm ought to be at least 65%, yet
ideally 66 – 75% to give dynamic soundness all through the tossing movement (50).This
balance has shown to vary significantly through -out a training year dependent on trai n-ing
schedule and the volume of throwing in that particular training or competitive phase (49). An
increased volume of throwing has shown to result in an increase in internal rotator strength
and by demand a decrease inexternal rotator strength of the inv olved muscles (23,47). This
adaptive response leads to the undesirable increase in muscle imbalance. The stimulus created
by the throwing arm follow through is therefore not enough to maintain eccentric strength in
the external rotators required for deceleration (23) and can in effect lead to a detraining of the
posterior musculature (7,47).that the athletes are performing the necessary number of
sessions.
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2. THE TRUNK AND LOWER EXTREMITIES
Overhead tossing includes the trans -fer of ground -response and lower -furthest point powers
through the muscles of the storage compartment to the furthest points (21,43). Studies have
appeared vertical and level ground power creation is straightforwardly identified with tossing
and bowl-ing speed in cricket (18,52). The job o f trunk adaptability and quality is some -what
uninvestigated in cricket, despite the fact that it has been theorized that more noteworthy
trunk solidness and exchange of momen -tum from the lower appendage to distal seg - A
quality and tossing molding projec t ought to incorporate yet not be limited to customary
opposition preparing, sport -explicit warm -ups (8) and game explicit tossing practices with
resistance (12), as quality and ply metric programs explicit to tossing movements have been
appeared to expand the tossing speed (48,51). The quality and molding expert close by the
instructing staff ought to subsequently actualize a best practice approach for the avoidance of
damage, by arranging and setting up the competitor for realized changes around expanded
necessities of volume and force. A run of the mill practice program like that of the "Hurler's
Ten" (48,51) went for boosting tossing performance and damage counteractive action for
cricket competitors is appeared in Figure 1. The activities vary in multif aceted nature, and
early movements are gone for contrast entitling rotator sleeve quality from scapular quality
and portability amid an early period of the arrival to tossing program.It is basic that the
strength of the whole scapulohumeral complex re -mains flawless to give some protection
from the tossing movement. The musculature worried about powerful security, power
generation, and dissipation encompassing the shoulder, scapula, elbow, and wrist ought to
stay solid
1. Return to Throwing Exercise Pro -gram. Amid early -stage preseason or come back to
tossing, it is recompatched that the competitor performs portability and solidness as a
concentration to deal with the glen humeral joint through full range. Contingent upon the
competitor's preparation stage, the y may play out all periods of the "Arrival to Throwing
Exercise Program." The program ought to incorporate up to 5 practices that attention
explicitly on the rotator sleeve and activities that consolidate both rotator sleeve and
scapula quality and steadin ess, for example, outside shoulder turn at 08, 308, and 908
snatching (Figure 1A and 1B); interior shoulder revolution; and shoulder abduction
varieties (Figure 1C). Normal quality perseverance stacking parameters (1 – 3 sets of 10 –
25 reiterations for each activity) ought to be implemented in a periodized way through the
off-season and preset child preparing stages (2,5,51).
2. Performance program. This program has a particular spotlight on improving tossing
execution through squeezing (vertical and level), pu lling (vertical and flat), tossing, and
entire body movement designs (Figure 2). The performance program ought to be
performed inside a quality session or as supplementary preparing 2 – 5 times each week
relying upon the preparation stage (5). High-speed (17,19,25), hypertrophy (41), and most
extreme quality (4,46) stacking parameters (Table 3) ought to be recommended reliant on
the physical needs of the competitor and preparing stage (4).
3. THROWING WORKLOAD PROGRAM
A progressive remaining task at hand bowlin g expert gram is regular practice with quick
bowlers inside cricket to get ready them physically for a foreseen match load (6). Though,
dynamic outstanding task at hand overhand tossing genius grams are far less normal, however
similarly as significant for preconditioning the musculature for tossing. An intense increment
in tossing outstanding burden has been appeared to improve the probability of TRP (40). A
dynamic stacking program for cricket ball tossing should expand the heap on the shoulder by
methodically expanding first the power (remove or potentially speed) and afterward volume
(number of tosses 3 tossing separation 3 intensity of each toss) of tosses. This permits the
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interest set on connective and contractile tissue to adjust and reinforce after
some time,
decreasing exhaustion and tissue micro trauma and limiting damage chance (3). Diagrams the
preparation recurrence (3 – 4 times each week) of a common 8 -week "come back to tossing"
program dependent on the particular requests of a national cricket group. The creators saw
that the most elevated physiology and tossing outstanding burdens kink eters experienced
were from instructional meetings engaged with getting ready for matches and not remaining
burdens experienced inside matches (31,40). The tossi ng loads required for preparing were
more than multiple times the quantity of tosses recorded in amusements (40). This was a
result of the warm -up period of practices and sessions of specialized preparing to "groove"
explicit engine designs in expanding to ssing execution. A comparative pattern was seen with
power, as higher burden, more than 22 events, amid a time of about two months in
anticipation of a focused season. An expansion in tossing load from session to session of
under 30% is believed to be the best increment in burden that versatile tissue can deal with
(10). The current tossing program is intended for overhead specialized tossing and not the
sidearm toss or overhand bowling. It ought to likewise be expressed that the creators suggest
that tossi ng strategy examination is a critical piece of this procedure, and this might be the
ideal time frame to address it. Upon effective completion of the program, week by week
tossing volumes ought to be observed to pre-vent any undesirable intense spikes in volume.
4. SUMMARY
TRP in cricketers as a result of an intense spike in tossing load from matches and
preparing happens when the competitor isn't physically arranged for the forced interest.
This article has featured a scope of solidarity and molding practices that may helper in the
physical planning of the cricketer for improved tossing execution. Prescribed resistance
preparing stacking parameters to create quality continuance, hyper -trophy, most extreme
quality, and high speed for a given exercise are deline
ated in Table 3. As recently
portrayed, it is additionally appropriate that athletes play out a dynamic remaining burden
tossing program up to multiple times week by week that comprises of an orderly
increment in tossing power .
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ABSTRACT:-This article is an effort to study the effects of Covid19 Pandemic on mergers
and acquisitions (M&As) deals in India. Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) - related issues
have drawn impressive enthusiasm from specialists and academicians. Generally, any
economy recessions happen due to the incompetence of the economy system. Global mergers
and acquisitions have dropped due to the worsening situation of coronavirus crisis and by the
end of March 2020 the M&A deals had stopped completely across the world which resulted
in the delay of M&A deals for India as well
The sole purpose of this research paper is to explore the imp
act of Covid19 Pandemic on
Indian Mergers & Acquisitions deals.This research Paper thus seize the transformation of
M&A deals during the Pandemicsituation in India.
Key Words: - Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A), Covid19 pandemic, Economy Situation
Introduction: In Indian industry, the movement for mergers and acquisitions action got
because of different economic changes presented by the Government of India since 1991, in
its move towards liberalization and globalization. The Indian economy has gone through a
significant change and basic change following the economic changes, and "size and
capability" have become the focal point of business undertakings in India. Indian companies
understood the need to develop and extend in businesses that they saw well, to con
front
developing rivalry; a few driving corporate have embraced rebuilding activities to auction
non-center businesses, and to make more grounded presence in their center territories of
business intrigue. In the present globalized economy, intensity and up per hand have become
the popular expressions for corporate far and wide. Corporate worldwide have been
forcefully attempting to construct new abilities and capacities, to stay serious and to develop
profitably. Blending companies doesn't simply mean poolin
g money resources office
structures, processing plants, hardware and workers work all in all that may be, apparently,
more noteworthy than the parts.
Merger and Acquisition Trends in India Post Two Decades of Liberalization
India is one of the emerging economies on the planet today; however the equivalent was false
twenty years back. The seeds of this improvement were planted in the year 1992 when the
nation embraced the new industrial arrangement for Liberalization, Privatiz
ation and
Globalization. Accordingly the economy moved from a shut one to an open one this lead to a
huge change in the operating structures of Indian corporate. Presently they needed to contend
with their Indian partners as well as with major MNCs which h ad begun entering the Indian
economy. Among the numerous techniques, which corporate utilized for endurance and
advancement, mergers and acquisitions assumed a noteworthy job. For homegrown firms it
was a system for meeting the competition while for MNCs i
t was one simple method of
entering into Indian Markets. Accordingly it was during this period after liberalization that
M&A action in India took pace. Prior to this period mergers and acquisitions were not all that
famous. As the Indian economy created st ep by step, increasingly more merger bargains
started to attempt in different sectors of the economy. And today, Indian companies are
acquiring firms abroad which are three to multiple times their size.
Trends of Mergers and Acquisitions in India prior to covid19 Pandemic
The Indian corporate sector has seen enormous development in M&As during the post twenty
years after liberalization, both regarding an incentive just as volume. The development period
is differed just as interesting. The volume of M&A bar gains has increased from simple 12
arrangements in 1992 to a sum of 3441 arrangements during 1992 -2012. The most elevated
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number of arrangements was seen in the year 2001 and it was 307 and minimal number of
arrangements in the year 1993 when it was only 8
. The estimation of M&As increased
multiple times in the year 2005 looked at the year 1998. All things considered the service
sector and manufacturing sector are at standard regarding number of M&A bargains. Under
manufacturing, the sectors which have embraced considerable measure of mergers are mainly
chemicals, food and beverages and textiles. Cross Border M&As have likewise assumed
critical part in the last seven to eight years. The advancement of development of M&As have
confronted three stages 1992 -2000, 2001 -2007, and 2008 onwards. The last stage is as yet
going on and eased back down as far as number of arrangements after the pinnacle of 2007.
New sectors like vitality and force are presently occupying merger and acquisition space in
the hybrid market . The above conclusions are according to the information gathered and
examined for the examination period. It is said dwelling in the past without having a
viewpoint of the current situation is history concentrated in squander. Subsequently this
section ci tes various investigations that feature the current situation that is the
post 2012
period.
Trends of Mergers and Acquisitions transformation in India during the Pandemic
The effect of Covid-19’s Pandemic had distressed the M&A activity in India. Business
unitsare undergoing a tough time facing a tough strategic choice between jamming the brakes
or stepping on the gas, with respect to ongoing deals. The key drivers of decision making
range from change in business outlook, concerns regarding valuation, liquidity crunch due to
reduced lending by banks and consequent reallocation of surplus funds. Cross
-border
transactions have been severely impacted due to the lockdown and closure of international
borders.The pandemic-led disruptions further augmented the role played by technology. This
has been thoroughly leveraged by start -ups and digital insurgents across sectors like finance,
retail, technology, manufacturing, logistics, etc. It’s no wonder then that India added over 55
unicorns in the past two years a lone. Major sectors that have emerged as lucrative hotspots
for acquisition activity include renewable energy,
electric vehicles, consumer
durables, EdTech,and Fintech. Favorable policy support as well as falling prices have made
India an attractive destination for renewable investments.
It is reported that while most
acquisitions were led by fi rst-time buyers, no mega deal over US$5 billion was struck in the
year 2021, unlike the trend in 2016 -19. For the years 2020 and 2021, the percentage of first time buyers has been the highest compared to the percentage for the years 2016 till 2019. In
2021, the nature of deals was broad based, including more mid
-sized deals ranging from
US$500 million to US$1 billion. Two -thirds of these deals finalized by insurgents are stock plus-cash transactions. Also, the nature of deals in the past 18 -24 months has been quite
different from the years before. Scope and capability deals accounted for nearly 46 percent of
all strategic deals valued at above US$75 million that were closed in 2021
– much higher
than i n 2020 (36 percent) and 2019 (31 percent). Scope deals (acquisitions outside a
company’s core business) are steadily growing their share of deal volumes, often addressing
disruptive themes, such as digital or renewables.Another notable trend observed in 20 21 is
the rapid expansion of industry insurgents across sectors, geographies, and business fields.
These companies are aggressively trying to upscale capabilities to deliver a comprehensive
omnichannel experience to consumers. For instance, EdTech insurgen t BYJU’s has made
over 11 acquisitions valued at over US$2 billion, of which approximately $US1 billion went
towards acquiring Aakash Educational Services, an offline test prep company, to build an
omnichannel learning offering for its test -prep vertical. Oyo, too, has entered much new
geography to expand its scale of operations.
Reviews of Literature: Pankaj Sinha and Sushant Gupta (2020) This paper examine the Mergers and Acquisitions
situation of the Indian Financial Services Sector. The information fo
r eighty instances of
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M&A in the period from March 1993
-Feb 2010 is gathered for a lot of ten financial
boundaries representing the different characteristics of a firm.The consequences of the
investigation indicate that PAT and PBDITA have been decidedly influenced after the merger
yet the liquidity condition spoke to by Current Ratio has decayed. Likewise Cost Efficiency
and Interest Coverage have improved and crumbled in equivalent number of cases. Interest
Coverage remains a significant factor in determi ning the profit for shareholders' subsidizes
both when the merger yet Profit Margin additionally gets significant after the merger. And
looking at the diversification effects of merger, in two out of the three cases there has been a
reduction in all out and orderly danger.
Mishra, Pulak (2019) the paper examines how mergers and acquisitions (M&As) in India
after initiation of changes in 1991 have influenced firms' financial performance. Using board
information and applying the strategy for contrast GMM, it is discovered that neither market
concentration nor M&As influenced firms' financial performance due to the multidirectional
structure-conduct-performance relationships. Instead, inter industry contrasts in performance
have been brought about by capital i
ntensity, endeavors relating to marketing and
distribution, and unfamiliar innovation. The findings recommend for a relook at the
competition arrangements and laws, international exchange, investment and innovation
improvement as they influence financial p erformance through market structure along with
firms' business systems, effectiveness and intensity.
Pinky and Gupta, Kapil (2019) this investigation examines the riches effects of merger
declarations on acquirer firms in India, by principally focusing on two stock characteristics
for example stock return and stock unpredictability. Test of 429 merger declarations in India
from 2008 to 2015 are examined and an occasion window of 21 days is taken to
investigations the impact of such declarations on acquirer
's stock return and stock
unpredictability. It is discovered that there is change consequently and a hop in spread of
returns after occasion day, and it continues as long as two days post occasion. These findings
infer that shareholder of acquirer firms cr
eate normal anomalous returns from merger
occasions during and after declaration and returns become negative in long spat context to
India.
Findings: Defensive M&A
The impact of the COVID -19 pandemic has almost immediately propelled many companies
into survival mode. As a result, many companies will turn to M&A – whether by choice or
necessity – to safeguard their future.
M&A to salvage value. Companies that have been severely impacted by the crisis and are in a
financially vulnerable position, will need to take decisive measures to secure their survival.
Some will turn to portfolio optimization to identify assets that lack strategic fit and could be
divested. Others will take radical actions including distressed asset sales to salvage value
from loss-generating divisions.
M &A to safeguard markets to maintain competitive parity. Companies where the impact has
been less severe will need to build financial resilience by extracting deep synergies from
recent deals. Many will consider alliances or co-investment opportunities to reduce risk and
capital outlay in their core business.
Offensive M&A
The COVID-19 crisis has demonstrated the attraction of new digital channels, agile operating
models, and supply chain links. Many companies will need to act ively pursue transformative
acquisitions to rapidly adapt to the irrevocable changes to their business models.
M&A to transform business and safeguard the future. Companies with a strong balance sheet
but expecting a significant degree of structural disrup tion to their sector would use M&A to
safe-guard their customer base and supply chain. While others will explore acquisitions and
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alliances to close gaps in their portfolio and accelerate long
-term transformation to their
business models.
M&A to change the game. A select few resilient and strategically well placed companies
should use M&A and other investment activities to capture unassailable market leadership. It
would require alliances that includes both large specialist partners as well as start -ups fro m
the innovation ecosystem. They also need to use M&A to acquire disruptive companies at the
edge of their existing businesses and use those as the springboard to launch new offerings
that will shape their sectors in the future
Conclusion: -The post-COVID world will unleash structural and systemic changes and it is
widely expected that recovery will be highly asymmetric across regions and sectors. Most
sectors will reinvent themselves in order to thrive and many will use M&A to accelerate this
transformation
But as companies prepare for a new world with fundamentally reshaped economies and
societies, it is inevitable the deal making environment will also materially change. Beyond
traditional M&A, companies need to deploy a wide range of inorganic growth stra tegies such
as partnerships with their peers, co -investments with private equity, investment in disruptive
technologies, cross-sector alliances with specialists, and partnership with governments.
A combination of defensive and offensive M&A strategies shou
ld emerge as companies
strive to safeguard existing markets, accelerate recovery, and position themselves to capture
unassailable market leadership. Redefining M&A in terms of these scenarios and choices will
bring much needed clarity of purpose while confronting uncertainties.
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ABSTRACT:-In today's ever -changing education environment, educators require leadership
skills that provide direction for a new generation of educators. Gaining knowledge to become
an effective educator leader is one way to ensure quality educat
ion for the future. In this
current pandemic situation education institutions are required to consider how to develop
their leadership and what might be appropriate leadership skills to enable adaption to these
new circumstances. The definitions of activit ies and skills offer insight into how educator
leaders could be developed and therefore from a potential framework of leadership
capabilities for educator leaders.
KEYWORDS:-Leadership, Leadership skill, the new generation of educators, leadership
capabilities
INTRODUCTION:-As we are aware leadership is a must in educational institutions. The
educator leader has to know a clear vision of the institution. A good educator leader must
have experience high commitment and high patience in carrying out its duties
. Good
leadership is a strong character and selfless devotion to wards the institution.Leaders in
education sectors have to assess better lead their institute and must also find skills required
for the same. Leadership and education can be similar as two sides of coin which complement
each other long term success of education institutions depends upon their educators’ team.
Educators should have vision, intellectual passion and integrity. The main aim of this
research is to discuss and identification of leadership skill that exist.
What is leadership?
Leadership is both a research area, and a practical skill encompassing the ability of an
individual, group or organization to "lead", influence or guide other individuals, teams, or
entire organizations.
What is Leadership skill?
Leadership skills are the strengths and abilities individuals demonstrate that help the oversee
processes, guide initiatives and steer their employees.
PROBLEM STATEMENT: -This research paper inherently has several limitations. while
this researcher attempted to be exhaustive in reviewing literature available on leadership skill.
some research may have been overlooked. Thus, this review may present a biased view
regarding leadership skills actual required by educators. Additionally, this literature review is
merely a summary of previous research. No empirical research was conducted. Therefore, it
does not add or contribute new information to the field of education.
OBJECTIVE:-In this paper, I evaluate the reasons, implications, and advant
ages of
leadership skills. So that leadership skills are better understood.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: -The source of information in this research study is
secondary data. The available information on the internet regarding leadership skills has been
extensively used to complete the research. All available textbooks, reference books, research
papers, newspapers provided the necessary information to finalize the research study.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE: -Leadership skills are skills used when organizing other
people to reach a shared goal. Whether in a management position or leading a project,
leadership skills required motivating others to complete a series of tasks often according to a
schedule. Leadership is not just one skill but rather a combination of several diff erent skills
working together.Some examples of skills that make a strong leader include:
● Patience
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Empathy
Active listening
Reliability
Dependability
Creativity
Effective feedback
Timely communication
Team building
Flexibility
Risk-taking
Ability to teach and mentor
Leadership skills: -Almost any positive soft skill might be considered a leadership skill. For
example, active listening helps leaders bring projects to completion by hearing the ideas and
concerns of the team. Empathy, for example, helps leaders understand how their team feels
about their workload, environment, and workplace relationships.Here is a list of must -have
leadership skills that may prove valuable to anyone applying for work or looking to advance
in a career.
1. Decisivenes s:-Effective leaders are those who can make decisions quickly with the
information they have. Effective decision -making comes with time and experience. As one
becomes more familiar with a specific industry, you’ll be able to make decisions faster, even
when one doesn’t have all of the necessary information. Decisiveness is seen as a valuable
leadership skill because it can help move projects along faster and improve efficiency.
2. Integrity:-Integrity is often seen as just truthfulness or honesty but, in ma ny cases, it also
means having and standing by a set of strong values. Integrity in the workplace often means
being able to make ethical choices and helping the company maintain a positive image. All
businesses seek to hire workers who have a strong sense of integrity.
3. Relationship building (or team building): -Leadership requires the ability to build and
maintain a strong and collaborative team of individuals working towards the same goal. Team
building requires other leadership strengths like effective communication skills and conflict
resolution.
4. Problem-solving:-Good leaders are skilled at solving issues that arise on the job. Effective
problem-solving often requires staying calm and identifying a step-by-step solution. Problemsolving skills can he lp leaders make quick decisions, resolve obstacles with their team and
external teams alike and ensure projects are completed on time according to specifications.
5. Dependability:-Being a dependable leader means that people can trust and rely on you. A
dependable person follows through on plans and keeps promises. The strong relationships
built by a dependable leader create a resilient team that is able to work through difficulties
that may arise.
6. Ability to teach and mentor: -One of the skills that diff erentiate leadership from many
other competencies is the ability to teach and mentor. Effectively teaching colleagues or
subordinates how to grow in their careers helps organizations scale. Often, this skill requires
that leaders think less about themselve s and more about how to make their team, as a whole,
successful.
What is educators’ leadership?
It is a set of roles bundled with the motivation to inspire educational change and move
beyond the status quo in collaborative ways. Educators’ leaders lead
alongside others, not
from the front. They have their feet firmly planted in the classroom and their eyes on what is
possible for all.
Every educational institution needs a cadre of educator leaders. When administrative
leadership changes in an educator, t here should be a network of educator leadership that will
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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sustain that change in a productive way. And every educator needs to understand the
pathways to educator leadership. Educator leaders are critical in establishing school cultures
that ensure change is always meaningful and relevant.
Expert:-Educator leaders share their expertise.Expertise may come in the form of knowledge
and skills about specific content (e.g., mathematics, social -emotional learning) or teaching
skills (e.g., teaching with technology, questioning strategies). Their expertise may also come
in the form of leadership skills (e.g., helping teams build consensus, making data
-driven
decisions).
Exceptional Communicators :-Educator leaders are excellent communicators. A key
educator leadership skill is the ability to prioritize listening over speaking and seeking to
understand different perspectives. Educator leaders clarify, probe and synthesize ideas and
questions to understand the concerns and leverage the expertise of others. The y also strive to
establish open communication, where all ideas are heard and all possibilities explored.
Educator leaders want to solve problems by getting a group to think outside of the box.
Change Agents :-While most educators are experts and have effect ive communication skills,
teacher leaders differentiate themselves by being change agents. They take up initiatives and
work to make them successful. Education is a professional field that is constantly being
“reformed” and reacting to social, economic, an d political changes. This continuous change
makes being an educator exciting and exhausting, and it is why educator leadership is so
important—every institution needs educators who will “lean in” when change happens.
Inspirational Leaders :-People in educat ional leadership are familiar with the concept of
the transformational leader. Transformational leaders work with others to problem -solve and
implement and monitor strategic initiatives. They inspire everyone to be their very best
because a transformational leader believes that everyone has important contributions to make
and that everyone needs to be involved.
Explorers:-Educator leaders are trailblazers. They are first adopters, willing to try out new
ideas and discover the unseen “potholes” in new initiatives. They volunteer for pilot projects
and pursue professional development opportunities to learn more so they can improve their
practice, share their experiences, and collaborate with others to solve problems and reach
team goals.
CONCLUSION:-In this period educators’ skills are drastically transformed. More and more
skills are required by them. Educational institutions should have educators with sufficient
skills. Skills like communication, change agent; inspirational skills, ability to teach, and
mentoring enhance the value of the educational institution. These skills should include
knowledge management abilities and willingness to apply them to a new and more
challenging situation. Tacit knowledge includes personal wisdom, experience, insight these
should be conveyed effortlessly. Cultural and language barriers add challenges to the
conveying information or knowledge. Leadership skills in educators encourage them to create
a purpose that will make the world a better place.
REVERENCES
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ABSTRACT:-The present investigation intends to study parental encouragement among the
Urban and Rural adolescents in relation to their academic achievement. The study was
conducted on 80 adolescent students studying in S irsa district. Findings of the study reveal
that the Urban adolescent students got more parental encouragement than the rural adolescent
students. Academic achievement level of students in urban area is higher than that of students
in rural area.
Keywords :- ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT, URBAN AND RURAL ADOLESCENTS
INTRODUCTION:-God is the supreme power in this world. There is nothing beyond that
eternal power. He has made this universe so beautiful. Parents are God incarnate. Every
successful person after reaching his destination finds that his success is because of the help of
his parents. The motivation given by parents exerts significant influence on their interests,
aspiration and achievement of the children. Parental encouragement is one of the aspects of
parental treatment patterns. In encouragement, the parents help the child guide him and coax
him so that he may not feel disheartened at a particular point difficulty. Parents play a
significant role for higher need achievement of their children. The entire t reatment may have
many individual traits. But their contents and direction are the same to give encouragement to
the child. It may be in the form of approval or it may be in the form of asking the child to
modify his behavior. In case it creates avoidance

behaviour in the child, that accounts to

disencouragement. Parental encouragement is of great significance in developing
psychological as well as academic well being.
As we know Parents encouragement plays an important role in academic achievement of the
child. A few important studies reported in this on parental disciplinary techniques of higher
achievement. "
B. Suneeta and K. Mayuri (1999)" Effects of familial factors on Academic achievement of
school children etc.
OBJECTIVES
To study the relationship

between parental encouragement and academic achievement of

urban adolescents and rural adolescents students.
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To find out the difference between the parental encouragement and achievement of urban and
rural adolescent students.
METHOD
Sample
The sample consists of 80 students both boys and girls of Class X out of which 40 students
were from urban area and 40 students were from rural area of Sirsa district. The random
sample was adopted.
INSTRUMENT
Parental encouragement scale by R.R. Sharma to measure the degree of parental
encouragement.
PROCEDURE
The test was administered to selected subjects and the level of parents attitude, motivation
and support is related with academic achievement of the students.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The collected data was analysed as follows:

-The mean scores of urban area adolescent

students regarding their academic achievement is 51.0 (S.D 16) is higher than the mean
scores of rural area adolescent students (M -41.25.S.D 12.22). The mean difference is found
5.52 which is significant at 0.01 & 0.05 levels.
The mean score of urban area adolescent students regarding parental encouragement is 44.5
(S.D 16) which is higher than the mean score of rural area adolescent students

(M-25. S.D.

13.9). The mean difference is found 5.52 which is significant 0.01 & 0.05 levels.
A comparison has also been done between academic achievement and parental
encouragement of urban adolescent students. The mean score of academic achievement of
urban adolescent students is 51.00 S.D. (16.00) which is higher than the mean score of
parental encourage (M 44.5, S.D. 17.5). The mean difference is found 1.73 which is not
significant at any level.
A comparison has also been done of academic achievement

and parental encouragement of

rural adolescent students. The mean score of academic achievement of Rural student is (M
41.25, S.D. 12.22) which is higher than the mean score of parental encouragement (25.22
S.D. 13.9) The mean difference is 5.56 which is significant at 0.01 & 0.05 levels.
FINDINGS
Urban adolescent students got more parental encouragement than the rural adolescent
students. Academic achievement level of students urban area is higher than that of the
students is rural area. A significant re lationship exists between academic achievement and
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parental encouragement. The rural students show lower academic achievement, Parental
encourage-ment and academic achievement are not found significantly related with urban
area. In urban area academic achi

evement is not found less affected by parental

encouragement. The motivation given by teachers and aspiration to achieve high in exam
work here. Schools provide better facilities in getting more and more score.
CONCLUSION
On the basis of these findings w

e can reject the hypothesis that there is no significant

relationship in academic and parental encouragement of urban and rural area students.
Regarding comparison of academic achievement and parental encouragement of Urban
adolescent students. We can acc ept the hypothesis that there is no significant relationship
between academic achievement and parental encouragement of urban students.
Regarding comparison of academic achievement and parental encouragement of rural
adolescent students the null hypothesi

s is rejected that there is significant relationship

between academic achievement and parental encouragement of rural area students.
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